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A bstract
A Canonical Basis method is presented for computing the cut-constructible parts of 
loop amplitudes in massless Yang-Mills theory by generalised Unitarity. The method 
relies upon constructing a canonical basis of general cut solutions and constructing the 
amplitude by identifying the integral coefficients with elements of the canonical basis, 
thereby avoiding repeated integration of similar integrand structures. The method 
provides closed, rational, fully analytic expressions for the integral coefficients. As 
an application the method is applied to compute the previously unknown NMHV 
partial amplitudes of the 7-gluon A f = 1 chiral multiplet loop, and is then extended 
to rederive the cut-constructible terms of the NMHV 6-gluon partial amplitudes with 
a complex scalar loop.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and M otivation
6
1.1 In troductory  R em arks
Ever since its theoretical development from Quantum Mechanics over 50 years ago, 
the theoretical framework of Quantum Field Theory has proven enormously successful 
in unlocking the mysteries of subatomic physics. In this theoretical framework, the 
techniques of perturbation theory in particular have proven spectacularly effective in 
yielding useful predictions of physically observable quantities which can then be veri­
fied experimentally using particle colliders. Despite the limitations one might expect 
due to  the specific limited regime of weak coupling in which perturbation theory is 
applicable, it has nonetheless allowed predictions to be made allowing experimental 
verification of almost all of the component particles of the Standard Model, and al­
though it is im portant to remember tha t there are significant theoretical obstacles 
outstanding to which perturbation theory cannot be applied, notably to strongly- 
coupled theories, still perturbative techniques are at the forefront of modern physics, 
providing predictions for the likely mass range of the final Standard Model ingredi­
ent, the Higgs boson and for predicted elements of many of the plausible theories 
of possible BSM behaviour, such as the Minimally Supersymmetric Standard Model 
(MSSM).
Although with the possibility of new physics discoveries opened by the long- 
awaited start of experimental physics at the LHC, and with the ongoing attem pts 
to unify gravity with gauge theory using String Theory, it is possible tha t Quantum 
Field Theory may within a few years give way to some new theoretical framework, 
it is at present still a highly current and prolific theoretical perspective with regards 
to developing physics which can be tested with the collider technology likely to be 
available in the near future. However, the outstanding challenges to searching for new 
physics at the LHC are formidable; at time of writing, it appears tha t the formidable 
experimental obstacles have finally been overcome, and as such it is possible that 
the main obstacles in the near term  to progress will come from the theoretical side. 
In particular, there is a unique need for accurate perturbative calculations of NLO 
and NNLO processes with many external particles which could largely be avoided 
in earlier collider generations. This is largely due to  the problems associated with 
background arising due to the nature of proton-proton collisions and the large amount 
of QCD background processes they entail. For example, a significant hurdle to the 
search for the Higgs boson arises due to the fact tha t the normal expectation tha t 
NLO processes will be dominated by the LO contribution is often not the case due
7
to the coupling of the Higgs to loops of top quarks and massive vector bosons. In 
addition, the purely QCD background to many processes is large and difficult to 
accurately compute, and as such most of the processes being considered as likely 
Higgs detection channels are those arising from the weak sector (see table 1.1).
These calculations of loop-dependent processes present a major phenomenological 
obstacle; indeed, much of the progress in QFT for the last few decades has revolved 
around the problem of computing scattering amplitudes for processes containing par­
ticle loops, i.e. containing a closed loop of indices in the transition matrix element. 
Since such a closed loop results in a momentum circulating which is not constrained 
by the external momenta via momentum conservation, we thus must integrate over 
all possible contributions from this momentum, giving rise to loop integrals.
QFT contains a framework (renormalization) for obtaining meaningful expres­
sions from such integrals, but although this means a calculation of a UV-divergent 
loop process is in principle possible, actually computing a non-trivial loop amplitude 
in QCD is a formidable computational problem both due to the non-trivial nature 
of evaluating the loop integrals and to the typically large numbers of Feynman dia­
grams loop processes tend to give rise to. As such, until recently calculations of loop 
amplitudes with many external particles tended to be performed individually as a 
phenomenological need arose, and almost invariably employing some degree of ma­
nipulation to reduce either the number of Feynman diagrams or simplify the integrals 
themselves; perhaps the best known example of such an approach is the Passarino- 
Veltman reduction technique [1], which together with its successors is still relevant 
today and is discussed in Chapter 2.
This state of affairs persists today, i.e. the phenomenological demands of the 
LHC have called for a great deal of effort on the theoretical side to develop methods 
to compute the required loop amplitudes in a reasonable time frame. Indeed, this 
process is ongoing; the 2005 Les Houches Phenomenology Working Group report [2] 
identified a wishlist of 8 NLO processes as priorities for accurate predictions of LHC 
background processes. This wishlist was updated by the 2008 [3] and 2010 [4] Les 
Houches reports with an additional 4 NLO and 4 NNLO processes. The 2010 wishlist 
is given in table 1.1.
It is worth noting tha t all of the wishlist processes contain 5, 6 and in some cases 
even 7-point loops. It is clear therefore tha t the development of new techniques and 
refinement of existing methods for computing such complicated loop amplitudes is 
of considerable importance for progress in fundamental physics. In addition, the
NLO processes calculated since Les Houches 2005 
1: pp —> V V je t  [5, 6, 17]
2: pp —> H  +  2je ts  [7, 8]
3: pp -> V V V  [9, 10, 31]
4: pp —» ttbb [11, 32]
5: pp —> V  +  3je ts  [20, 12]
NLO processes still outstanding 
6: pp —> tt 4- 2je t  
7: pp VVbb 
8: pp —» ^  Y +  2je t  
9: pp bbbb
10: pp —> V +  4jet
11: pp —>
12: pp —> t i t t  
NNLO processes 
13: pp ->
14: pp —» tt 
15: N N L O  to VBF and Z/7  +  je t  
16: N N L O  QCD +  NLO EW for VL/Z
Figure 1.1: The 2010 Les Houches wishlist of phenomenologically interesting loop 
processes
difficulty of accurately estimating the QCD background means tha t processes which 
would be strongly dominated by the background are unfortunately difficult to use 
as meaningful experimental tests. This suggests a long-term benefit to developing 
methods to accurately compute QCD background amplitudes in addition to the short­
term phenomenological goals identified above.
1.2 P rogress in Feynm an techniques
As an illustration of the poor scaling of Feynman techniques in Yang-Mills theory, 
one can compute the number of Feynman diagrams contributing at tree level to the 
process gg —> ng , a set of results collated by Mangano and Parke [13].
As can be seen, the progression is extremely rapid in n, leading to the severe 
proliferation in contributing terms for large n. This behaviour at tree level is only 
compounded at loop level, where one also has rapid proliferation of form factors ap­
pearing during reduction of the tensor integrals. This provides a severe practical
9
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
#  of diagrams 4 25 220 2485 34300 559405 10525900
Figure 1.2: Illustration of proliferation of number of Feynman diagrams with number 
of external legs for tree-level gluon scattering [13]
limitation on the evaluation of loop amplitudes containing many external particles 
analytically using Feynman techniques. As a consequence of this contemporary ap­
plications of Feynman diagram methods to loop amplitudes of 5 or more external 
particles are at least partially numerical and automated. Recent research in the area 
largely expands upon the selection of automated packages which exist for performing 
calculations of NLO amplitudes with up to four external particles [14, 15]. Using such 
techniques various collaborations have been able to provide calculations of processes 
from the Les Houches wishlist [5, 8, 9, 10].
A notable approach in the direction of fully automating computation of multileg 
loop amplitudes via Feynman diagrams is the Golem95 package developed by Binoth, 
Guillet, Heinrich, Pilani and Reiter [16], which fully automates the process of evalu­
ating higher point loop amplitudes numerically using Feynman diagram techniques. 
The approach used is to evaluate the tensor integrals appearing in the calculation 
numerically in order to avoid the algebraic proliferation which would otherwise occur. 
The approach has been applied to calculate in particular the process pp —> Z Z  + je t  
[17].
1.3 O verview  o f E x istin g  U n itarity  Im plem enta­
tion s
Due to the inherent problems associated with computing loop amplitudes using Feyn­
man techniques, there has been a great deal of progress in developing techniques to 
compute such amplitudes by alternative methods. By far the most promising alter­
native is the Unitarity approach; several implementations of the method have been 
developed, some of which have been automated. Perhaps the most clear indication of 
the m ethod’s promise is the fact th a t it is the only approach besides Feynman tech­
niques to have succesfully been applied to partially or completely calculate processes 
from the Les Houches wishlist (see table 1.1), as discussed in the respective sections 
for the relevant implementations.
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Although the complexity of a Unitarity calculation obviously does still rise with 
the number of external legs, this scaling is nowhere near as dramatic as with Feyn­
man methods. In 4-dimensional generalised Unitarity, the leading order scaling in the 
number of cuts to compute for an n -point amplitude is polynomial in n. Clearly this 
gives much superior scaling in number of Unitarity cuts as the number of external 
particles increases compared to the scaling of the number of Feynman diagrams to 
compute the equivalent amplitude. To make this more clear, we can explicitly calcu­
late the number of possible independent momentum channels which can contribute 
cut constructible terms to a colour-ordered Yang-Mills n-gluon partial amplitude, i.e. 
the maximum possible number of individual cuts which can appear, the results of 
which are shown in table 1.3.
n Bubbles Triangles Boxes
4 2 4 1
5 5 10 5
6 9 20 15
7 14 35 35
8 20 56 70
9 27 84 126
Progression ? ( n - 3 ) £ ( n - 2 ) ( n - l ) § ( n - 3 ) ( n - 2 ) ( n -  1)
Figure 1.3: Scaling of number of Unitarity cuts for gluon 1-loop amplitudes
Of course, this is only the scaling for the cut constructible parts. In addition 
while this analysis gives the total number of cuts, it does not account for the increase 
in difficulty of the cuts themselves once the component trees are NMHV or higher in 
structure, since such trees typically increase rapidly in complexity as the number of 
external legs increases. On the other hand it also does not account for the typically 
large number of cuts which vanish due to having no perm itted helicity configurations 
for a given partial amplitude. It is also worth noting tha t the worst scaling behaviour 
appears in the purely algebraic quadruple cuts, with the double cuts (and thus the 
hardest-to-compute cut integrals) scaling only as n2 to leading order.
The advantages in scaling behaviour compared to Feynman methods is balanced to 
an extent by the necessity to compute the non-trivial integrals appearing in the double 
and triple cuts. Developing methods for computing such integrals efficiently has been 
perhaps the most im portant obstacle in applying most Unitarity implementations to 
calculations useful amplitudes. There has been a great deal of theoretical progress
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on this problem in recent years, and a number of methods have been developed for 
calculating cut integrals systematically. The remainder of this chapter will therefore 
discuss and compare the most prominent methods, and the significant results they 
have yielded.
1.3.1 D irect Param etrization
Most of the modern implementations of Unitarity rely upon some method of manip­
ulating the cut integrals into a form in which they can be more easily evaluated. The 
direct parametrization technique developed by Forde [19] is just such a method. It 
relies upon solving the difficult cut integral over the Lorentz-invariant phase space 
measure by substitution, by reparametrizing it in terms of a more conventional inte­
gration parameter. For example, for a triple cut in 4 dimensions, one can rewrite the 
loop momentum in terms of a single complex variable t, since the triple cut integral 
must necessarily be a one-dimensional integral. W ith an appropriate choice of l(t), 
then, the remaining integral can be solved as a contour integral over t, and one thus 
obtains a solution consisting of the sum of the residues of all poles contained within 
the contour, plus those parts of the integrand not containing poles,
f  d H U s i l ^ A ^ A s  = [  d4l l [ S ( l2) ([InftA1A2A3]W + ^ ^ T Z T ^ ^ )  ' C1-3-1)
J  i=o J  i =o V ( i)  j  )
Since taking the residue of a pole in t has the effect of eliminating it from the integral, 
this thus results in a term which is frozen out of the integral, and thus the residue 
terms can thus be identified as the box coefficient content of the triple cut. The 
triangle coefficient thus arises purely from the Inft term. This term is given by some 
polynomial in t [18]. The method relies upon choosing a parametrisation of in 
terms of t such tha t all integrals over positive powers of t vanish, resulting in the 
expression for the triple cut,
f  <*n<5(/?)yM2.43 = /„ f MJ,+  ^ ^ ( b o x e s ) . (1.3.2)
J  i = 0 **
Since the integral over t is simply the scalar triangle integral, the term  /o, given by 
the first term  in the expansion of the integrand in t a t infinity, can be identified as 
the coefficient of the scalar triangle integral,
12
Cij = — [Inft^i ^ 2^ 3] |t=o • (1.3.3)
The application to the double cuts follows the same principle. Since the 4- 
dimensional double cut has two powers of loop momentum eliminated by the cut­
ting process, the loop momentum must be parametrized in terms of two complex 
parameters instead of one. The contour integration thus yields
Once again the double residue term effectively freezes the remaining two integration 
orders, and this piece can be identified as consisting purely of boxes. One might 
expect the two single-residue terms to consist purely of triangle coefficients, however 
this is not the case as due to the different loop momentum parametrization for the 
double cut, the integrals over non-zero powers of y do not vanish. Instead one must 
explicitly construct all contributing triple cuts which can be obtained by inserting a 
propagator into the double cut. Specifically one first evaluates the double Inf term, 
then performs the triple cuts using the same momentum parametrization used for 
the double cut to obtain the bubble contribution from the single residue terms. The 
full bubble coefficient is thus,
where T ( j)  is the known integral over t of V .
The direct param etrization method has found particular application using the 
“Unitarity Bootstrap” approach of Bern, Dixon and Kosower [18], whereby one 
computes a 1-loop amplitude by using Generalized Unitarity to evaluate the cut- 
constructible parts, and on-shell recursion [70, 71] to compute the rational terms not 
yielded by 4-dimensional Unitarity. This approach has been automated in the form 
of the BlackHat C + +  package developed by the Berger, Bern, Dixon, Forde, Ita, 
Kosower collaboration [50] in order to provide an automated package for evaluating 
interesting large-n scattering processes efficiently, in combination with BCFW on- 
shell recursion to evaluate the rational, non-cut-constructible terms. The BlackHat
[Inff [Infy^i+2] (2/)] (£) +  [Inft Y j
W
K e s y=yj  A \  A 2 . . .
y ~ V j
(1.3.4)
bj = —i[InfdInfy+ i4 2](y)](Ult^o,y- ^ ^  -  \  ^2[lnUA1A2A3]{t)\v  —* T ( j ) , (1.3.5)
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package has shown great promise with regard to providing accurate numerical predic­
tions for the LHC. After initially being applied to rederive part of the 6-gluon scalar 
loop derived by Ellis, Giele and Zanderighi [82], the package has since been used in 
combination with the SHERPA event generator [26] to compute the processes con­
tributing to  the pp —► W  +  3j e t  [20] and the pp —► Z, 7 +  3je t  [21] cross sections. In 
addition to the BlackHat results the Bootstrap approach has also been used to com­
pute the case of a 1-loop n-gluon amplitude with a “split-helicity” configuration for 
all n  [22], and more recently to compute the remaining unknown NLO contributions 
to the process H  —* Aparton [23, 24, 25].
1.3.2 O PP Integrand Reduction
The Integrand Reduction approach to Unitarity developed by Ossola, Papadopoulos 
and P ittau  [27], is unusual in th a t while it relies upon identifying the cut-constructible 
coefficients of the basis integrals, it avoids entirely the problem of evaluating the 
actual cut integrals, instead proceeding from the most general expression of the inte­
grand and attem pting to reduce it to an expression free from dependence upon the 
loop momentum. The method builds upon the earlier result of del Aguila and P ittau  
[28], who showed tha t the integrand of any ra-point one-loop amplitude with loop 
momentum q could be written in the form,
L , - ( l -3-6)
where the bar notation denotes a d-dimensional rather than 4-dimensional momen­
tum, the ZTs represent the loop propagators, and the numerator N(q) has the form
m — 1 m — 1
JV(9) = £  [d(i0iii2i3) + d(q; i0iii2i3)] A
m  — 1 r n — 1
+ XI [C(*0®1»2) + c{q\iQiii2j\ A
io<i l  < i l
T O — 1 T O — 1
+ X^[K*o*i) + 6(g;*o*i)] I I  Di t1-3-7)
io<ii
to —1 m —1
+  M*o) +  a(q; t0)] A
io
to—1
+ P ( q )  n  D i ,
i
i.e. that the integrand numerator consists of a sum of loop momentum-independent
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objects d , c, b and a , with some so-called “spurious” terms d, c, b, a and P , which 
retain dependence upon the loop momentum. These terms are present only due to 
the construction of the 4-dimensional numerator N(q) in the d-dimensional integral; 
they obey the property tha t they vanish in to tal in integration over the full loop 
measure /  ddq. This is achieved by cancellation with the rational pieces which are 
considered to arise from the separation of the q dependent piece of the numerator, 
q being the (d — 4) dimensional part of the loop amplitude. Since the O PP method 
allows the spurious pieces to be constructed from the “top-down” , this property 
can thus be used to obtain the rational parts of the amplitude. Meanwhile, since 
the “spurious” terms vanish in the overall integral, the loop-momentum-independent 
terms multiplying scalar integrals can be identified as the coefficients of the integral 
basis.
The method isolates the spurious terms by choosing a particular param etrization 
for the loop momentum, and constructing all possible (/-dependent tensors perm itted 
by renormalizability. Applied to the general four-point numerator, one obtains
3
JV‘% )  =  d(0123) +  d(0123)7V[(rf +  M h h h l s ]  +  £  0 ( A )  +  0 ( q 2) , (1.3.8)
i=0
where /i, I2 and are terms arising from the momentum parameterization. Since 
the first term  is (/-independent, and the third and fourth terms are not a true 4-point 
function due to the appearance of propagators and a contribution to the rational 
term, the second term can be identified as the 4-point spurious term. A similar 
process can be used to extract the exact (/-dependence of the three, two, and one 
point spurious terms. The 0-point like term vanishes in the renormalizable gauge.
The next step is to extract the integral coefficients. In principle this could be done 
by computing a general numerator and using equation (1.3.7) to solve the equation 
for the coefficients at a sufficiently large number of values of (/, however this in 
general would be an impractically large system of equations and the actual OPP 
implementation relies upon selecting values of q a t which one or more denominators 
vanish, simplifying the system of equations. The process is iterative; a momentum 
is first chosen such tha t Do =  D\ — D 2 =  D3 — 0, isolating the 4-point terms and 
allowing the coefficient to be solved with only two solutions for q. W ith d and d 
known, one can then use the constraint D0 = Di = D2 =  0 to solve for the 3- 
point coefficients in terms of the spurious terms and the 4-point terms; the process 
is repeated to extract b and a.
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The OPP reduction technique has been automated in the CutTools package [29]. 
This package has been applied to give numerical evaluations first of the massless 2 j  —> 
47 QED loop [30] as a proof of concept, followed by several im portant elements of the 
Les Houches wishlist, namely the process pp —> V V V  [31], the process pp —* ttbb [32] 
and a partial computation of the pp —> tt +  2je t  [33]. More recently the method has 
been combined with d-dimensional techniques in the SAMURAI Fortran90 package 
[34].
1.3.3 Spinor Integration
The Spinor Integration method developed by Britto and Feng arose ultimately out of 
the observation of W itten in 2003 tha t massless Yang-Mills theory can be interpreted 
as a twistor string theory [76]. In particular in tha t paper W itten observed tha t in 
transforming to twistor space, Yang-Mills MHV amplitudes become localised on a 
straight line in twistor space. This work was expanded upon with the discovery of 
the holomorphic anomaly [35], namely tha t although the tree amplitudes, and the 
rational coefficients of scalar integrals in a loop amplitude, must be annihilated by 
the twistor space collinearity operator,
Fijk-a =  ( i j )  +  (j k > +  ( k i )  . (1 .3 .9 )
The full cut integral is not annihilated when this operator acts upon three gluons in an 
MHV amplitude in the cut integrand. This observation was exploited [36] to develop 
an efficient method for evaluating loop amplitudes in Af — 4 super Yang-Mills, by 
considering how both the scalar integrals and the rational coefficients decompose 
under the action of the collinearity operator on a given cut integral, and thus writing 
the cut integral in a form in which the coefficients can be identified.
Since one-loop amplitudes in A f  =  4 SYM consist purely of box integrals, the 
method was superseded by the development of Generalized Unitarity, which allows 
box coefficients to be computed straightforwardly from quadruple cuts in 4 dimen­
sions. However, the method was later extended to develop the more general technique 
of Fermionic Integration which could be applied to compute the cut-constructible 
parts of gluon amplitudes with A f  =  1 chiral and complex scalar loops [37]. The 
method again relies upon the localisation of tree amplitudes on a line in twistor 
space; one obtains the bubble and triangle coefficients from double cuts by rewriting 
the measure of the cut integral in terms of spinors, A and A, defined by laa =  tXaXa.
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The cut is thus reparameterised in terms of two integration parameters in a similar
fashion to the Forde direct parametrization method, the difference being tha t while
the t  integration is a conventional integral, the integration over the fermionic param­
eters A and A is done over the diagonal defined by A =  A. The cut integral thus 
becomes
J  d 4l 6 w {l2) f ( l )  -»  J d t t J  ( X d X ) [ X d X \ f ( X , X ) .  (1.3.10)
After performing the ^-integral, the integrand has the form,
1 n[ail}U(bil)U(l\Qk\l] Q / p  q 2 / Q /i o in'!
(i\Pcut\i)n u[ci i}U(di i )U(i \Ok\ iy h *  cnu { ]
This can then be split into a sum of simpler terms using the same partial fraction 
splitting identity used in chapter 3 of this thesis, equation (3.2.6). The result is a 
series of different classes of fermionic integrals which can be evaluated individually 
by rewriting them as a total derivative, and reading off the residues of the poles.
The method was further applied to the problem of computing the cut constructible 
parts of gluonic amplitudes with a complex scalar circulating in the loop [38]. In 
the process it was applied to rederive the NMHV 6-gluon scalar loop previously 
solved by Ellis, Giele and Zanderighi [82]. The spinor integration method has been 
further combined with d-dimensional Unitarity techniques [39] to allow computation 
of rational parts arising from 0(e)  terms, and has been generalized to apply to massive 
particles [40].
1.3.4 D -D im ensional U nitarity
It is a well-known property of Quantum Field Theory tha t the loop integrals appear­
ing in amplitudes are UV divergent in 4-dimensions. In order to allow the integrals to 
be computed and the amplitudes evaluated, one must introduce some regularization 
scheme, generally by making some unphysical continuation of the theory into a region 
in which the integrals converge, and then regaining the physical amplitude by taking 
the limit back to the case where the unphysical abstraction is not present, after one 
has eliminated the UV-divergences appearing in the theory by renormalization, i.e., 
accounting for the difference between the “bare” physical parameters of the theory 
and the true, physical parameters, a process known as renormalization.
Although various regularization schemes exist, the most commonly used scheme 
in QCD is the dimensional regularization scheme [41]. In this scheme, one considers
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the loop integral not to be an integration over a 4-dimensional loop momentum but 
in an abstract number of dimensions D , where D = 4 — 2e, where e is considered 
to be some small parameter. When the loop integrals are performed, the divergence 
typically manifests in the form of a ^ or pole.
When the Unitarity method is used to find the coefficients of an integral basis such 
as tha t described in chapter 2, it is im portant to note tha t though the basis integral 
must be dimensionally regularized and thus contain poles in e, the coefficients can 
be well defined in 4-dimensions. In the process of performing Passarino-Veltman 
reduction of n -point tensor integrals, one obtains coefficients which consist of some 
rational expression defined in terms of the four-dimensional external momenta, plus 
some O(e) term  encapsulating the d-dimensionality [73]. Thus, the U nitarity cut 
integrals themselves can be performed in 4-dimensions to obtain the coefficients. 
In particular, since the particle momenta, spinors and polarization vectors are well 
defined in 4 dimensions, one can take full advantage of computational tools such as 
the spinor-helicity formalism (discussed in detail in chapter 2).
This is however not the only way the Unitarity cuts can be performed. It is possi­
ble to instead consider D-dimensional loop momentum cuts, conventionally done by 
treating the massless D-dimensional loop particles as massive 4-dimensional parti­
cles [42]. In the 2008 paper by Giele, Kunszt and Melnikov [44], this D-dimensional 
approach was applied as a numerical implementation of the Unitarity method. The 
method relies upon identifying tha t the a dependence upon the dimensionality can en­
ter the integral from two sources: The dimensionality of the integration itself, denoted 
D, and the dimensional dependence arising from closed loops over metric tensors and 
Dirac matrices, denoted D$, which can be at most linear for a 1-loop integral. The 
implementation differs significantly from 4-dimensional Unitarity; in particular, since 
the cuts are defined as a Ds  dimensional integral rather than 4-dimensional, when 
using a quadruple cut as part of generalized unitarity, one no longer finds th a t four 
cuts is the maximum number possible without overconstraining the loop momentum. 
The cut integral still has Ds — 4 unconstrained orders of loop momentum. Thus for 
Ds  dimensional Unitarity one is required to consider also 5-particle, “pentuple” cuts, 
although no higher than this due to the constraints arising on the possible depen­
dence on the (D — 4)-dimensional parts of the loop momentum, as a result of the 
external momenta and spins being strictly 4-dimensional. This is as expected from 
Passarino-Veltman reduction, as discussed in Chapter 2: Reducing a tensor integral 
to a sum of a t most scalar pentagon integrals can be done in general, but express­
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ing the pentagon integrals as a linear combination of scalar boxes is specialised to 
4-dimensions.
The actual algorithm used to obtain the coefficients of the scalar integrals is a 
variant on the O PP method developed by Ellis, Giele and Kunszt [45]. One be­
gins by using an appropriate parameterisation of the loop momentum to extract the 
coefficients of the pentagon integrals from a system of linear equations satisfying 
the cut constraints, then with these results proceeding iteratively to extract the box 
coefficients (including both purely 4-dimensional coefficients and coefficients with a 
dependence on Z, where I is defined from the D-dimensional loop momentum by the 
relation I2 — P  +  /2, with I being the 4-dimensional part of the loop momentum), then 
the triangle, bubble and finally tadpole contributions. The final result is a decom­
position very similar to the OPP integrand reduction, with the difference of having 
a larger integral basis, containing both pentagon integrals and integrals dependent 
upon I. The full integrand reduction is given by,
a {d) =  V  p(0) t(d)N  /  v * l * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5  * 1 * 2 * 3 1 4 * 5
*1 ^ * 2  ^ * 3  ^ * 4  ^ * 5
4 - V '  rd(0) t{d) -  D  ~  a j {2) td+2 4 - (D  ~  ~  2V 4) / ( d+4> -' 7  ^ v * 1 * 2 * 3 * 4  * 1 * 2 * 3 * 4  2  * 1 * 2 * 3 * 4  * 1 * 2 * 3 * 4  ^  * 1 * 2 * 3 * 4  * 1 * 2 * 3 * 4  '
*1 < * 2 < * 3 < * 3
+  V  f r ( 0)  r ( D )  -  ( D  ~ 4 ) j 9 )  t ( D + 4) x
' /  V V * 1 * 2 * 3  * 1 * 2 * 3  2  * 1 * 2 * 3  * 1 * 2 * 3  '
*1 < * 2 < * 3
+ V  f^0) I {D) -  (£>~ 4)6(9) J (D+2)) + Y 'a (0)/ (Z?)‘ ^  v t l  12 11 1 1  9 I\l2 IU2 ' ' *1 *12ii<i2 ii
(1.3.12)
In order to compute physical scattering amplitudes this reduction must be considered 
in the limit D  —» 4 — 2e. In this case one obtains two distinct types of terms: A 
UV-divergent part arising from the D-dimensional integrals analogous to the cut- 
constructible part of 4-dimensional Unitarity formalisms, and a part finite in the 
limit 6 —> 0 arising from the D +  2 and D -I- 4 dimensional integrals, which yields 
the rational term. This is one of the key advantages of D-dimensional Unitarity 
over other formalisms: One can obtain the entire loop amplitude including purely 
rational pieces using Unitarity, by exploiting the fact tha t the rational terms are cut- 
constructible in general in D-dimensions, even though they contain no branch cuts 
in the special case D =  4.
The D-dimensional Unitarity method has been extended to particles with exter­
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nal fermions and massive particles [46], has been implemented numerically as the 
“Rocket” package [47], and has been applied to compute the process pp —► W  +  3je t
[48] as well as being used in the construction of an NLO Monte Carlo event generator
[49],
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C hapter 2
Background and O utline o f the  
U nitarity  M ethod
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2.1 Y ang-M ills T heory
In addition to the inherent challenges present in performing accurate calculations 
of non-trivial loop amplitudes, the computational difficulty of such amplitudes is 
severely compounded by the various additional problems encountered as a result of 
working in the typically complicated theories of contemporary phenomenological in­
terest. However, in order to make significant progress in computing experimentally 
interesting processes, NLO calculations in such non-trivial theories are necessary. The 
majority of the demand for modern NLO calculations arises from Yang-Mills theory 
and Quantum Gravity. Although these two theories present significantly different 
computational challenges, it is still often the case tha t techniques developed in one 
may find application in the other; for instance, progress in adapting the BCFW re­
cursion technique developed for calculations in Yang-Mills theory [70, 71] to compute 
certain classes of amplitudes in Af = 8 Supergravity [51], or the possibility tha t the 
absence of all scalar integrals below box integrals in Af = 4 SYM may suggest a 
similar property in A f = 8 SUGRA, the ‘no-triangles’ hypothesis [52, 53]; however, 
this thesis will consider only computations in Yang-Mills theory.
A Yang-Mills theory is an S U (N ) gauge theory with N  massless fermions and N 2 — 
1 massless vector bosons in the adjoint representation. It was originally developed 
in the 1950s [54] in an attem pt to describe the strong nuclear force; the underlying 
principle of a non-Abelian gauge theory later proved to be the correct formalism to 
describe the strong interaction sector of the Standard Model in the form of QCD, 
an SU (3) gauge theory coupled to fermions in the fundamental representation. As 
such the study of processes in Yang-Mills theory is phenomenologically im portant to 
computing QCD process and backgrounds at the LHC and other colliders, and as a 
result has been a major focus of theoretical research in recent years.
A pure Yang-Mills theory has the Lagrangian
C 9 a u 9 e  =  -  =  - i l V p ^ T * ) 2] , (2 .1 .1)
where the F ^vot is defined in terms of the covariant derivative,
F ^ T k = ^[Dp,Dp\, (2.1.2)
Dp =  dp — ig(Tk)A* , (2.1.3)
which leaves the Lagrangian invariant under a local S U (N ) gauge transformation.
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A typical scattering amplitude in Yang-Mills theory can be computed using Feyn­
man diagrams. In general the resulting expressions will have some complicated de­
pendence both upon the kinematic quantities in the problem and upon the colour 
structure of the amplitude. This typically results in a lengthy calculation requiring 
one to keep track of both properties simultaneously. This cumbersome calculation 
however can be greatly simplified using the colour-sum approach, a good review of 
which is given by [55]. This technique allows one to essentially separate the problem 
into two distinct pieces, one of calculating partial amplitudes dependent only upon 
the kinematic quantities, and a second consisting of a simple trace over group theory 
colour generators.
In SU (N )  QCD, with fermions in the fundamental representation and gluons in 
the adjoint representation, the purely colour structure parts of the Feynman rules 
(i.e. neglecting all purely kinematic parts) each give a specific contribution, as listed 
in the following.
•  Quark-quark-gluon vertex: Yields the traceless, Hermitian group generator ma­
trix, (Ta)*.
•  Gluon 3-vertex: Gives a factor f abc, the colour structure factor, defined by the 
commutator of the generators,
[Ta, T b] =  J L f abcT c , (2.1.4)
v2
where the generators are normalized as
Tr[TaT b\ =  5ab,
in order to avoid proliferation of factors of y/2 in intermediate expressions in 
accordance with the convention used by Mangano [56].
•  Gluon 4-vertex: Gives a pair of contracted colour structure factors, f abef cde.
•  Gluon propagator: Yields a ^-function contracting the adjoint colour indices of 
the vertices connected, 8ab .
•  Quark propagator: Yields a ^-function contracting the colour indices of the 
vertices connected, Sj .
The aim of the approach is to rewrite all of these colour structures in a form where
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a single overall colour factor can be extracted for a given kinematic configuration. 
This can be done firstly using the formula
fabc =  — { T r [ T aT bT c\ -  T r [ T aT cT b\ ) , (2.1.5)
V 2
which can be obtained by contracting both sides of the structure factor definition 
equation (2.1.4) by T c, and has the effect of replacing a gluon 3- or 4- vertex with a 
single or pair of qqg vertices respectively (purely in terms of the colour structure, not 
with respect to kinematic considerations). Secondly one can Fierz rearrange pairs of 
uncontracted generator matrices to obtain the formula,
= s%sh -  j r / h s% • t2-1-6)
One can apply these formulae to a general all-gluon tree amplitude. Such an am­
plitude will be constructed from Feynman diagrams consisting of strings of gluon 3- 
and 4- vertices, i.e. a contracted string of structure factors. Eliminating these by 
applying equation (2.1.5) reduces the Feynman graph to a product of many traces of 
generators; applying Fierz rearrangement to these can reduce each term to a single 
trace. Since one notes from equation (2.1.5) tha t terms which differ only by the per­
mutation of a single pair of colour indices in the trace contain a relative minus sign, 
this implies tha t the second term in equation (2.1.6) will in general cancel against the 
identical term  arising from the trace with a single pair of colour indices permuted.
The first term  in equation (2.1.6) meanwhile will survive, being unique to the 
specific perm utation of the T a’s. These unique terms will thus leave us with a sum 
of single traces, with one such trace for each permutation of the colour indices which 
can arise from equation (2.1.5).
The full process for the general n-gluon amplitude thus yields the closed form [56]
A t™e (pi , h l , a i ) = g n- 2 T r ( T a° ( V T a*™ ■■■Ta° ^ ) A t™e ( a { l h) , . . . , < r ( n h) ) .  (2.1.7)
<r€Sn\Zn
In the above expression, pi, hi and di are the set of external momenta, helicities 
and colour indices in the amplitude, respectively. The set Sn denotes the full set of 
possible permutations of the n  external momenta, and the set Z n denotes the set of 
all permutations which can be obtained by cyclic permutation of another term. Thus 
the set Sn \  Z n simply denotes the set of all permutations of the n external legs which 
are not cyclically related. We have thus obtained an expression which separates the
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problem into two parts; the full amplitude, A*™6 can be computed by a sum of terms 
each consisting of a trace dependent only upon the colour generator matrices, with 
no kinematic information, multiplied by a partial amplitude depending purely upon 
the kinematic information, i.e. the momenta and helicities of the external particles. 
The task of computing the full amplitude is thus separated into two distinct parts, 
both simpler than the full calculation. The price is th a t we must calculate each of 
the possible non-cyclic helicity permutations individually since the partial amplitudes 
are not related by crossing symmetry unlike the full amplitude.
However, some partial amplitudes can be obtained from others by symmetry 
rather than being computed directly. For example, partial amplitudes with the same 
ordering of helicities but different momenta can be obtained by simple relabeling, e.g.
< ee( l - , 2 + , 3 - , 4 + , 5 - , 6 + ) =  4 ree( 3 - , 4 + , 5 - , 6 + , l - !2+ ) =  < ee( 5 - , 6 + , l - , 2 + , 3 - , 4 + ).
(2 . 1 .8 )
Meanwhile others can be related by parity,
< ee( l - , 2 - , 3 + , 4 + , 5 + ,6+)  =  < ec( l + , 2 + , 3 - , 4 - , 5 - , 6 - ) .  (2.1.9)
Thus to compute the amplitude A t6ree({k1,k2 , k3, k4lk5,k6}, {-, +,+, +}, (ad), one re­
quires only the partial amplitudes which correspond to a cyclically unique helicity 
configuration.
A similar analysis can be applied at loop level. The main difference, in the 
general all-gluon, 1-loop case, occurs at the stage where we apply equation (2.1.6) to 
sew together the individual traces yielded by breaking up the structure factors using 
equation (2.1.5). We still obtain the leading-order in N c unique terms which lead 
to the single trace terms, however the presence of internal colour indices causes the 
possibility of the second term in equation (2.1.6) yielding a non vanishing term. Since 
the second term in equation (2.1.6) is equivalent (in terms of colour structure) to a 
pair of gluons not interacting, this will result in the presence of two multiplied colour 
traces whose spinor indices are not contracted. The full amplitude thus reduces to 
the form [57]
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4 T P( t e } ,  { M .  M )  =  9n £  JVcr r (T “'C> • • ■ r M » ) J< 7(< x( l'“ ) , . . .  ,a(n'*“))
a e S n \ Z n
LfJ+1
+ gn ^ 2  5Z  Tr(T a"W . ■ .T a^ c~^)Tr{Ta^  • • • Ta^Tl) ) ^ p(a ( l /l1) , . . . , c r ^ " ) ) .
c = 2  a  € S n \ Z n;c
(2 .1 .10)
The first sum in the above expression is very similar to the sum in the tree level 
case; it arises from the single-trace terms which are leading order in Nc. The major 
difference is the presence of the second sum, arising from the double-trace parts. This 
contains the set Zn;c, which is defined as the set of all permutations of elements of 
Sn which preserve the double trace, thus the set Sn \  Z n is defined as the set of all 
permutations with unique double traces. The second sum is necessary as we must 
sum over both all possible non-cyclic permutations of a given division of the generator 
matrices into a pair of traces, and over all possible divisions between the two traces. 
The end point of the sum ensures this sum covers all valid divisions for both odd and 
even numbers of external gluons; specifically, the notation [ |J  denotes the largest 
integer smaller than or equal to | .
The A n.c are specifically those partial amplitudes left by the remaining kinematic 
information left multiplying the double traces. In the all-gluon case these are simply 
given by sums of permutations of the single-trace partial amplitudes A n.i (since unlike 
the single traces, the double traces do not arise from a unique permutation of external 
momenta). The whole problem of computing scattering amplitudes is thus largely 
reduced to the problem of computing the purely kinematic partial amplitudes, and 
as such any reference to “amplitudes” hereafter in the thesis is a shorthand reference 
to a partial amplitude unless explicitly stated otherwise. It is im portant to note tha t 
although the division of the amplitude into a sum of pure colour traces multiplied 
by partial amplitudes has been done here using a Feynman diagram analysis, the 
partial amplitudes themselves are self-contained and can be computed using any 
applicable method for solving scattering amplitudes, such as BCF-recursion for the 
tree amplitudes or Unitarity for the loop case.
When considering all-gluon amplitudes, another technique for dividing the single 
formidable problem of computing loop amplitudes into a sum of objects which are 
simpler to calculate presents itself from considerations of supersymmetric theories.
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2.2 Supersym m etry
It was shown in 1967 by Coleman and Mandula [58] that the known Poincare symme­
try, discrete CPT symmetries and internal symmetries are the only possible bosonic 
symmetries (i.e. symmetries defined by a commutation relation) th a t a field theory 
can possess. As such the only possibility to extend the symmetry comes by intro­
ducing generators obeying anticommutation relations. Such symmetries are generally 
termed Supersymmetries, and a number of reviews exist, for example [59]. The gen­
erators of this extended symmetry are Qa and Qa (for Af  =  1 supersymmetry), which 
have the effect of lowering or raising the spin of the particle state they operate on by 
\  respectively and obey the commutation relations
=2cr^.PM ,
^  _ (2 .2 .1) ( Q q ,  Qp} = { Q q ,  Qp} =  0,
where are the generators of translations in the Poincare group. One can then 
construct ladder operators in order to find the massless representations by starting 
from a choice of the maximal helicity state |A0) such that ad |A0) =  0 and successively 
applying a to construct all possible states, where
a o c Q ,  a} oc Q . (2.2.2)
For A f  =  1 supersymmetry, there are two possible massless representations. If we 
choose Ao =  we obtain a fermion and a complex scalar, with CPT invariance imply­
ing tha t the conjugate states must exist; this is known as the Chiral supermultiplet. 
The full particle content is thus
A 12 0
1
2
#  of states 1 2 1
Figure 2.1: Particle content of the Af  — 1 Chiral supermultiplet
The other representation (the Gauge or Vector supermultiplet) is obtained by 
choosing Ao — 1, in which case we obtain a vector boson and a fermion, together with 
their conjugates.
One can also consider theories with more than one order of supersymmetry; in 
particular we can consider A f  =  4 supersymmetry, which has the anticommutation 
relations
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{Qia,Qj^ }= 2 a ^ P ^ ,
{ Q l Q ^ }  = e a/3Z ^ ,  (2.2.3)
{ Q l Q p ^ i ^ r ,
where the Z are central charges which commute with all the other symmetry gener­
ators, and i , j  =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . In this case we can iterate the application of a1 to the states 
generated from the maximal helicity state, since a%a?; |Ao) 7^  0 for i ^  j .  As such the 
particle content of the CPT self-conjugate representation of J\f = 4 supersymmetry, 
found by the choice | Ao) =  1 and known as M  = 4 Super Yang-Mills, is shown in 
table 2.2.
A 1 12 0
1
2 1
#  of states 1 4 6 4 1
Figure 2.2: Particle content of Af — 4 Super Yang-Mills
Since no experimental evidence has yet been found for possible realizations of su­
persymmetry in nature such as the MSSM, we are ultimately primarily interested in 
computing amplitudes in non-supersymmetric QCD, i.e. those all-gluon amplitudes 
with either a gluon or a fermion circulating in the loop. However, we can simplify 
the process of computing these amplitudes by considering all-gluon loops with super- 
symmetric multiplets circulating in the loop, an analysis first explicitly stated in [73]. 
For example, from table 2.2 it is clear that a one-loop gluon partial amplitude with 
an Af  =  4 Supersymmetric Yang-Mills multiplet circulating in the loop is, due to the 
definition of the M  — 4 SYM particle content, necessarily a sum of gluon, fermion 
and complex scalar loops,
A t f = 4 =  AW +  4 A ^ ] +  . (2.2.4)
Similarly an all gluon partial amplitude with an J\f =  1 chiral multiplet circulating 
in the loop is a sum of a fermion loop and a complex scalar loop, as can be seen from 
table 2.2,
AM=ichirai = ^lil + A[o\ _ (2.2.5)
Although these supersymmetric loops are not explicitly present in any known physical 
amplitude, it is im portant to note tha t due to the inherent cancellations between 
loop amplitudes differing only by SUSY particle types present in Supersymmetric
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theories, it is actually easier to compute these amplitudes with SUSY multiplet loops 
than to compute loops with physical particles circulating. It is therefore beneficial 
to rewrite the gluon and fermion loops of interest for QCD calculations as sums of 
Supersymmetric amplitudes and a complex scalar loop,
^ [l ]  — -^chiral _|_
" n ” " ’ (2.2.6) 
A\?] = A * =1°hi™1 -  A f  .
Again this naively seems counterproductive since we are replacing a single computa­
tion with a sum of objects to be calculated; however the Af  — 1 chiral and in particular 
the Af  =  4 contributions are much simpler to evaluate than the non-supersymmetric 
loops; the scalar loop is the most formidable part to solve, but still significantly more 
straightforward to  evaluate due to the lack of spin information circulating in a scalar 
loop.
2.3 Spinor-H elicity  Form alism
In massive 4-dimensional field theories, fermionic particles are described by four- 
component Dirac spinors. In the case of massless theories however, the structure of 
the theory simplifies considerably. Ordinarily the Dirac Lagrangian mixes all four 
components of the Dirac spinor due to the presence of the Dirac gamma matrices,
C'Dirac =  -  m ) i f t , (2 .3 .1 )
thus if we write the Dirac spinor in the form if = ( j , then with the Dirac
\ 1 p R  J
matrices in the Weyl representation the Dirac Lagrangian becomes
-  ,J. \  .1.1 1 I ~ m  • V "  \  (£  D i r a c  —  I J I  I  i  ( 2 . 3 . 2 )
y  - i d ^  - m  J  \ i p R  J
£  D i r a c  =  -  r n ^ i p R  . ( 2 . 3 . 3 )
From the above it is clear tha t the mixing between the positive and negative chirality
parts of if arises from the mass term; in the case of massless fermions there is no
mixing between i f i  and ifn,
£  D i r a c  =  i l f ^ S ^ l p R  ~  i ^ L & ^  if) L  • ( 2 . 3 . 4 )
In this case, since the Dirac Lagrangian has effectively decoupled into two independent
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Lagrangians dependent on 2-component Weyl spinors, it is not surprising th a t this 
decoupling can be made manifest in kinematic quantities appearing in scattering 
calculations. This scheme is known as the Spinor-Helicity formalism [60]. We can 
introduce the two-component Weyl spinors A and A defined such tha t they obey the 
inner product,
A i A 4 | 6  =  e « A i A j ,  ( 2 . 3 . 5 )
K h b  =  ,  ( 2 - 3 . 6 )
where is the 2-dimensional Levi-Cevita tensor, defined such tha t en =  e22 — 0, 
€12 =  1, €21 =  — 1, which means the inner product has the explicit form
=  A i A ?  -  A j A j  ,  ( 2 . 3 . 7 )
’ . . K M  =  A J A ?  -  . ( 2 . 3 . 8 )
Since these inner products of the left and right handed spinors will appear frequently 
(indeed most of the kinematics of scattering amplitudes will ultimately be written in 
terms of them) these specific products are hereafter referred to as spinor products, 
and denoted by the shorthand,
( a b ) = ( i i K  K ,  (2 3 9)
M  =m~K~K ■
We can identify the left and right-handed Weyl spinors with the left and right-handed 
projections of the Dirac spinors. Specifically,
u { k i ) l (  1  -  7 5 )  =  u + ( k i )  =  [ i |  f  ( 1  -  l b ) u { k i )  =  u - ( k i
u ( k i ) ± (  1  +  7 5 )  =  u - ( k i )  =  ( i |  | ( 1  +  7 5 ) u ( f c » )  =  u + ( f c i )  =  K )  •
An almost identical set of relations holds for the outgoing fermion spinors v(k),
( 2 . 3 . 1 0 )
v ( k i ) ± (  1 +  7 5 )  =  v + ( k i )  =  ( * |  | ( 1  +  7 5 ) v ( k i )  =  v - ( k i )  =  | i ) ,
( 2 . 3 . 1 1 )
-  7 5 )  =  v - ( k i )  =  [ * |  | ( 1  -  7 5 ) v ( k i )  =  v + { k i )  =  I * ] .
We therefore do not distinguish between incoming and outgoing particles within the 
formalism, describing both types with angle and square spinors.
The spinors can be related to  the 4-momentum via the matrix,
P a  a =  A a A d  . ( 2 . 3 . 1 2 )
This can be related back to the Minkowski 4-momentum by
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We can also relate the spinor products to the Lorentz invariant product of two mo­
menta,
Sab =  2 P a - P b  =  (aft) [6a]. (2.3.14)
These Weyl spinors have a number of useful properties. One of the most notable is 
their antisymmetry under reordering,
(2.3.15)
(ab) =  — (ba ) ,
[a6] — — [6a],
which is easy to verify from the definition of the spinor product,
(ab) >
=  -  t j i K K  > (2.3.16)
=  -  (ba) .
This also implies the property,
(аа)  =  [aa] =  0 . (2.3.17)
A less trivial identity involving spinors, but one which will be used repeatedly through­
out this thesis, is the Schouten identity, which applies to situations where spinors are 
in a cyclic sum in a pair of spinor products,
(ia b) (cd ) +  (a c ) (d b ) +  (ad)  (be) =  0 . (2.3.18)
This can be anticipated due to the definition of the spinor products in terms of the 
Levi-Cevita tensor. Since this identity relates four different momenta to each other, it
is unsurprising tha t it becomes applicable very often in a calculation of an amplitude
with many external particles.
We can also contract alternating spinor products of the same momentum thus, 
referred to as “spinor strings” , e.g.
[аб](6c) =  [a|^|c), (2.3.19)
(ab)[bc](cd)  =  (a6)[6|^|d) =  ( a \ % \ d ) , (2.3.20)
Y , ( * P i ) [ P i b ]  =  [ a \ m -  (2-3.21)
This is largely just a convenient shorthand, although it is worth noting how in the 
last line it allowed a “massive” momentum P  (massive in the sense tha t P 2 ^  0) 
consisting of a linear combination of on-shell momenta to  be incorporated smoothly 
into the spinor helicity framework. In addition it allows us to prove an alternative 
form of the Schouten identity which applies to such spinor strings of massive momenta 
and which appears frequently in canonical form derivations,
2 P .Q ( a b )  =  (a \ PQ \b)  +  (a \ Q P \ b ) .  (2.3.22)
This can be shown by considering the explicit sums of P  and Q,
2 P . Q ( a b )  =  £  ' <2-3 -23)
i j
Applying the original Schouten identity to the angle products yields the desired 
identity,
Y  =  Y  +  ( a P i H Q j b ) ) ,
i  j  i  j
=  ‘]<p-6> +  (a P i ) l p ’Q i ] ( Q i b) . <2 -3 -24)
i  j
=  ( a \ Q P \ b )  +  ( a \ P Q \ b ) .
Finally, there is a special case of this form of the Schouten identity which appears 
particularly often, namely the case P  = Q, where we obtain,
P 2(ab) =  ( a \ P P \ b ) . (2.3.25)
In order to rewrite a Feynman diagram fully in terms of the spinor helicity formalism 
we must also have a spinor helicity form of the polarisation tensors for the gluons 
[61],
_+/„ „ \ [PlTV1!^) /o o n c \
=  ( 2 ' 3 ' 2 6 )
=  (2.3.27)
M k " y/2 [T)p]
where the momentum 77 is an arbitrary reference momentum. The presence of this 
degree of freedom is a consequence of the gauge freedom of the vector boson; this 
can be observed by noting tha t rj carries zero overall spinor and momentum weight 
in the above expressions.
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The primary advantage of using the spinor-helicity formalism is tha t although 
in principle one must do more calculations by calculating helicity configurations in­
dividually rather than summing over all states using the completeness relations, in 
practice a very large number of possible configurations either vanish or else have very 
simple expressions when written in spinor-helicity form. In particular, at tree level 
we have the results th a t in general, all-gluon amplitudes with all helicities identical, 
and all-gluon amplitudes with only one particle of differing helicity to the others, 
vanish for any number of external particles,
< " ( ! " ,  2 - .........n - )  = A ‘n r “ ( l + , 2 + , . . . ,  n+)  =  0 ,
(2 .0 .2  o)
< ee( l - , 2 - , . . . , a + , . . . , n - ) = < ee( l + , 2+ , . . . , a - , . . . , n + ) =  0,
while for the case with two particles of negative helicity and the remainder positive 
we have the formula postulated by Parke and Taylor [62] and proven by Berends 
and Giele [63], expressing the amplitude as a single term, for an arbitrary number of 
external particles
< " d +  a -  6“ , . . . ,  n + )  =  J f A ,  , ,  • (2.3.29)Hi=1(i, 2 + iXni)
This helicity configuration is commonly known as the Maximally Helicity Violating 
or MHV configuration. Together with the equivalent formula for the opposite helicity
case (known as the MHV or “googly”),
< ree( .........6 + , . . . , n - ) =  (2.3.30)
This gives all non-vanishing gluonic tree amplitudes up to 5-point. It will become 
clear in Chapters 4 and 5 tha t this fact is extremely helpful, since it implies Uni- 
tarity cuts in those amplitudes never contain more than one NMHV tree amplitude. 
Meanwhile many other tree amplitudes, such as those with all external gluons except 
for a pair of external gluinos or complex scalars, can be obtained from the MHV 
amplitudes via Supersymmetric Ward identities [64].
2.4 Integral R eduction
A general n-point tensor integral appearing in a loop amplitude in the dimensional 
regularization scheme has the form,
( 2nf i )4~ d f  ,dl
[ d d t n ' " n r  ■ (2.4.1)
J  U q • • • U n —\
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where the Di denote the loop propagators, Di = (I + Pi) 2 — m 2. Evaluating such 
an integral is highly non-trivial, especially considering the large number of possible 
distinct integrals which can be constructed for any reasonably high value of m. As a 
result the only practical way to approach a non-trivial loop calculation is to attem pt 
to write the necessary integrals in terms of a decomposition of simpler functions. A 
systematic prescription for writing general tensor integrals in terms of a decomposi­
tion of simpler scalar integrals multiplied by /-independent coefficients was famously 
developed by Passarino and Veltman in 1979 [1], capitalising upon the earlier work 
by Veltman a n d ’t Hooft in obtaining solutions for the various scalar integrals in the 
dimensional regularization scheme [65]. The prescription requires tha t one decom­
pose the tensor integral in terms of some basis of all possible covariant quantities 
which can be constructed from the parameters of the amplitude (namely the external 
momenta pf and the metric gtiV) multiplied by unknown scalar coefficients which are 
to be determined,
j £ - M r =  ^  V ^ - ^ I v  (2.4.2)
■P(Pi,s)
For example, the quadratic triangle has the decomposition,
=  g T C w  +  p f r J C n  +  (pfrtf +  p M C i 2 +  P2P2C 22 • (2.4.3)
One then identifies the unknown coefficients by contracting both sides by the exter­
nal momenta and the metric, and attem pting to split the resulting numerator in the 
tensor integral into a sum of propagators to cancel against those in the denomina­
tor, and loop-momentum-independent terms. For instance, contracting a numerator 
factor with an external momentum pf allows one to expand the resulting product,
P i l n = \ ( V i  +  l ) 2 ~  \ v 2 ~  h 2 ,
2 2 2  (2 4 4) 
=  2  ((Pi +  0 2 -  mf) - - ( I 2 -  m 2) -  -(;p2 +  m 2 -  m \ ) .
The first two terms are loop propagators which can be cancelled against those present 
in the denominator to yield integrals of (n — 1) point, while the final term yields a 
constant multiplying an n-point integral of tensor rank (r — 1). The result is a system 
of simultaneous equations which allows one to solve the coefficients in terms of a sum 
of n-point or lower scalar integrals.
This allows any n-point tensor loop integral of rank r  to be written as a decompo­
sition of scalar integrals of n-point or lower. In addition this very powerful result can
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be extended even further using techniques which allow one to decompose 5-point or 
higher scalar integrals in terms of 4-point, 3-point, 2-point and rational pieces. This 
method was originally developed by van Neerven and Vermaseren [66].
The decomposition begins by relating the loop momentum q to the first four 
external momenta for a pentagon or higher integral using the Schouten identity for 
the Levi-Civita tensor,
ePlP2P3P4qH = €W2P3P4(9-pi) + CPlW3P4(9.p2) + ^  + £Pl P2P3P (2.4.5)
For the five point scalar, one can contract this expression with q which with the 
shorthand,
—fPP2P3P4 _  ,PlW3P4v 1 —t , v 2 — e ,
a =eP'P2P3P\a = eP i m 4 , (2.4.6)
n =p2i -  m? + m§ ,
and after dividing by the loop integral propagators and integrating over d4q, yields
f  d4 a 2aTno +  (2a +  i Q-vi)Po  +  E ?= i =  0 f2 4
J  D0D1D2D3D4
Manipulating the ^-dependent terms to the form q.pi which can be substituted in 
terms of propagators to cancel against the denominator and ^-independent terms 
ultimately yields the expression,
f  dA A 4(2mg -  \ w 2) +  £>qA4 -  \ D q E i  Vi-w +  f  A(v»-w)  =
J  q D 0D }D 2D 3D a ’ 1 ‘ j
where wM • Thus one can express the 5-point scalar loop as a sum of five
4-point scalar loops,
-£'01234— 4A4mo) = -Dl234(2 A4 — 10.Vi) + Z)o234^ 1-^  + Dq\34V2.W +  Dq\2^ V3.W +  Do\23V4-W .
(2.4.9)
For 6 or more points in four dimensions, one has an extra external momentum to 
contract the Schouten identity with,
a{Q-Ps) = {vi-P5 )(q-Pi) + (v2 .p5 ){q.p2) + (v3 .p5 )(q.p3) + (v4.p5)(9-P4) • (2.4.10)
It is simple to substitute for q in the expression, yielding the integral,
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f  d A E?=1 ri(vi.p5) -  gr5 +  a P 5 +  I>o(E?=i(P5-v») ~ a) ~  E ?= i A(v»-P5) _  Q (2 4 11)
J D0D1D2D3D4D5
Thus one can obtain the 6-point scalar loop integral as a sum of six 5-point scalar 
loops. In addition, since the above derivation did not rely upon the number of 
denominators, one can generalize the result to an arbitrary n-point scalar integral, 
provided n > d +  2.
These methods for decomposing complicated loop integrals ultimately imply that 
it is possible to iteratively decompose the general 4-dimensional loop integral of arbi­
trary tensor rank and number of propagators in terms of purely scalar box, triangle, 
bubble, and tadpole integrals plus rational terms in which the decomposition results 
in an integral containing loop integrals. We thus have the following decomposition 
for massless theories, in which the tadpoles do not contribute,
Hn) = 52 ®.44) + E +E e<42)+n. (2-412)
i j  k
where the I ^ \  1 ^  and 1 ^  are the basis of all possible scalar box, triangle and bubble 
integrals and the Z^, Cj, Bk and 7Z are some unknown rational (i.e not containing any 
branch cuts), loop-momentum-independent terms. Since the scalar loop integrals up 
to 4-point have known, standard solutions [65, 85], the proof tha t any n -point integral 
for n > 5 has a decomposition of this form reduces the problem of calculating this 
integral to the problem of identifying these rational coefficients.
In practice it is possible to begin with the desired loop integral and perform the 
reduction to this integral basis using the methods described above in order to obtain 
the rational coefficients directly; however, the powerful consequence of this result is 
that since any desired integral is known to have such a decomposition, one can obtain 
the rational coefficients by other means in order to construct the amplitude from the 
integral basis as opposed to reducing the integral to the basis. This is the approach 
used in the Unitarity method; the coefficients of all permitted basis integrals are 
constructed recursively from the tree amplitudes, without knowledge of the specifics 
of the reduction.
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2.5 T he U nitarity  M ethod
Although one can in principle apply Passarino-Veltman reduction techniques to a tra ­
ditional Feynman diagram calculation in order to compute the coefficients of equation 
(2.4.12), this becomes problematic for many processes of interest due to the extremely 
rapid proliferation in the number of possible Feynman diagrams as a function of the 
number of external particles, as illustrated in Chapter 1. Clearly it is impractical 
for one to perform a Feynman diagram calculation manually in many of the areas 
of interest, at 5-, 6- or 7-point. Feynman diagram techniques are still being applied 
successfully to compute relevant amplitudes (e.g. [16, 17]), however all contemporary 
implementations rely upon computer automation to evaluate the amplitude numeri­
cally.
Partly in response to this problem, a great deal of progress has been made over 
recent years to develop alternative techniques for computing perturbative scattering 
amplitudes. Some of the techniques developed are of interest primarily for the poten­
tial physical insights to be obtained from an alternative formulation of the theory, for 
example the observation tha t one can construct amplitudes using MHV diagrams as 
opposed to Feynman rules [67] and further can reformulate the Yang-Mills Lagrangian 
in terms of an MHV Lagrangian [68, 69]. However, the most promising avenue of 
progress in terms of developing techniques to successfully compute new amplitudes 
appears to be in on-shell techniques relying upon exploiting the pole structure of 
amplitudes in the complex plane. There are two notable such techniques which have 
come to prominence, namely BCFW recursion, a technique which has proven very 
effective for amplitudes containing only poles and no branch cuts, and Unitarity, a 
method which by contrast exploits the properties of branch cuts of loop integrals 
and thus can only be applied to amplitudes containing branch cuts. Although the 
two methods arise from different physical origins, they share some im portant features 
and properties. In particular, they both compute a required scattering amplitude by 
constructing a sum of terms each consisting of a product of simpler amplitudes, and 
both result in a relatively small number of terms to be calculated compared to a 
Feynman diagram calculation of the same process.
This differs substantially from the Feynman diagram technique: with the Feynman 
approach one can compute any amplitude purely from the set of Feynman rules 
derived from the Lagrangian; in principle one can compute any amplitude without 
requiring knowledge of the simpler amplitudes in the theory. This can be both an
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advantage and a disadvantage; recursive methods require the amplitudes up to (n — 1) 
external legs to  be known; however, since phenomenological interest in amplitudes 
very often does build upon earlier work which necessitated the calculation of the 
previous generation of amplitudes, the simpler amplitudes are very often already 
known for calculations of interest. Meanwhile the recursive structure allows one to 
take advantage of the often very simple structure of tree amplitudes in Yang-Mills, 
particularly the MHV amplitudes, whilst allowing one to compute amplitudes without 
reference to the Lagrangian.
In addition, the Feynman diagram calculation is purely algebraic at tree level, 
requiring no integration (of course, at loop level we will still have a non-trivial loop 
integral to compute). Therefore, in order for these recursive methods to be worth­
while compared to Feynman methods, the reduction in the number of terms to be 
computed must make up for the increased difficulty of evaluating each term, and for 
the requirement th a t all simpler amplitudes needed for the recursive calculation be 
known. Due to the very poor scaling of the Feynman formalism as the number of 
external legs increases, on-shell methods show greater promise for computing am­
plitudes with many external particles; both have a polynomial scaling in number of 
terms with number of external particles.
The BCFW  recursion technique [70, 71] is the only approach which can be applied 
at tree level. This method relies upon applying some complex shift z  to the momenta 
of two or more of the external legs of the target amplitude. It can then be shown 
that the amplitude is equal to the closed contour integral over z in either the upper 
or lower half of the complex plane. Providing that:
1. The shift z is chosen such tha t the boundary term  vanishes.
2. The singularity structure of the desired amplitude consists only of simple or 
multiple poles, with no branch cuts.
This integral must be equal to the sum of the residues of the poles in z within 
the contour, these poles arising only from internal 2-dependent propagators in a 
contributing Feynman diagram. The residue of a given pole is thus given by the 
product of tree amplitudes which are linked by the relevant 2-dependent propagator; 
the relevant term  is evaluated by applying the 2-shift to each pair of tree amplitudes 
and applying the relevant choice of 2 tha t yields a singularity in the propagator.
The result is a method which allows one to calculate a given scattering ampli­
tude as a sum of products of tree amplitudes of lower number of external particles.
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Since relatively few such choices of tree amplitudes can be made, particularly when 
computing a colour-ordered Yang-Mills partial amplitude in which one is restricted 
only to momentum channels of adjacent particles, this allows tree amplitudes to be 
computed very efficiently.
2.5.1 U n ita r ity
The key to computing coefficients of branch cuts comes from exploiting the Uni­
tarity of the S'-matrix to reconstruct the imaginary part of the amplitude from its 
discontinuities via the Optical Theorem. Cntkosky showed in 1960 [72], that one can 
compute the discontinuities of any Feynman diagram by first finding all possible ways 
of “cutting” propagators within the diagram, then for each propagator cut, replacing 
the propagator with a delta-function effectively sending the cut particle on-shell,
- 2 tnS( l 2 - m 2) .  (2.5.1)(/2 — m2 + it)
When applied to compute the discontinuity of a loop integral, this replacement has 
the effect of placing an additional constraint on the loop momentum beyond tha t 
required by internal momentum conservation, thus effectively reducing the order of 
the loop momentum integral by one for each propagator cut.
This process becomes particularly useful when one considers the effect of cutting 
two loop propagators. Diagrammatically this takes the form,
b+1
Figure 2.3: A 2-particle cut in the channel Pa...b
The diagram is thus effectively separated into a product of two tree diagrams, since 
the legs in each diagram where the propagators have been cut have been replaced 
by the on-shell loop momentum satisfying l\ — l\ — 0. Since this analysis applies 
equally for the full loop amplitude as well as individual diagrams, we can thus state 
that this particular discontinuity is given by
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C a, . . . , b = \  J  d L I P S A tree( - h , a , a  +  1 , . . .  , b , l 2) x A tree( - l 2, b +  1, b +  2 , . . . ,  a  -  1, h ) , (2.5.2)
where the integration measure d L I P S  refers to the Lorentz-invariant phase space 
measure of the loop integration with the constraints imposed by the cut loop propa­
gators. In this case it would take the explicit form
/ /* + OOd L I P S  =  d d l 15 { l 21)S ((b  +  a  +  (a +  1) +  . . .  +  b)2) . (2.5.3)
J — OO
The key to the 4-dimensional Unitarity method as originally developed in 1994 
[73, 74] comes when one considers from where in the loop integral, when decomposed 
into a sum of coefficients multiplying scalar integrals as in equation (2.4.12), one will 
acquire a non-zero discontinuity in this momentum channel. The parts containing 
branch cuts are the logarithmic and dilogarithmic terms in the bubble, triangle and 
box integrals; thus in principle, the coefficients of all the discontinuities of the scalar 
loop integrals can be computed by constructing such cuts. However, not all members 
of the integral basis will contain a branch cut singularity in the correct momentum 
channel to contribute to the particular cut Cta b; this cut of the full loop amplitude 
is thus equivalent to the leading discontinuity of all parts of the integral basis which 
contain a branch cut singularity in this momentum channel. Thus we obtain,
c« * = £ mii + £ + E ^
V i e C '  j €B'  keA'
(2 .5 .4 )
D i s c
where C', B' and A! are the restricted sets of all integral functions with a cut in 
the channel In particular A! is given by a single term; the only possible
bubble integral with a cut in the channel tat„.tb is the integral containing the logarithm 
13' and C  however, will generally consist of a sum of terms; any triangle 
or box integral which can be obtained by inserting an additional loop propagator or 
two into the bubble integral 1^' ",b. Thus by constructing all possible double cuts, 
one obtains a set of functions which contain all the possible rational coefficients of 
the integral basis.
As an example one can enumerate the specific cuts which can in principle appear 
for a calculation of the cut-constructible parts of a 6-gluon one loop amplitude. For 
double cuts, one can consider either cuts with two legs on one side and four on the 
other, referred to in this thesis as s-cuts, or cuts with three legs on either side, referred
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to as t-cuts. For the s-cuts there are 6 possibile channels: S12, s 2 3 , S34, s45, s56 and s6i- 
Note tha t since we are interested in computing only colour-ordered partial amplitudes 
as defined in equation (2.1.10), one cannot obtain contributions from cuts containing 
non-adjacent legs, so there can be no cut in the S13 channel, for instance. For the 
t-cuts we have the possibilities £123, £234 and £345, with the remaining cuts such as t456 
being equivalent to these three by momentum conservation. Of course in practice, 
many of these cuts will not provide a finite contribution since they will contain a tree 
with a vanishing helicity configuration, such as those in equation (2.3.28).
Thus if one can rewrite the integrand of equation (2.5.2) in such a form th a t 
it consists of pure scalar box, triangle and bubble contributions multiplied by l- 
independent coefficients,
J  d L I P S A tree( - l u a , a + l , . . . , b , l 2) x A tree{ - 1 2, b +  1, b +  2 , . . . ,  a -  1, h)
/  (h -  K \ ) 2(h ~ K j ) ’ +  £  b%  -  K ’ )
(2.5.5)
+  c
one can identify the coefficients a*, bj and c with the coefficients of the integral basis. 
In particular, it is clear from the appearance of a term of the form
J  d L I P S , (2.5.6)c j  
tha t we can identify c as the coefficient of I 2 (P)  where P  =  (a + (a + 1 ) + . . .  + b), 
since by definition
j  dL IP S  =  j  ddl 1 = h(P) .  (2.5.7)
d i s cl\{h + P)2
Thus, using Unitarity cuts to obtain the rational coefficients it is possible to 
construct all parts of a general 1-loop amplitude in the form of the integral decompo­
sition given in equation (2.4.12), with the exception of the purely rational, O(e) parts 
left over by cancelling all loop propagators during Passarino-Veltman reduction. The 
parts of the amplitude which can be obtained via Unitarity cuts are generally referred 
to as the cut-constructible parts; the remaining parts, normally referred to as the ra­
tional (i.e. non cut-containing) parts, cannot be obtained using the 4-dimensional 
Unitarity approach discussed here and must be found instead using other methods. 
In cases where amplitudes which are not fully cut-constructible have been computed 
using a Unitarity implementation, these pieces have been obtained one of three ways:
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By using Feynman diagram techniques specialised to obtain the rational terms [75]; 
by working in a d-dimensional Unitarity formalism as discussed in section 1.3.4; or 
else to by applying the techniques of BCFW recursion to obtain the rational pieces 
from the known rational pieces of simpler loop amplitudes, as used in the “Bootstrap” 
formalism discussed in section 1.3.1.
2.5.2 Generalized U nitarity
Constructing the cut-constructible parts of a 1-loop amplitude using 2-particle Uni­
tarity  cuts represents an enormous simplification in the number of terms which must 
be computed when compared to Feynman techniques; as illustrated in chapter 1, 
the scaling in the number of Feynman diagrams contributing to a 1-loop amplitude 
proliferates dramatically as the number of external particles increases. The number 
of possible 2-particle Unitarity cuts, meanwhile, follows a much more manageable 
polynomial progression. This improved scaling in the number of terms is counterbal­
anced somewhat, however, by the fact tha t to obtain the integral coefficients from the 
Unitarity cuts, one must either compute the cut integral itself directly as for example 
in the Direct Parametrization method discussed in section 1.3.1, or else manipulate 
it into such a form tha t the parts giving rise to each basis integral can be uniquely 
identified, the approach used in the original implementation of the Unitarity method 
[73, 74]. Both approaches result in a non-trivial calculation th a t is hard to solve in 
general.
A significant simplification which allows for a more efficient Unitarity implementa­
tion is known as generalized Unitarity. The method arises from the observation that 
one need not be restricted only to considering double cuts. One can instead choose 
to cut three or even four loop propagators in the same way; this has the effect of 
simplifying the cut integral as each additional cut propagator imposes an additional 
constraint on the loop momentum, reducing the overall order of the integration by 
one. The cost of this simplification is tha t the range of integral functions which have 
a branch cut in the more restricted choice of momentum channels is lower. Consider, 
for example, a triple cut as in figure 2.5.2 with momentum channels and £*,+!,...)C, 
where a — 1. In this case, the cut integral will isolate the coefficient of a single 
triangle integral with massive corners and U+ p l u s  a sum of box integral 
contributions which can be obtained by inserting a loop propagator into the third 
corner of the triangle integral.
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Figure 2.4: The triple cut in the channels h+
However, since by momentum conservation it is impossible for a bubble integral to 
have cuts in both the ta,...,b and tb+ channels, it is clear tha t the cost of simplifying 
the integral using a triple cut is that one cannot obtain any information 011 the 
bubble integral coefficients by considering only triple cuts. Triple cuts have been 
used in Unitarity calculations as far back as 1998 [77], however another significant 
advance which led to the development of Generalized Unitarity did not come until 
the development by Britto, Cachazo and Feng in 2005 of techniques for evaluating 
quadruple Unitarity cuts [78]. Prior to this the development of such cuts had been 
hindered by the fact tha t both triple and quadruple cuts generally contain “massless” 
corners which take the form of a three-particle tree amplitude. For massless particles 
with real momenta such an amplitude is not well defined on-shell, as can be seen 
by considering the form of the Parkc-Taylor formula for such an amplitude of three 
gluons, as shown in figure 2.5.8.
Figure 2.5: The gluon 3-vcrtex
A ‘™ ( a - . b - , c + ) =  , . (° 6/ (2.5.8)
(be) ( c m )
If one requires th a t all three particles be on-shell, then one can show,
(ab) [ba]  = 2 a . b  =  c2 =  0. (2.5.9)
If a and b arc real momenta, then (ab) and [ba] must vanish simultaneously since
~  af:
, and the amplitude (2.5.8) is not well-defined. The key breakthrough
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came with the observation in 2003 by W itten [76] tha t one can meaningfully define 
momenta by an analytical continuation onto the complex plane, such tha t Aa ^  Aa . 
In addition to allowing one to perform the complex integration necessary to BCFW 
recursion, this fact also allows one to satisfy equation (2.5.9) by only requiring tha t 
[ab] — 0, while (ab) ^  0. In this case the three point tree (2.5.8) is now a well- 
defined amplitude, allowing triple and quadruple cuts containing massless corners to 
be performed in a meaningful manner.
Quadruple cuts take a particularly simple form in 4-dimensional Unitarity. Since 
the four cuts give rise to four delta-function constraints on the loop momentum, this 
has the effect of freezing out the loop integral completely and uniquely determining 
the loop momentum in terms of the external momenta (up to a possible ambiguity in 
the helicity of the loop particle, which requires one to sum over all possible internal 
helicity configurations), allowing one to solve the cut purely algebraically. The loop 
momentum solutions required for the box coefficients considered in this thesis are 
presented in Appendix C.
As with the triple cut, one can again note tha t the benefit of simplifying (or in 
this case eliminating) the integration has come at the cost of reducing the information 
about the amplitude tha t the cut contains. Specifically, a quadruple cut directly yields 
the single box coefficient with branch cuts in the channels specified, and cannot yield 
information about triangle or bubble coefficients since no triangle or bubble integral 
could contain cuts in all three channels required.
The approach followed in this thesis is to exploit 4-dimensional Generalized Uni­
tarity to solve each type of integral coefficient using the simplest type of cut possible; 
all box coefficients are solved algebraically by constructing all possible quadruple 
cuts allowed by momentum conservation and helicity considerations. The triangle 
coefficients meanwhile are obtained by considering triple cuts, and manipulating the 
integrand into such a form th a t those contributions which give rise only to box co­
efficients can be identified and discarded, leaving only the single contribution to the 
triangle. Finally the most difficult type of cut, the double cuts, are used only to obtain 
the bubble coefficients; any terms appearing in the integrand which can be identified 
as contributing purely to a triangle or box coefficient can again be discarded. Thus 
one performs one double, triple or quadruple cut for each non-zero bubble, triangle 
or box coefficient to be found, respectively.
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Cut Integral Discarded TermsTarget Function
None
f  d L I P S  A { - l u K i , l 2)
x A ( - l 2 , K 2, l 3) A ( - l 3 , K 3,L 
x A ( —U, —K \  — K 2 — K 3,1]
'Yhj D j l ^ K i ,  K 2, K jf  d L I P S A ( - l u K u l2) A ( - l 2, K 2, l 3) 
x A ( - l 3 , - K 1 -  K 2, h )
J  d L I P S A ( - h , P ,  h ) A ( —l2, - P , h )
Figure 2.6: Illustration of cutting principle, showing information retained and dis­
carded from each cut
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C hapter 3
The Canonical Basis M ethod
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3.1 U nd erly in g  Princip le
As discussed in Chapter 2, the Unitarity method allows the coefficients of the loop 
integral basis of a one-loop amplitude to be calculated by evaluating the tree am­
plitudes given by cutting the loop propagators in the momentum channels specified 
by the branch cuts of the specific integral function. Since cutting propagators has 
the effect of reducing the power of the loop integral by one per propagator cut, this 
effectively converts the problem into one of evaluating a number of simpler integrals 
as opposed to a single difficult loop integral. As mentioned, there is some ambi­
guity both in the choice of the target integral basis (one can choose to either use 
d-dimensional or 4-dimensional cuts, with the former allowing the entire amplitude 
to be calculated using cuts in the massless case, and the latter significantly simplify­
ing the evaluation of the cuts at the cost of requiring some parts of the amplitude to 
be evaluated by methods other than unitarity), and in the choice of which coefficients 
will be extracted from which cuts (in principle the full set of double cuts contain all 
the information to extract all cut-constructible terms, but one can choose to instead 
extract some parts, namely the triangle and box coefficients, from simpler triple and 
quadruple cuts).
However, the remaining cut integrals are still non-trivial to evaluate, which consid­
ering the large number of cuts required for amplitudes with many external particles, 
and the increasing size and complexity integrals once NMHV trees begin appear­
ing in cuts, presents a significant practical obstacle to further analytic evaluation of 
loop amplitudes. As discussed in chapter 1 various techniques have been developed 
for evaluating the cut integrals both numerically and analytically, but due to the 
difficulty of in particular the double cut integrals evaluating each integral by hand 
would result in an impractically large investment of time to calculate any useful am­
plitude. As such most progress in evaluating interesting phenomenological processes 
via Unitarity has shifted in the direction of automated numerical evaluation in recent 
years; an approach which is quite sufficient for experimental purposes. This lack 
of techniques producing relatively compact analytic expressions for loop amplitude 
coefficients does however represent a potential obstacle to future progress in loop 
integral computations; much of the modern approach to perturbative calculations in 
general, and the Unitarity method in particular, is inherently recursive in structure: 
rather than computing amplitudes directly from the Feynman rules derived from the 
Lagrangian, amplitudes are evaluated entirely by examining their analytic pole struc­
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ture, allowing them to be constructed from simpler, previously evaluated amplitudes. 
Thus, closed, analytic expressions are necessary as a starting point to calculating 
further, more complicated amplitudes either analytically or numerically.
The key to the canonical basis approach is to recognise firstly tha t the most diffi­
cult part of the calculation in most Unitarity implementations is the cut integration 
itself; and secondly, tha t due to the structure of the cuts being constructed from the 
same set of tree amplitudes and due to  the many ways in which a cut integrand can 
be manipulated algebraically using the various identities of momentum conservation 
and the spinor-helicity formalism for massless particles, often many of the structures 
appearing in individual cuts can be rewritten in such a way as to be equivalent to 
structures appearing in other cuts; in essence, one observes tha t the same integral 
appears in multiple cuts. The Canonical Basis approach therefore splits the process 
of computing an amplitude into two phases:
1) One postulates some minimal canonical basis of distinct cut integrals to  use to 
construct all required cuts in the desired amplitude. These cut integrals are solved in­
dividually by any convenient method to extract a closed, rational, analytic expression 
for the canonical form. Since the basis has relatively few elements, it is worthwhile to 
obtain as compact an expression for each form as possible, in particular eliminating 
unphysical square roots of Gram determinants which appear in the integral solutions 
derived, for example, by the Fermionic integration technique [37]. Such irrational 
terms are an undesirable feature since a necessary precondition to use an amplitude 
in an ingredient for on-shell recursion is tha t the amplitude is explicitly a rational 
function of the complex momentum shift.
2) Once a candidate canonical basis is complete, the full set of cuts appearing 
in the desired amplitude are examined and an attem pt is made to manipulate each 
individual cut into a form composed only of canonical forms appearing in the solved 
canonical basis, whereupon the solution to the integral can be simply substituted to 
evaluate the cut. Any cuts which cannot be rewritten in terms of the known basis 
are identified, and one repeats the process, performing the integration of those new 
forms which must be added to the canonical basis and applying the result to the 
relevant cut. These two steps are thus iterated until all the required cuts have been 
evaluated.
As is hopefully apparent, the main benefit of this approach is to effectively reduce 
the total amount of integration to be performed, at the cost of introducing more al­
gebra to rewrite initially dissimilar cuts into equivalent forms. Provided tha t the size
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of the canonical basis is small relative to the total number of cuts required, and tha t 
the extra algebra requires less time to perform than tha t saved by not integrating 
term-by-term, this approach thus greatly simplifies the process of performing Unitar- 
ity calculations by hand to  the point of rendering analytic solutions of unknown loop 
amplitudes with many external particles practicable.
A further advantage presents itself due to the generality of the canonical basis and 
the principle of repeated application to similar cuts: since individual canonical forms 
are as general as possible, and not specific to a given particle content, helicity config­
uration or number of external legs, it is often the case tha t part or all of a canonical 
basis derived for one amplitude can be applied to the cuts of another amplitude, 
thereby potentially considerably simplifying the calculation of tha t amplitude. This 
will be seen to be the case in the applications discussed in chapters 4 and 5.
3.2 Integrand Id en tities and N om enclature
As mentioned, there are a potentially large number of loop momentum-dependent 
structures which can appear in the double cuts of a Yang-Mills amplitude. In order 
to make the canonical basis approach worthwhile we must be able to manipulate 
various superficially different structures into the same form. In the applications 
considered here one can identify three basic structures which can appear in a double 
cut canonical form and which all required cuts can be expressed in terms of.
Firstly, a double cut integrand may contain a propagator in the denominator de­
pendent upon the loop momentum and some sum of external momenta which does 
not vanish on-shell. For simplicity this will be referred to as a “massive” propagator, 
since this thesis considers only massless theories and the term  is therefore unambigu­
ous. For example,
th 56 (h +  ^ ^
The presence of such a term  has a major effect on the difficulty of evaluating the 
resulting canonical form, and as such it makes sense to divide canonical forms into 
two basic classes depending upon whether or not they contain such a propagator in 
the denominator. Canonical forms not containing a massive propagator are denoted 
by an H,  or an TL for the unintegrated form, and those with such a propagator factor 
are denoted by a G or Q.
In principle one could also encounter cut integrands containing multiple, non-equal
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massive propagators. One could simply treat these as a third class of canonical form 
and attem pt to integrate accordingly, however adding another massive momentum to 
the problem greatly increases the difficulty of the integrand just as a G-function is a 
much more involved problem than an H - function. As such it is generally preferable 
to avoid any such integrals. This can if necessary be done by splitting the product of 
massive propagators into a sum of terms containing a single massive propagator using 
the spinor identities discussed in this chapter, however this proves unnecessary for 
the applications considered in this thesis: in gluon amplitudes with up to 7 external 
gluons, one can choose the form of the tree amplitudes used so as to avoid any such 
terms appearing.
The second type of loop momentum dependent structure which may appear in 
a canonical form is a pair of /-dependent spinor products in the numerator and 
denominator, e.g.
8 - (3-2-2)
Typically a canonical form will contain products of several such pairs, with the goal 
being that all are of the same type, with no mixture of angle and square spinor prod­
ucts or of li and I2 dependent pairs. We denote the number of such pairs present in 
the canonical form with a subscript number. One must then homogenize the typically
mixed expressions of angle and square and and I2 spinor products appearing in a
typical cut integral to reduce it to the canonical form.
The final type of /-dependent structure which can appear in a canonical form is 
a spinor string with zero spinor weight in / but non-zero momentum weight, e.g.
\ C \ l \ D ) .  (3.2.3)
We denote the number of such strings present in the numerator without a counterpart 
term in the denominator by a superscript. All required double-cut canonical forms 
can be constructed from these three structures. To illustrate the notation,
H \  = { A \ l \ B ) { C \ l \ D ) ^  ,
[ ' (3.2.4)
In principle this notation is sufficient for all required canonical forms, however it is 
also useful to introduce an additional notation to denote canonical forms in which one 
or more spinor products in the denominator are identical, giving rise to a multiple
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pole. Since the presence of such a multiple pole has a significant impact on the 
evaluation of the integral and the resulting canonical form, the presence of a multiple 
pole is indicated by an x  in the superscript, or multiple x ’s for triple or higher poles, 
e.g.
= { A \ l \ B ) { a i <)J ° ? l ) ,
 ^  ^ (3.2.5)
= [ A \ l \ B ) { a i l )  {a2l)3 {a3l l .
1 L ( b l f
W ith the minimal basis of structures we intend to  construct all canonical forms 
out of thus defined, we must now consider how the much broader range of structures 
which can potentially appear in a cut can be reduced to this basis. This can be 
achieved through the application of a range spinor identities. The first of these, 
originally derived in this form by Britto and Feng [38] relies upon combining the 
Schouten identity with the technique of partial fractioning to allow a product of 
multiple pairs of ^-dependent spinor products to be reduced to  a sum of single pairs 
multiplied by non-Z-dependent pieces,
(<2] I) {a2 1) _  (ai I) (d2 I) (bi  62)
5
. /\ -L- lnn h~\ /JhA\
(3.2.6)
< M ) ( M >  ( b i l ) ( b 2 l ) ( b 1 b2) ’
- ( 011) ( ( a 2 bi )  (b2 I) +  (a2 b2) (I &i»
( h  I) (b2 l ) ( h  b2)
= («* 0 1 ,, (n2/!1L + {<l2b2). (61Z) (6261) (b2 l ) ( b i b 2).
This identity can be iterated systematically for longer products of pairs,
T T  (ai Z) _ rij=2 (Qj  h) C* 9  7 \
This allows us to split up strings of spinor product pairs of the same type, and with 
the same dependency on Z; however, most actual cuts will typically contain mixtures 
both of angle and square products and of functions of Zi and Z2. We therefore require 
identities which will allow us to convert such mixed terms to expressions in terms 
of a single homogeneous type of spinor product, and dependent on a single loop 
momentum.
The simplest case to deal with is a mixture of square and angle spinor products. 
In this case, one can rewrite pairs of square angle products by multiplying top and 
bottom by an appropriate factor and applying momentum conservation across the 
cut,
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all] _  [all] (h h)
5
7~\
(3.2.8)
[bh]  [ b h ] ( h h )  ’
[a|(/i + l2 )\h)
[ b \ ( h + l 2 ) \ l 2 )  ’
= [4 P M  
[&l^2> ’
where P  is the cut momentum. Thus, we have converted a pair of Zi-dependent square 
products into a pair of l2 dependent spinor strings, which can be treated for all intents 
and purposes as a pair of angle spinor products except for the fact tha t these spinor 
strings are symmetric under order reversal, unlike a simple spinor product which 
would be antisymmetric.
We can thus reduce an arbitrary mix of angle and square product pairs to a 
function of only angle product pairs, albeit in general with a mix of Zi and Z2 dependent 
pairs. We therefore require an identity to homogenize such function in the loop 
momentum, producing a product of angle products dependent only upon one loop 
momentum. This is more difficult, although we can do so once again by introducing 
an appropriate factor in the numerator and denominator and applying momentum 
conservation,
( a h )  ( a h )  [h \ P\b)
( b h )  ( b l 2) [ h \ P \ b )  ’
( a \ ( P  +  h ) P \ b )
2 . w, ,„,iv (3-2-9)
( b \ (P  +  h ) P \ b )  ’
( ab)  P 2 +  ( a l l )  [h\ P\b)  
( b h ) [ h \ P \ b )
( ab)  P 2 ( a h )
( b h ) [ h \ P \ b )  ( b h )  ‘
We can thus homogenize any expression in terms of Zi, at the cost of introducing 
terms which are subleading in overall power in Z. It is im portant to note tha t these 
subleading terms do unfortunately include an effective square product in Zi; when 
converted to an angle product using equation (3.2.8) this will become an angle prod­
uct in Z2 in the subleading term. We will thus have to  apply equation (3.2.9) to 
homogenize it in Zi again, introducing a sub-subleading term  with the same problem. 
In principle the cycle could be iterated indefinitely, however fortunately we can ter­
minate it thanks to our choice of Unitarity prescription. We choose to simply neglect 
any term appearing in the double cuts which when integrated will produce only a 
contribution to a triangle or box coefficient.
Specifically, this applies to any integrand with an overall power in Z less than
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zero, since performing a double cut on a scalar triangle or box integral would give 
rise to  an integrand still containing a loop propagator, multiplying a non -I dependent 
coefficient, thus with a momentum weight in I less than zero. In general we expect 
a double cut integrand term to be of overall power /2, since it is a product of two 
tree amplitudes which must have total power of I1 each. Thus for the case of the 
cuts of a complex scalar loop, we will expect to have to iterate equation (3.2.9) three 
times before we obtain a term  which is of overall power of /-1 , which we can identify 
as being a contribution to a triangle coefficient and thus neglect. We thus obtain a 
mixture of terms with overall power in the loop momentum of /2, 11 and 1°.
In the case of an Af — 1 Supersymmetric multiplet loop, the situation is simpler. 
In this case the inherent numerator cancellations between the different particle types 
have the effect of reducing the total power in I by two, leaving no terms with total 
power greater than 1° in the double cuts. This means any subleading term must 
automatically give rise only to triangle or box coefficients and can be discarded from 
the double cut, and as such homogenizing a string of spinor product pairs reduces to 
simply applying equation (3.2.8) and making the trivial replacement,
(3.2.10)
( b h )  ( b h )  ' ’
Aside from pairs of spinor products, other loop-momentum dependent structures 
appearing in the cut can generally be homogenized in I and reduced to one of the 
three canonical structures using simple momentum conservation and spinor identities. 
For example,
[A\ l2 \B)  = ( [ A \ P \ B )  +  [ A \ h \ B ) ) ,
1 1 1
M ( Q  +  fe)|Ji> M 0 P  +  Q +  !i)|(i> M ( P  +  <?)|Ji)’ (3.2.11)
1 1
l Q { - h )  H p - Q ) h
3.3 C onstructing th e  C anonical B asis
We can now postulate a minimum canonical basis for constructing double cut co­
efficients in massless Yang-Mills theory - we hope to construct all necessary double 
cuts using canonical forms dependent upon only one of the loop momenta, contain­
ing either one or zero massive loop-dependent propagators, and either one, two or no 
unpaired /-dependent spinor strings in the numerator, with an arbitrary number of 
numerator/denominator spinor product pairs.
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The problem is thus one of how to solve this basis. The two simplest non-trivial 
canonical forms one can consider are those of a lone spinor product pair, and of a 
lone spinor string, denoted by our notation as Pt" and respectively. We will first 
consider 7i®,
W ? ( a ,M i )  =  (3.3.1)
In accordance with the notation of the previous section, this corresponds to the 
integrand of the canonical form //°(u , b, P),
H°(a,  b, P) I 2{P)  =  J  dLIPSHx(a,  b, h) (3.3.2)
bubble
This can be evaluated by multiplying both top and bottom by a factor [l-i b], such 
tha t the denominator can be interpreted as a propagator,
,o, , x _[b\h\a)H\(a,b,h) =
m b y  (3 3 3)
m o )  (33'3)
(h -  kb)* ‘
This has the form of a linear triangle with massless leg kb,
P  -  - P
Since this is the result obtained by performing a double cut on the linear triangle 
we can solve this canonical form by instead considering the unique triangle integral 
which yields this double cut, and solving for the coefficient of the scalar bubble 
function ^(T*), where P  is the cut momentum. We thus replace the cut integral with 
a standard covariant integral.
S d u p s - . f m ( 3 ' 3 4 )
thus the full cut integral becomes an ordinary loop integral,
iD i Pi b| a)= / r!u l
1 1 '2 (1 .  _|_ p \ 2 ( l .  _  2^
=  PIT/i|a) J
ij(h + p)Hh -  kby d i s c
q ( h  +  P ) 2(h -  kb)‘
(3.3.5)
d i s c
The canonical form can thus be evaluated by decomposing the tensor integral on the
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second line via Passarino-Veltman reduction. The first step is to make a Lorentz 
projection in terms of the available tensors in the integral, namely and kb,
I iP , ' ti ( ,1 + m h - w  = p,‘c ' + * Ch- (33'6)
Ordinarily one would not be able to obtain an exact solution for the coefficients C\ 
and C2, but an im portant simplfication arises due to the fact tha t kb is massless and
on-shell. As such when we contract with k£, the C2 term drops out since kl = 0 and
we can solve for C\,
r  1 [ j d , ______ h-kb______
1 2 R k b J  1 l 21( h + P ) 2 ( h - k b) ^
= 2k I dDhW k T w  ( 3 -3 7 )
1 M P ) -2 P . k b
We could in principle now contract equation (3.3.6) with P^  in order to solve for 
C2, however this is unnecessary in order to solve the canonical form, due to the 
dependence on {a\^\b). When we contract equation (3.3.6) with this spinor string, 
we observe tha t we obtain
H ° ( a , b , P ) I 2 ( P ) =  C \ [ a \P \ b )  4- C 2 [a\kh\b) ,
since kb is on shell and massless the C2 term vanishes due to equation (2.3.17), and 
we are left with
H ° ( a ,  6, P ) I 2 ( P )  =  M ^ - I 2 ( P ) . (3.3.8)
Since we have reduced this to a form consisting of an /-independent coefficient mul­
tiplying the scalar bubble integral, we can identify this coefficient as the bubble
coefficient contribution of the canonical form,
®  ( 3 ' 3 ' 9 )
[b\P\b)  •
We can ultimately extend this result to evaluate all of the 0(1°) canonical basis 
without further integration. For example, one can note tha t we can apply equation 
(3.2.6) to reduce an arbitrarily long product of pairs of spinor products to a sum of 
Hi functions; for example,
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n - / ° ( A  a  r  r  ? ^ ( M h ) { M h )h 2(a u a 2, b 1, b 2, i1) -  { B i h ) { B 2 h )  >
_  ( A 2  B i ) (j4i fi) (A2B 2) (^1 i i )  , ,  ,
{ B 1 B 2 ) { B 2 h ) ’ K ' '
„ o , „  2 „  „  m  ( A 2 B 1) [ A 1 \ P \ B 1) , ( A 2 B 2) [ A i \ P \ B 2)
H 2 (A l , A 2 , B l t B 2 , P )  =  ( B 2 B i ) [ B i m >  +  (B lB 2 > [ B 2 | p | j , 2) •
In addition to  solving canonical forms by them splitting into H® functions, one can 
also evaluate them more directly. Rather than actually performing the integration, 
one can solve the coefficient by constructing an ansatz solution using the available 
parameters in the canonical form, reminiscent of the Passarino-Veltman approach to 
solving tensor loop integrals [1]. For relatively simple canonical forms this approach 
proves surprisingly effective; the small number of parameters in the problem, together 
with the constraints imposed by momentum conservation and the properties of spinors 
lead to a relatively small number of possible terms. For example, we can consider 
the simplest canonical form containing a double pole,
H°i iX( A u A 2 , B , h ) =  { A , ‘^ ^ 2 1i) ■ (3.3.11)
\ B h )
In this case we have only four parameters from which to construct candidate terms: 
the spinors A\ ,  A 2 and B,  and the cut momentum P. We  can also place several 
constraints upon possible terms which can be constructed.
1. The ansatz must have the same crossing symmetry as the canonical form it 
solves.
2. The ansatz must be of the same total momentum weight as the canonical form.
3. The ansatz must have the same overall spinor weight in each of the spinors as 
the canonical form.
These constraints severely limit the number of possible candidate terms which we 
can construct. For example, 1) eliminates from consideration any terms including 
the spinor product {A\ A 2)\ since the product is antisymmetric under interchange of 
Ai  and A 2, one necessarily cannot produce a symmetric term under the exchange 
of these spinors containing it. Similarly, 3) implies tha t we cannot simply introduce 
extra spinors into the problem, nor extra terms dependent on the perm itted spinors 
if they would result in a term with different spinor weight to the canonical form. For 
instance, the term
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P 2 ( B A 2) f 3 3 p )
would be disallowed by 3), since it has the wrong spinor weight in both B  and 
Ai ,  as well as being disallowed by 2) since it also has incorrect overall momentum 
weight thanks to the factor of P 2. One can, however, introduce additional factors of 
spinors providing they cancel in contribution to overall spinor weight in tha t spinor. 
For example, one can introduce extra factors of the spinor B  provided one does so 
equivalently in the numerator and denominator, constructing a term
[ B \ P \ A ! ) [ B \ P \ A 2) , ,
[ B \ P \ B ) 2 ’ ( ' ‘ ’
which satisfies all three constraints. Since this is the only acceptable candidate term
which can be constructed, it is a likely ansatz to be the entire solution to the canonical
form; however, to confirm, we must check its behaviour under the limit tha t two of
the spinors become collinear. In this case the integrand reduces to tha t of the Ti°
function,
( A \  l \ )  ( A 2 l \ ) A i —*B { A 2 l \ )    - 1 / 0 /  A D  ? \  (O Q  1(3.3.14)
We can confirm tha t for the candidate expression, this limit reduces the expression 
to the H j3 canonical form,
[ B \ P \ A , ) [ B \ P \ A 2) Ai z 1 b  [.b \ p \ a 2)
[ B \ P \ B ) 2 [.B \ P \ B ) ' y ■ ■ >
Similarly, the limit A 2 —^► B  produces an equivalent expression. Thus we have verified 
th a t our ansatz is the solution to the integral
H 0,x( \  \  H P )  — ("? 3 ifi')
H ,  ( A U A * , B , P ) - -------^ \ P \ B ) ~ 2-------■ (
This checking of the appropriate limits is necessary in order both to confirm tha t our 
candidate terms are of the correct form, and in order to fix any numerical coefficients 
and minus signs, which necessarily cannot be obtained from ansatz construction.
This technique can similarly be used to obtain the simplest canonical form con­
taining a triple pole,
H°1' ^ ( A i , A 2 , A 3 , B , h ) =  . (3.3.17)
{ B h )
Again, the small number of available spinors results in only a single possible term  for 
the canonical form,
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H ^ i A u A M P )  =  m n m A W P M  ( 3 3 18)
This expression reduces to an H±,x canonical form in the limit Ai —> B,  thereby 
confirming it has the correct sign and numerical factor.
The canonical forms become more complicated as we start to consider cases which 
are linear in /, due to the larger number of spinors available with which to construct 
terms. The simplest possible 0(1) canonical form is the H q,
H 10 ( A , B , h ) = [ A \ h \ B ) .  (3.3.19)
This cannot be reduced to any of our so-far derived canonical forms by choice of an 
obvious limit, which makes it difficult to test any possible ansatz for it, but fortunately 
like the H \  it is relatively easy to  evaluate directly due to its simplicity.
As with the H®, we identify the H q canonical form as the discontinuity yielded 
by cutting a specific integral, in this case a linear bubble,
J d L I P S \ A \ h \ B )  "  j  d D h
= [A M B ) f d % W i  + p ) ,
disc (3.3.20)
h
d i s c
One can show via a similar Passarino-Veltman reduction to that used to obtain 
H®(a,b,P) tha t the tensor integral is equivalent to ^ P ^ I ^ i P ) ,  where is the
scalar bubble integral. The full integral is thus
I i ! £ ! £ > 4 ° l ( P ) .  (3.3.21)
We can thus identify the coefficient of the scalar bubble integral as the bubble con­
tribution from the H q ,
=  (3.3.22)
W ith the H q computed we can move on to deriving more complicated linear and
quadratic canonical forms from it. The simplest such case is the canonical form H\,
H \ ( A , B , a , b , h )  =  [ A \ h \ B ) ^ l . (3.3.23)(bh)
In this case, there are two possible terms, each consisting of two parts in order to 
have the correct symmetry under exchange of B  and a; one with a factor of [b\P\b) 
in the denominator,
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[ A \ P \ B ) \ b \ P \ a )  , \ A \ P \ a ) [ b \ P \ B )
~ W W ~ +  m m  ■ ( 3 '3 '2 4 )
and one with a factor of [6|P|6}2,
P 2{A\ b\ B) [b\P\ a)  P * [A \b \ a ) [ b \ P \ B )
m W 2 i w p  '
In this case it is clear we need to consider the limits, both because the overall sign 
and numerical coefficient are unknown, and to obtain the relative sign between the 
two terms. We observe tha t under the limit a —> b, the integrand reduces to an TL\ 
function,
W hig) (all) a-b B h) (3.3.26)
{ b h )
Taking this limit for our two terms, we obtain the expression
[ A \ P \ B) [ b \ P \ a )  [ A \ P \ a ) [ b \ P \ B )  [ A\ P\ b) [ b \ P\ B)
[b\p\b)  +  [b\p\b)  ^ 1 1 ; +  m b )
P 2 [A\b\B) [b\P\a)  P 2 [A\b\a) [b \P\B)  P 2 [A\b\B)  \ >
[6|P |6>2 +  [6|P |6>2 [6|P |6) '
In order to reduce this to H q and thus fix the numerical coefficients, we first observe 
tha t the second term can be rewritten,
P 2 [A\b\B) [ A\ PP\ b]  (b B )
W "  m b )  ■ ( 3 -3 -2 8 )
In this form, we can use the Schouten identity to contract this term with the second 
part of the first term,
[ A\ PP\ b\  ( b B )  -  [ A\ P\ b ) [ b \P \ B)  _  [ A\ P\ B) [ b\ P\ b)
[b\P\b) [b \P\ b) ’ (3.3.29)
=  - [ A \ P \ B ) .
The total limit with this sign between the terms is thus equal to —2[A\P\B). It is 
therefore clear tha t in order to obtain the correct limit of H q, we require an overall 
sign of — resulting in the full canonical form being,
„ ! /  ,  „  . l „  , x [ A \ P \ B ) [ b \ P \ a )  +  [i4 |P |o )[6 |P |B )H l { A , B M l l ) =  ^
P 2 [ A\b\B)[b\P\a)  +  P 2[A\b\a) [b \P\B)  \ )
A[b\P\b)2
We also need to solve the case of an //-function which is quadratic in li, the Ti\ 
function,
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n i ( A , B , C , D , a , b , h )  =  M I i | B ) [ C | i i | D > ^ .  (3.3.31)
{b l  i)
This, again, can be solved by the ansatz approach. As with the TC\ case, the presence 
of only one spinor in the denominator limits the number of possible terms, in this 
case to three, since we can add up to two factors of [b\P\b) in the denominator before 
we run out of suitable terms to pair the resulting spinors with in the numerator. 
The three distinct terms each have up to twelve symmetry permutations, due to the 
multiple ways of pairing up the two square spinors A  and C  with the angles /?, D  
and a. The terms are given by
+  5 other perm utations,
[b\P\b)
+  „  other perm utations, (3 .3 .32)
3)M 4 P 1 £ > I W )  + 6 other permutations.
[ b \ P\ b y
Again it is necessary to examine the limits of this canonical form in order to extract 
the numerical coefficients and signs. In this case the limit a —» b should reproduce 
the canonical form H{. This process yields the coefficients,
H ? ( A , B , C , D , a , b , P ) =  +  P erm utations(B , D ,  a)
+  +  P e r m u ta t io n ^ , a; C ) (3.3.33)
P 4 \ A \b \ B) [ C\ b \D ) \ b \ P \a )  „  . .
+ ----18[6|P |6)3-+  P erm utations(B , D ,  a ) .
We will also need to solve the case of a linear //-functions with a double pole, the
n j  l;x
r i \  i
H \ ' x ( A , B , a u a 2 , b , h )  =  [ A \ h \ B )  . (3.3.34)
The ansatz method yields the expression for this,
( b h ) 2
H l ' x ( A , B , a 1, a 2,b,  P )  =  +  P erm utations(B Ja i , a 2)
(3.3.35)
The final //-function canonical form required is tha t containing two separate double
P 2[A|6|J5)[6|P|ai)[6|P|a2) „  .
H--------------- 3 jb |p jfe)3--------------- h P erm u tation s(5 , a : , a 2) .
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poles, which we denote as an Hi'xy function,
^/0;xy( n n „ h h \ -  (Q1 h )  f a l l )  <03 h )  («4 l l )  /q  o qfi\/Xl (&1, 2^) 0.3) ®4) 1^) 2^j /i 1 \2 ;i j \2 ‘ (o.o.oO)(oiti) (020)
In principle this could be evaluated using the ansatz method, however this is unnec­
essary since we can instead simply split the poles in order to obtain a sum of simpler 
//-functions, which has the benefit tha t the analysis could be generalized to any order 
in Z.
(a 2 &l) .
(«3 &2) (0461) (04 2^)
—  — (ai h)
£>2) (&2 h )  J  \ ( b i h )  {b2 b i )  { b i b 2 ) { b 2 h ) J  
( 0 2  b2) A (^ 3  & l)  («4  ^ 2)  +  {^3  6 2 )  (^ 4  bi )
(6261)'
( f l i  h )  ( ^ 2  h )  {« 3  & i)  (<*4 & i)  , ( a i  h )  ( ^ 2  h )  ( d3 b2) (<14 6 2 )“r _ . o . o "T
(61 h r  &  h y {b2 h f  (b2 b1f
Hi’xy(a1,a2,a3,a4,bi,b2,P) =
(a3 b i )  ( a 4 6 2 ) +  (^ 3  2^ ) (<14 &i)  / ,  , , r jO /  l  r>\ / i, \ u O /  l  r>\ \-----------------  3----- —-------- ((a2 h )  H ^ ( a u bu P )  -  (a2 b2) H \ (a ] , b2 , P ) )
( 02  b 1)
(a3 6 i ) ( a 4 6 i)  0 ;i /_  .  L m  , (a3 h )  {a* 6 2 ) „ 0 ;x/„ „ i. m+--- , .2------- "1 (ai,fl2, 0i,P ) H 2 -Hi’ («i, a2, o2) P) ■
\b2 bi )  \b2 b\)
(3.3.37)
3.4 C anonical Forms w ith  “M assive” P ropagators
We must now consider how to evaluate the harder class of canonical forms containing 
a massive /-dependent propagator, the G functions. The simplest such case which 
can contribute to a bubble coefficient is the function Qq,
gS(A-,B;Q;l1) = l ^ ~ ^ ,  (3.4.1)
where Q2 ^  0. In principle, we could try  to tackle this canonical form using the ansatz 
approach; however, it soon becomes apparent tha t one obtains a surprisingly large
number of candidate terms by doing so. This is primarily due to the presence of a sec­
ond non-null momentum in the problem, Q. The presence of this momentum greatly 
increases the number of possible kinematic structures which can be constructed; with 
only one non-null momentum, we can essentially only construct three structures.
• Simple spinor products: (A B ), [A B\.
• Spinor strings of order 2: [j4 |P |jE?).
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•  The cut momentum invariant: P 2.
However, with the momentum Q to work with, many more structures become possi­
ble: P.Q , Q2, (A\PQ\B),  [A\QPQ\B)  etc. This suggests tha t the ansatz approach is 
not nearly as well suited to evaluating G-functions as it is to //-functions, especially 
when we consider higher-order G-functions with large numbers of spinors.
Therefore instead of trying to compute these nontrivial integrals directly or by 
positing an ansatz, we can attem pt to rewrite them in terms of our previously solved 
H -function canonical basis. For the Oq we begin by exploiting the identity
[ A\ l \B)  ( I B )  [ A \ P ( P  +  Q ) Q \ l )  (I B ) [ A \ P \ 1 )
{ l  +  Q ) 2 ( l +  Q ) 2 ( l \ P Q \ l )  ( l \ P Q \ l )  ' 1
We can now observe tha t the first term  in this expression is one overall power in I 
lower than the original integrand, and since the original Qq function is of order Z°, 
this term can be discarded from the calculation since it does not contribute to the 
bubble coefficients. We are thus left with
o ( h B ) [ A \ P \ h )
Gq bubble ( l ^ P Q ^ )  ' ( • • )
This simpler denominator can be now be rewritten in a form which can be split 
apart, providing we can find some momenta P  and Q which are both null and have 
the property
( h \P Q \ h )  = K { h \ P Q \ h ) . (3.4.4)
Generally such momenta can be found by taking a linear combination of P  and Q 
and finding the appropriate coefficients such that the combination becomes null. In 
particular the following choice of P  and Q originally found by Forde [19], satisfies 
the condition and is the one we choose to apply,
^ =27r3{-p2Q“+{RQ+^ ) pl‘) '
( 3 .4 .5 )
where the factor A3 =  4{P.Q)2 — 4P 2Q2 is the Gram determinant of the three mass 
triangle integral with legs of momentum P , Q and —P  — Q. W ith this choice of P  
and Q, we now have the relation
< l l |P Q I * l )  =  - ^ ^ ( ( l | n ? | ( l > .  ( 3 .4 .6 )
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More generally we can derive various useful identities for relating P  and Q dependent 
objects to the other kinematic variables.
Object Expanded form
p 2 0
Q2 0
P.Q
p2
4
P.P p24
Q.Q n/a^ , P Q8 ' 4
Q.P y/Al , P.Q 8  ' 4
P Q
p2
8
( A\PQ\A) ~ $ r M \ P Q \ A )
(.A\PQ \B) ( - P 2VA~3{A\PQ\B) +  -3P 2(P.Q)) (.A B >)
(AQ) (.A \Q P\B) - (P .Q+^p- ) (A B)
(b Q) (B\QP\B)
UP) (.A \Q P \B ) - (P .Q -^ p - ) (A B )
( b p ) (B\QP\B)
Figure 3.1: Conversion table for P  and Q dependent quantities
Since P  and Q are null vectors, we can thus express the Qq function in the form,
o P 2 ( l1 B ) [ A \ P \ l 1) P ^ h B j l A j P j h )
olbubble ^ ( h l P Q l h )  4 j A ~ 3 ( l i P ) [ P Q } ( Q h ) '
This expression can now be split using equation (3.2.6),
o _  P * { B P ) [ A \ P \ k )  P * { B Q ) [ A \ P \ h )
^ 0 1 bubble
4V^ [PQ) ( QP) ( Ph)  4VA, {PQ](QP)(Qh) ' 
(BP)-n'i([A\p,P M ) -  {- ^ $ I h ° ( I A \ p , QM) .
(3-4.8)
v s ;  1U 1 ’ ’ "  ^
We can therefore insert the known expressions for the H , canonical forms,
G„ =  _  { B  P ) [ P  A ] P 2 P 2 ( B Q ) [ Q A \
0 • / K i [ P \ P \ P )  V S J [(} |P |Q ) ’
( [ A \ Q \ B ) P 2 -  (/1 |P |B ) ( p . Q  -  * f l )  ^ (  - \ A \ Q \ B ) P 2 +  \ A \ P \ B )  ( p . Q  +  ^ ^
= - (  j  + (  £  j ’
- 2 P 2 [ A\ Q \ B )  +  2 P . Q [ A \ P \ B )
^3
(3.4.9)
We can apply the Schouten identity to the second term to obtain
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c o  - 2 [A\PPQ\B)  +  \A\PPQ\B)  +  \A\PQP\B)
[A\P[Q,P\\B) 3 ( 3 ' 4 ' 1 0 )
^3
Note tha t the square roots of the Gram determinant A3 which we had introduced in 
the definition of P  and Q have cancelled out to leave a final expression which is fully 
rational.
We next consider the case of the Q® canonical form,
G ° ( A R C D Q ] )  =  ^  (q 4 11\g 1 { A , B , C , D , Q, l  1 )  (l i + Q)2(ii D ) ’ (3 .4 .11)
We can introduce the P  and Q dependent denominators as before, since this canonical 
form is also of total power zero in I and equation (3.4.2) thus returns only one term  
contributing to the bubble coefficients,
0 P*{hB) [ A\ P\ h) {hC)
\bubble =   : ------ -:—« ---------------------- • (0 .4 .1Z )
Ay/EZ( hP) [ PQ] ( Qh) ( hD)
Since there are now three /-dependent spinor products in the denominator we must 
split it twice, while keeping the explicit symmetry under interchange of C  and B.
0  [A\P\h)(PC)  (  ( DB)  , ( PB)  \
1 bubble 2 ^ k - y { h D ) { D p ) ( p D ^ p ) )
[A\P\h)(QC) (  (DB)  (QB)  \  ^
2 V A I \ ( h D ) ( D Q )  ( Q D ) ( h Q ) J
\ 2  V ^ ( D P )  1U 2 v /A 3 ( PD)  1U
/  ( Q C ) ( D  B )  D  l x) +  Q Q ^ 1 h \ ( [ A \ P , Q M )  1 + { B ^ C } .
\ 2 ^ ( D Q )  2 V/A s (QD)  ’)
(3.4.13)
Inserting the expressions for the H® canonical form, we can thus obtain an expression 
which splits naturally into two parts,
0 / ( P C )  ( Q C ) \  ( D B ) [ D A ] P 2 0
1 \ ( P D )  ( Q D ) J  2 ^ [ D \ P \ D )  I ( ia )
+  {P C ) [ A \ P \ B ) _ ( Q C ) W Q\B) b _
(p d )v s ;  {q d )v s ;  ^
One can make this division into terms with similar dependence upon P  and Q in 
order to more easily identify cancellations of irrational terms and obtain a canonical
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form explicitly free of unphysical square roots of Gram determinants. is the
simpler term,
0 ( <C\QP\D) -  (P.Q -  ) ( C D ) -  (C\QP\D) +  (P.Q +  ^ - ) ( C  D ) \  (B D ) [ D A \ P 2
(  (D\QP\D) j  2 jA l ( D \P \D )
+  { B  <— > C } ,
_ ( C  D ) ( B  D ) [ D  A ] P 2 
~  [ D \ P \ D ) ( D \ Q P \ D )  •
(3.4.15)
Note tha t we obtain identical expressions from both of the symmetric terms. The 
Gi p term gives
2A 3 1 ' v ^  2 L 1 1 "  ( D \ Q P \ D )
^ ( - P 2^ |Q |B )  +  ( P . Q  +  ^ E . [ A \ P \ B ) ) ^ -
P 2 [ A \ Q \ B ) ( C \ Q P \ D )  -  P 2P . Q [ A \ Q \ B ) ( C  D )
i- p w p +{B  „  c } ,
+
A 3 ( D \ Q P \ D )
—P . Q [ A \ P \ B ) ( C \ Q P \ D )  +  ( ( P . Q ) 2 +  £ ? ) ( A \ P \ B ) ( C  D )
A 3 ( D \ Q P \ D )
+ {5 <_ >C}.
(3.4.16)
Again, one can simplify this by absorbing the factors of P.Q into the spinor strings 
using the Schouten identity,
o [ A \ P [ P , Q ] \ B ) ( C \ [ P , Q ] \ D )  [ A \ P \ B ) ( C D ) [ D \ P \ D )  , r„  ^  , Q „ ^
G l - » -  A h z ( D \ Q P \ D )  +  A ( D \ Q P \ D ) [ D \ P \ D )
The full term is given by
[ A \ P [ Q , P ] \ B ) ( C \ [ P , Q } \ D )  , [ A \ P [ Q , P ] \ C ) ( B \ [ P , Q ] \ D )
G 0   a a / n l D n m \ ----------- +
+
4 A 3 ( D \ P Q \ D )  4 A 3 ( D \ P Q \ D )
B ) ( C D ) [ D \ P \ D )
Q P \ D ) [ D \ P \ D )
( C  D ) ( B  D ) [ A \ P P \ D )
[ A \ P \ ) ( ) [ \ \  [ A \ P \ C ) ( B  D ) [ D \ P \ D )
4 ( D \  4 ( D \ Q P \ D ) [ D \ P \ D )  K }
2 ( D \ Q P \ D ) [ D \ P \ D )  •
Once again one can simplify this further using the Schouten identity,
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r « ( A  R r  n  m  [ A \ P [ P , Q ] \ B ) ( C \ [ P , Q ] \ D )  [ A \ P \ D ) ( [ D \ P \ C ) ( B  D )  +  [ D \ P \ B ) ( C  D ) )
l {  ’ ’ ’ ’ J 2 A 3 ( D \ P Q \ D ) 2 ( D \ P Q \ D ) [ D \ P \ D )
(3.4.19)
We can apply the same technique to the problem of the order-/0 (/-functions with 
multiple poles. Considering first the double-pole case, the Q^'x function,
g ? W C , D , E , Q , h ) =  • (3.4.20)
Applying the identity (3.4.2) as before, we obtain the contribution to the bubble 
coefficient
/->0;x i [ A W W h B H h W h D )  , O A n ^
Ql lbubble =  ( h \ P Q \ h ) ( h E y  • (3 A 2 1 )
Substituting in P  and Q as usual,
r 0;x, _  P 2[ A \ P \ h ) ( h  B ) ( h  C ) ( h D )
Gl lbubble 4 VA~3 [ P Q } ( l 1 P ) ( l 1 Q ) ( l 1 E ) ^  }
we now proceed to split poles, attem pting to keep the expression as symmetric as 
possible between P  and Q in order to make it simpler to cancel the irrational terms 
once we have solved the canonical form.
C0;x, P 2 [ A \ P \ h ) { h B ) { h C )  (  (P D ) ( Q D )  \
1 'b M “  4 V S 3 { P Q ] ( h E y  \ ( h P ) ( P Q )  ( h Q ) { Q P ) } '
P 2 \ A \ P \ h ) ( h  B ) ( h C )  /  ( P D ) ( P C ) (P D ) ( E C )
< ? ](( ,£ ) \ ( h P ) ( P Q ) { P E )  {E P ) ( P Q ) ( h E )
+  ( Q D ) { Q C ) | ( Q  D ) ( E  C )  \
i h Q ) ( Q P ) { Q E )  { E  Q ) { Q  P ) ( l \ E )  J  (3423)
P 2 ( \ A \ P \ h ) ( h B )  / ( P D ) ( E C )   ^ ( Q D ) ( E C ) \
4 ^ A J [P Q ] \  (h  E ) 2 \ ( E P ) ( P Q )  ( E Q ) ( Q P ) j
(  ( P D ) ( P C ) ( P B )  ( Q  D ) ( Q  C ) ( Q  B )
\ ( l i  P ) ( P Q ) ( P  E ) 2 (h Q ) ( Q P ) { Q E ) 2
_  ( P D ) ( P C ) { E B )  (Q D ) { Q C ) { E B ) \ \
( E P ) 2 ( P Q ) { U E )  ( E  Q ) 2 { Q P ) { l i  E )  J J
This splits naturally into three pieces, for each of which we expect the irrational 
terms to cancel internally, since they each consist of a sum of a term dependent only 
upon P  and one dependent only upon Q. Starting with the simplest piece,
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„ 0;I \ A \ P \ h ) ( h B ) ( E C )  ( ( P D )  ( Q D ) \  , O A „ AS
g “  v s KhE)* [ j p ¥ ) - & ¥ ) ) ■  (3'4'24)
We can solve this by inserting our solution for the Hi'x canonical form, equation 
(3.3.16).
r o-,x _  1 P 2 [ A E ] [ E \ P \ B ) ( E C )  ( ( A d ) _  { Q D ) \
G l’* [ E \ P \ E ) 2 \ {p E ) ( Q E )  J  ( }
It is now trivial to expand out the P  and Q-dependent terms in order to cancel the 
irrational pieces,
r o;x 1 P 2 [ A E } [ E \ P \ B ) ( E C )  V A ^ ( D E )
^  y / s ;  [ E \ P \ E ) 2 ( E \ Q P \ E )
P 2 [E A \ [ E \ P \ B ) ( D  E ) ( C  E )
[ E \ P \ E ) 2 ( E \ Q P \ E )
The term is a sum of functions,
0il 1 P 2 [A E ] ( E  B ) ( ( D \ Q P \ E )  -  (P . Q  -  E ) ) ( ( C \ Q P \ E )  -  ( P . Q  -  ^ ) ( C  E ) )
1'f‘ V S I  [£ |P |P )< P |Q P |£ )2
1 P 2 \ A  E ) ( E  B ) ( ( D \ Q P \ E )  -  ( P . Q  +  ^ ) { D  E ) ) ( ( C \ Q P \ E )  -  ( P . Q  +  ^ ) ( C  E ) ' j  
+  V S J [P|P|P>(B|CP|P>2
P 2 [ A E \ { E B ) ( ( D \ Q P \ E ) ( C E )  +  ( C \ Q P \ E ) ( D E )  -  2 P . Q ( D E ) ( C E ) )  
[£ |P |£ )(E |Q P |£ )2
(3.4.27)
The final term, Q®’* can also be solved by H® functions, but requires more work to 
make explicitly rational,
G?;’ = ^ ( P 2[.4|Q|B) -  (P.Q -  ^ ) H | P | f l »
((B |Q P |P) -  (P.Q -  ^ ) ( D  E))((C\QP\E) -  (P.Q -  & i ) ( C E ) )  
X <£|QP|£>2
- i ( - P 2[.4|Q|,B> +  ( P Q  +  ^ P | P | B »
«£>|QP|P> -  ( P . Q + ^ ) ( D E ) ) ( { C \ Q P \ E )  -  (P.Q +  ^ ) { C  E)) 
X (P |Q P |£ )2
Note tha t the above expression is of the general form
= ( A  +  y/KsB)(C +  s fK & )
- ( - A  +  y / ^ B ) ( C -  y/A~3V ) ,
(3.4.28)
(3.4.29)
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where A , B , C and V  are some complicated, but fully rational, terms dependent 
on the various spinors and momenta. We can then note tha t the above expression 
provides a fully rational result,
G?;* =  ( A C  +  A 3B V ) . (3.4.30)
Prom equation 3.4.28, we can identify A  = (P2[A\Q\B) — P.Q[A\P\B)) and B = 
(1^ 12^ ). We can then construct Gjj* by simply multiplying out the rest of the 
expression to identify the fully rational part and the part multiplied by y/A^.  This 
yields the result
1>7 _
( P 2 [ A \ Q\ B )  -  P . Q [ A \ P \ B » ( ( D \ Q P \ E ) ( C \ Q P \ E )  -  P . Q ( ( D \ Q P \ E ) ( C E )  +  ( C \ Q P \ E ) ( D E ) ) )
A ^ ( E \ Q P \ E ) 2 
( P 2 [ A \ Q\ B )  -  P . Q [ A \ P \ B ) ) ( C E ) ( D E ) ( ( P . Q ) 2 +
A 3( E \ Q P \ E ) 2
[ A \ P \ B ) ( ( ( D \ Q P \ E ) ( C  E )  +  (C \ Q P \ E ) ( D E )) -  2 P . Q ( C E ) ( D  E ) )
2 ( E \ Q P \ E ) 2
(3.4.31)
The full, rational canonical form is thus
r * * i  1 n r  r  r r  r \  P 2 \ E  A \ [ E \ P \ B ) { D  E ) ( C  E )G , (A , B , C , D , E , Q , P ) - ------ [ E \ p \ E ) 2 ( m p \ B) -------
P 2 [ A E \ ( E  B ) ( ( D \ Q P \ E ) { C  E )  +  { C \ Q P \ E ) { D  E )  -  2 P . Q ( D  E ) { C  E ) )
+
{ E \ P \ E ) ( E \ Q P \ E ) 2
( P 2 [A \ Q \ B )  -  P . Q [ A \ P \ B ) ) { { D \ Q P \ E ) { C \ Q P \ E )  -  P . Q ( ( D \ Q P \ E ) { C  E )  +  ( C \ Q P \ E ) ( D  E ) ) )
A 3(B |Q P |B >2
( P 2 \ A \ Q \ B )  -  P . Q { A \ P \ B ) ) ( C E ) ( D E ) ( ( P . Q ) *  +2 Aj'4 2
+
A Z( E \ Q P \ E ) 2
[ A \ P \ B ) ( ( ( D \ Q P \ E ) ( C  E )  +  (C \ Q P \ E ) ( D E )) -  2 P . Q ( C E ) ( D E ) )
2 ( E \ Q P \ E ) 2
The final canonical form we require at 0(1°) is the ^ ’xx,
(3.4.32)
5 10l“ (A ,.B ,C ,.D ,.E ,F ,Q ,li)  =  ] f l E )  ■ (3-4 -33)
Applying equation (3.4.2) and substituting in P  and Q, we obtain
g O ; x x  =  - P 2  [ A \ P \ h ) { B k ) ( C l i ) ( D l i ) { E l i )  4 34
1 4VAJ[PQ] (PhX Q hX Fl,)2 
Again we split the poles in this expression, attem pting to preserve the symmetry
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between P  and Q,
(3.4.35)
q O-,xx - P 2 [ A \ P \ h ) { B  l i ) ( C  h ) ( D  h )  (  ( E  P )  ( E Q )
1 4n/SJ[PQ] ( Fh)3 \ ( Ph) {QP)  (PQ)(Qh)
- P 2 ( [ A l P V M B l J j C l M D F )  ( ( E Q )  _  ( B P )  \
4 v /A j [ P 0 ]  \  ( F I Q H Q P )  \ ( F Q )  ( F P ) )
[ A \ P \ h ) ( B h ) ( C F )  ( (E P ) ( D P ) _  ( E Q ) ( D Q ) \
( F h ) 2 ( Q  P )  \  ( F P ) 2 (F Q ) 2 )
[ i4 |P |i i ) ( B F )  f  ( E Q ) ( D Q ) ( C Q )  _  ( E  P ) ( D  P ) ( C  P ) \
( F h ) ( Q P )  (  ( F Q ) 3 ( F P ) 3 )
\ A \ P \ h )  ( ( E Q ) ( D Q ) ( C Q ) ( B Q )  ( E  P ) ( D  P ) ( C  P ) ( B  P ) \
( Q P )  (  <F Q ) 3 ( h Q ) ( F P ) 3 ( h P )  J
thus we now have 4 terms. The simplest is very similar to the term, with the 
difference th a t we obtain an x canonical form instead of an /f , .
C0;*x - P 2 [ .4 |P |h ) ( B h ) ( C h ) ( .P F )  / <BQ ) _  ( B P )  \
4 \ / a ; [ P Q ]  <F h ) 3 ( Q P ) \  ( F  Q )  <F P ) ) ’
( [A\P,  B ,  C ; F- l x) ( D  F ) ( , (3.4.36)
U ' ’ ’ ’ ’ ^  ' \ ( FQ)  (FQ) )  ’
0;xx P2[AF)[F\P\B)[F\P\C)(DF)(EF) 
a [F\P\F)3(F\QP\F)
Similarly the G term  is analogous to the G^  term, with the presence of an H x,x 
function rather than an H f function,
g';v"  = - ^ = n <s{ x({A\P,B-,F-l1)(C F) _ (BQ)(BQ)\
* ^  V (.FP)2 (FQ)2 j  (3437)
0.xx P 2\AF]\F\P\B)(CF)((E\QP\F)(DF) + (D\QP\F)(EF)-2P.Q(EF)(DF))
1JS [F |P |F )2(F |Q P |F )2
The 7 and 5 parts, however, require more effort to obtain a fully rational expression. 
The Qi'xx is given by
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0iI* =  P 2 [ A F ) ( B F )
1'1 \ / A j [ F |P |F )
x ( « F |Q P |F >  -  ( P . Q - ^ - ) ( E F ) )
( ( D \ Q P \ F )  -  ( P . Q  -  ^ ) ( D  F ) ) ( ( C \ Q P \ F )  -  ( P . Q  -  ^ ) ( C  F ) )  
X (F|QP|F>3
- « F |Q P |F )  -  ( P .Q +  ^ ) ( E F ) )
( ( D \ Q P \ F )  -  (P .Q  +  ^ ) ( J F ) ) ( ( C | Q P | F )  -  ( P . Q  +  ^ ) ( C F ) )  
X ( P |Q P |P >3
_ P 2(/I P J (a  F )  ( ( E \ Q P \ F ) ( D \ Q P \ F ) ( C \ Q P \ F )
_ V^AJ[F|P|F> I  ( P |Q P |P )3
« £ |Q P |P ) (£ > |Q P |F > (C F )  +  ( E \ Q P \ F ) ( D  F )  (C |Q P |F ) +  ( E F ) ( g |Q P |F ) ( C |Q P |F »
( F |Q P |F )3
+((P.Q)2 -P .Q v/A ^ + ^ )
( ( E I Q P \ F ) ( D  F ) ( C F ) +  ( E F ) ( D \ Q P \ F ) ( C F )  +  ( E F ) { D F ) { C \ Q P \ F ) )
X < F |Q P |F )3
( ( P . Q ) 3 - ( P . Q ) 2 ^ t - + P . Q ^ - ^ ^ ) ( E F ) { D F ) ( C F )  f. ,  -A
-------------------------------- i-------(f |Q p |f ) 3 ----------------------------------- {irrational conjugate) I .
(3.4.38)
The irrational pieces in the above expression cancel and we are left only with terms 
which are rational; in the above expression, these can be identified as any term 
containing a factor of \ / A ^  in the numerator, due to the additional factor of 
multiplying the whole expression. This leaves a term of
^0;xi 
G l,7  _
P 2 [ A F ] { B F )
( { E \ Q P \ F ) ( D \ Q P \ F ) ( C  F )  +  ( £ [ Q P |P ) ( g P ) { C |Q P |P )  +  (£ F ) ( £ 1 |Q P |F ) ( C |Q P |F ) )
[F |P |F )< F |Q P |F >3
2 P 2 ( P . Q ) I A  F \ ( B  F ) ( ( E \ Q P \ F ) ( D  F ) { C F )  +  ( E F ) ( D \ Q P \ F ) ( C F )  +  ( £ F ) ( D  F ) ( C \ Q P \ F ))
[F |P |F ) (F |£ ? P |F >3 
P 2 ( 3 ( P . Q ) 2 +  t 1 ) [A F] ( B  F )  {C  F )  ( D  F ) ( E  F )
+  [ F |P |F ) ( F |Q P |F >3 ’
(3.4.39)
The term  Q is similar to G i ' £ x , except tha t instead of a single overall factor de­
pendent upon A  and B  we have the sum
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(T( A \ Q \ B ) P 2 ±  ( P . Q  ±  ^ ) [ A \ P \ B ) ) ,  (3.4.40)
where the sign differs between the P  and Q contribution. We thus obtain an overall 
term of the form of equation (3.4.29), and we can therefore get the full Gi'$x term as 
with the Gi'x case, by identifying the rational and irrational parts of the expression,
G ° T  =  F2[Aa J p 2(f \ Q P \ F ) 3 IB) ( 2 ( C \ Q P \ F ) ( D \ Q P \ F m Q P \ F )
- 2 P . Q ( ( E \ Q P \ F ) ( D \ Q P \ F ) ( C F )  +  ( E \ Q P \ F ) ( C \ Q P \ F ) ( D  F )  +  ( C \ Q P \ F ) ( D \ Q P \ F ) ( E F ) )
+ 2 ( ( P . Q ) 2 +  ~ - ) ( ( E \ Q P \ P ) ( D  F ) ( C F )  +  ( D \ Q P \ F ) ( E  F ) ( C  F ) +  ( C \ Q P \ F ) ( D  F ) ( E  F ) )
-  2 ( ( P . Q ) 3 +  j P .Q A 3)(E  F ) ( D  F ) ( C  F ) )
_ \ A \ P \ B ) _
2 P 2 ( F \ Q P \ F ) 3
x { ( E \ Q P \ F ) ( D \ Q P \ F ) ( C  F )  +  ( E \ Q P \ F ) ( C \ Q P \ F ) ( D  F )  +  ( C \ Q P \ F ) ( D \ Q P \ F ) { E  F )
- 2 P . Q ( ( E \ Q P \ F ) ( D  F ) ( C  F )  +  ( D \ Q P \ F ) ( E  F ) ( C  F )  +  ( C \ Q P \ F ) ( D  F ) ( E  F ) )
+  (3 ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ - ) ( E F ) ( D F ) ( C F ) ^  .
(3.4.41)
This is the last element of the canonical basis of G-functions of overall power of zero 
in the loop momentum which we will require, although others can be constructed if 
needed. We must now consider the substantially more difficult class of G-functions 
which are linear or quadratic in I. This can be seen by considering the identity (3.4.2); 
since the canonical form is of order 11 or higher, the sub-leading term in I will now be 
of order 1° or higher and thus cannot be neglected as it will necessarily contribute to 
the bubble coefficient. We therefore necessarily have roughly twice as many terms to 
compute as for the 0(1°) G-functions, before we even consider the larger number of 
momenta typically present in the function and the fact tha t one of the terms must be 
constructed from lower-order G-functions rather than the simpler //-functions due to 
the presence of the propagator (li +  Q )2 in the first term  of equation (3.4.2).
Nonetheless, our established methods for computing G-functions through intro­
ducing null momenta P  and Q in order to split poles and obtain an expression in terms 
of simpler canonical forms will prove to be applicable to higher-order G-functions, 
with some modifications. However, we will first consider the simplest possible linear 
G-function, the Q \  canonical form,
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Q l ( A , B , C , D , Q , h ) = [^ t (3.4.42)
We could solve this canonical form by the P  Q method, but perhaps surprisingly this 
particular G-function turns out to be amenable to the simpler ansatz method. This is 
primarily due to the simple denominator structure; the lack of spinor products in the 
denominator severely limits the variety of distinct denominator structures to choose 
from. Specifically, the denominator can consist only of discrete powers of the Gram 
determinant A3.
We first attem pt to construct the canonical form purely out of terms with a single 
factor of A3 in the denominator. We have a limited range of structures which can 
appear in the numerator.
•  Simple spinor strings, e.g. [A\P\B), [A\Q\D).
•  Longer strings, made possible due to the presence of two non-null momenta in 
the problem, e.g. [^4|P[Q, P]\B). We expect to obtain such terms in irrational- 
conjugate pairs from the usual method, so we tend to construct such terms 
including the [P, Q] commutator when they appear.
• We cannot obtain terms containing spinor strings such as (B  D) or [A C\ since 
they are antisymmetric under interchange of the spinors. However with two 
non-null momenta we can construct spinor strings such as [A\[P, QjlC], which 
is symmetric under interchange of A  and C  and thus does not vanish due to 
crossing symmetry.
• Kinematic factors with momentum weight but no spinor weight, such as Q2 or
P.Q.
We can anticipate tha t the Gq function will consist of two distinct pieces; one with 
overall momentum weights P 1, Q -1 , and one with weights P°, Q°. This structure 
can be anticipated from equation (3.4.2), but is more explicitly visible by considering 
the special case
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[AlhlBjlQilhlQi)
(h + Q )2 
2[A|Z1|JB)(/1.Q)
(h+Q)2
= [ A \ h \ B ) - Q
(3.4.43)
2 [A\h\B)
(h+Q)2 '
= H 10 ( A , B , h )  -  Q 2G ° ( A , B , Q , h ) .
Since the evaluated canonical form must obey the same limit, we can conclude tha t 
the canonical form must contain two terms of differing momentum weight in Q and 
P.
By constructing all possible terms up to terms with a squared Gram determinant 
in the denominator, we can construct a candidate expression which can be verified to 
obey the above limit (C, D)  —* Y^Qii and the equivalent limit in P , where we expect 
the behaviour
2 [ A \ h \ B ) ( h . P )  P 2 [ A \ h \ B )
(3.4.44)(h + Q)2 (h+Q)2 ’
=  -  P 2Qq ( A , B , Q , l i ) .
The candidate expression which obeys these limits correctly in addition to the other 
required properties is given by
G q( A , B , C , D , Q , P ) _ i_  [ A | P [ P , Q ]j g ) [C | P | D )  Perm utations(A , C; B ,  D )
+ ^ l ^ Ip1g ^ p p i e 1om  + Permutations(B) D)
_  p* pt|P[p,Q]|B ^ c |q [p,Q]|P) +  Permutations(j4j C ; B , D )  
(P-Q) [A \ Q [P, Q\ \B ) [C \P \ D )  p ermutations(.<4, C] B ,  D )+
+  Perm utations(A , C; B ,  D )
P 2(P.Q)  \A\\P,Q\C}(B\\P,Q]\D)6 Ai
I 1 [A\[P,Q}\C}(B\[P,Q}\D)
4 A
► 0 ( Q  *) term
(3.4.45)
_[. i [i4|P[p,Q ]^[C |q|D) _|_ p erm utations(^4, C; Z?)
+  1 [A\Q[P,Q][B } [C \ P \D)  +  p e r m u t a t i o n s ( ^  C . B f  D )
_ m \ + P i P A m c \ Q [ P , Q l \_D) +  Perm utations (^4, C; B ,  D )
_ P j  W [ P ,Q ] |P J 3|Q [P ,Q ]|P ) +  p erm utations(B i D )  0 ( Q ° )  term . (3.4.46)
+  ^ [ A|PlP,Q]| ^ q P lP,Q]|D) +  p ermutation s(B , D )
_ Q 2(P.Q) [A\p [p , Q ) \ b ) \ c \ p \d )  +  Perm utations (y4, C \  B ,  D )
+  P 2(P.Q)  [A|Q [P ,Q ] ||) [ C |q iP )  +  p e r m u t a t io n s ( A )  c . B t  D )
This provides a working expression for the Gq function. However, the ansatz method
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rapidly becomes impractical due to the proliferation of possible terms for more com­
plicated linear G-functions. For the Q\ function, therefore, we use the more compli­
cated, but more easily scaled recursive method. This begins of course by applying 
the identity (3.4.2),
c i M I ? r p r r n l  [ A \ h \ B ) [ C \ h \ D ) ( h E )  
a , ( A,  B ,  C ,  D ,  E ,  F, Q ,  h )  -  (h + Q ) i ( h F )  '
[ A \ P ( P  +  Q )Q |ii) [C |i1|.P ){ii B ) ( l  1 E )  [ A ^ l ^ C ^ D ) ^  B ) ( h  E )
( h  +  Q ) 2 ( h \ P Q \ h ) ( h F )  ( h \ P Q \ h ) ( h F )
(3.4.47)
We must now consider how to evaluate the first term. This expression can be simpli­
fied considerably by introducing a non-null linear combination of P  and Q , Q, which 
we define as
O2
q k  =  q k  +  . (3.4.48)
Since the definition of Q is free of irrational terms, we typically leave our final ex­
pressions for canonical forms written in terms of Q rather than Q. We can substitute 
for Q in our expression for Q\ using a table of replacement rules similar to that for 
P  and Q,
(2-dependent object Q-dependent object
A 3(P, Q )
e 2
P.Q 
[A\Q\B) 
(A\PQ\B)  
(A\QP\B)  
[A\PQ\B] 
\A\QP\B] 
\A\PQP\B)  
\h\Q\h)
A z(P,Q)
Q2 + 2%P.Q + %  
P.Q + Q2 
[A\Q\B) + %[A\P\B)  
(A\PQ\B) + Q2(A B )
{.A\QP\B) + Q2( A B ) 
[A\PQ\B} + Q2\AB] 
[/1|<5P|.B] +  Q2\AB]  
\A\PQP\B) + Q2[A\P\B) 
(h  +  Q)2
Figure 3.2: Conversion table between Q and Q dependent expressions
Using these replacement rules to substitute for Q, our expression for Q\ becomes
a i =  P 2 [ A \ Q \ h ) [ C \ h \ D ) ( h B ) ( h  E )  _  [ A l P l h m h W j h  B ) ( h  E )
1 [ h \ Q \ h ) ( h \ P Q \ h ) ( h F )  (h \ P Q \ h ) ( h F ) ‘ }
Since Q is simply a non-null momentum, we can proceed to introduce factors of P
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and Q as usual and split poles accordingly. For the first term, this is given by
P 4l4 |g |h ) [C |h |J ) ( ii  B ) ( h  E )
4 \/S J [ i i |S |i i ) [P S l( / iP ) ( i i  Q ) ( h  F )  ’
P 4[d|Q |/1)[C|/i|£>)(i1 B )  (  ( F E )  ( P E )
8 N / S I [ i i | e | I i > [ P G ]  \ ( F P ) { h  F ) { h  Q)  (PF ) ( h  P)(h &)
( F E )  ( Q F )  \
( F g ) ( / l F ) ( i , P )  ( Q F ) ( h P ) ( h Q ) J  ’
P 4[C |h |£ > )( i,B )  / ( F F )  /  1^ |C |P ) [d |Q |g )  \  (3 '4 5 0 )
8V S J [ h |g | ( i ) [ P g ]  \ ( F P )  \ ( F Q ) ( h F )  ( g F ) ( h  g ) )
( E P )  (  \A\Q\P) [^|Q|Q) \
( P F ) \ ( P Q ) ( h P )  ( Q P ) ( h Q ) J
(E F ) (  l 4 |g |F )  [A |g |P )  \  ( E Q )  /  |d |Q |P )  b 4 |g |g )  NN
{F  g )  \  (F  P ) ( h  F1) < P F )(h  P)) ( Q F ) \ ( P Q ) ( h P )  ( Q P ) ( h Q ) j ) '
We then collect terms for each pole in Zi, and pull out a common denominator factor 
of (F\PQ\F),
P 4 [ C \ h \ D ) ( h B )  f  2 [ A \ Q \ F ) ( F E )
8 V ^ [ h \ Q \ l 1) ( F \ P Q \ F )  V  ( h F )
+  ( [ A |g |P ) ( F E )  -  . • W  P X P f i j g ^  _  [ d |Q |P ) ( g F ) ( P F ) \
( h P ) \  {P Q ) ( P Q )  )  y ’
1
+ ( \ u o \ o \ i r r \  [A|Q| &)(p e )(QF) [a \q \Q)(QE)(P f ) \
We can now use the Schouten identity to simplify the second two lines of this expres­
sion, for example the (Zi P ) pole,
H i p i p w p p v  [ A \ Q \ P ) { P E ) ( Q F )  [.A \ Q \ P ) ( Q E ) ( P F )
Ia \ Q\ p ) ( f e ) ^  ,
J A \ Q \ P ) ( ( Q p ) ( F E )  +  ( Q F ) ( E P ) )  _  [A\Q\P)(P E ) ( Q  F )  p  (3 4 52)
( P Q )  ( P Q )
8[A\Q\P) (E\P Q\F)
p 2  ’
with a similar simplification for the (l\ Q) pole, we obtain a full term  of
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P 2 [ C \ h \ D ) { h B )  ( [ A \ Q \ F ) ( F E )  4 ( \ A \ Q \ P )  ( E \ P  Q \ F )  [ A \ Q \ Q ) ( E \ Q P \ F )
[ h \ Q \ h ) ( F \ P Q \ F )  ^  ( l y F )  ^ P 2 \  { h P )  ^  (h Q)
(3.4.53)
We can observe two things about the above calculation.
1. The calculation would proceed identically for the second term in Q\ , yielding a 
very similar term  with the simple replacement of [A |P|X ) for [A|Q|A).
2. The calculation left the factor [C\l\\D) untouched, implying tha t the calculation 
would proceed identically for any 0 ( l l ) or 0(12) term.
The second point in particular allows us to generalize the above calculation to the 
case of a general Q” function for n  >  1,
f n n M h ] { B h ) { E h )
5l = f  ih) MCHiXFJ,) ' { ]
where f n(li) is a polynomial in I of order n. Applying the Q\ calculation, we can 
infer the general expansion
P 2f ( h ) ( B h )  ( [ A \ Q \ F ) ( E  F )  4 /  \ A \ Q \ P )  ( E \ P  Q \ F )  [ A \ Q \ Q )  ( E \ Q P \ F ) \  
y i  [ h \ Q \ h ) ( F \ P Q \ F )  ^ ( F l } ) +  P 2 \  { h P )  +  (h Q)  )
f { h ) { B l \ )  ( [ A \ P \ F ) ( E  F )  4 ( [ A \ P \ P ) ( E \ P Q \ F )  [ A \ P \ Q ) ( E \ Q P \ F ) \
( F \ P Q \ F ) \  ( F l y )  P 2 I (h P )  ( lx Q)  I
(3.4.55)
Applying this to the Q\ case, we can now write the evaluated form in terms of known 
canonical forms,
G i=  -  f  G?(C, D , B, F, e .  P) (G\m )
+ l [A |i i ( i g f f |F |c r ( c , D , B , a , P ) (Gji(2)) 
+ i l A i e ^ m i a P 1n G a^ { c , D , B , Q , P )  (GJi(3)) 
- iaIfIP^f P h } ( c , d , b , f , p )  (g>,(4))
-  41^ I(I>| ^ |F) H ' D<B ’ g '
The functions Gi'P and G j:® denote G, functions with an (l\ P)  or {li Q) pole. In
these special cases the standard G\  canonical form becomes invalid due to containing 
a singular denominator factor (P \P Q \P ) =  0. Therefore a different canonical form 
for these special cases must be found, given by
(3.4.56)
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c o ;{Q/P} [ A h ] ( B l 1) ( D h )
[ h \ Q \ h ) ( { Q / P } h )  ( "  }
For the P  case we can proceed similarly to the Gj, introducing P  and Q and at­
tempting to split poles as far as possible,
0 ;e  [ A \ P \ h ) { B h ) ( D h )
1 ( h \ P Q \ h ) ( P l i )  ’
P 2 [ A \ P \ l i ) ( B  l i ) ( D  l i )
4VA; [PQKQlJiPh)* ’
P 2 [ A \ P \ l 1) ( B l 1) (  { D P )  {D Q ) \  (3.4.58)
4 ^ l P Q } ( P h )  \ (Ph)(QP)  + (PQ)(Qh)
=  { D P ) [ A \ P \ h ) { B h )  ( G o- , x \
V^{Ph)2 \ W
( D Q )  ( \ A \ P \ h ) ( B P ) l A \ P \ h ) ( B $ ) \
V a T  V ( P h ) { Q P )  ( Q h ) { P Q )  )  V l ' P )  '
It is clear that if we were to continue splitting Qi'p as we did for Gi , the result would 
diverge, as expected given the behaviour of G® with denominator spinor P.  Instead 
Gi’p must be evaluated using our result for Hi'x,
*  ;p _  ( D P ) [ A \ P P \ P ] [ P \ P \ B )/Ou;r ^l,a — VA^{P\P\P)2
=2
i [ A \ P \ D ) [ P \ P \ B )  . .
•/ZIP1
( P 2 [ A \ Q \ D ) -  ( P Q -  ^ S p |P |B ) ) [ P | P | . B )
A  3P 2
The G\'^ part can be split into H f  functions,
q0-,p = _ P2(DQ) ( [A\P\B) _ [^|Q |g)\  
IJJ x/AI(PQ> \[P |F |P ) {Q\P\Q)J
= - S~ ^ ^ - { [ a \p \b ) - [ a \q \b )) ,y s jp s
( P 2 { A \ Q \ B )  -  P . Q [ A \ P \ B ) ) ,
(3.4.60)
=2
A  3P 2 
[ A \ [ Q , P ) P \ B ) [ P \ P \ D )
A  3P 2
where we have used the fact tha t
M $ |B >  = -\A\P\B) + \[A\P\B), (3.4.61)
and exploited the fact tha t since P  is null, [P\P\B) =  0. The full G?’p is thus given
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by
G o;p J A \ [ Q , P } P \ B ) [ P \ P \ D )  +  ( P 2 [ A \ Q \ D )  -  ( P . Q  -  ^ ) [ A \ P \ D ) ) [ P \ P \ B )  _ (3 4 62)
The derivation for the G®’® proceeds almost identically, yielding an expression differ­
ing only by irrational conjugation,
a o,Q M \ { Q , P \ P \ B ) [ Q \ P \ P )  +  ( P 2 [ A \ Q \ P )  -  (P . Q  +  ^ ) [ A \ P \ D ) ) [ Q \ P \ B )  (3 4 63)
We therefore have all the canonical forms necessary to evaluate the G\ function. We 
do, however, obtain an expression containing irrational terms. We therefore must 
consider how to systematically cancel these unphysical irrationalities and obtain an 
explicitly rational canonical form.
Examining equation (3.4.56), we can observe tha t two terms, ^  and GZ}^, are 
explicitly rational and need no further manipulation. We therefore attem pt to cancel 
the irrational parts between the two remaining pairs of terms, G\ (2) and G ^^), and 
G | and G\ ^ y  The key to making this cancellation manifest is by examining the 
terms of (E \P Q \F ) and (E\QP\F)  present in the opposing paired terms. From table 
(3.4) we obtain the expansion
( E \ P Q \ F )  =  ( - P 2 ^A ~ 3 ( E \ P Q \ F )  +  +  y / A ; P 2( P . Q ) ^  ( E  F)^j  . (3.4.64)
By absorbing the P.Q into the spinor product in the second term using the Schouten 
identity, we obtain
( E \ P Q \ F )  =  j i -  ( - P 2 V & ~ 3 ( E \ P Q \ F )  +  ^ - ^ . ( { E \ P Q \ F )  +  ( E \ Q P \ F ) )  +  E F )
1 ( P 2J A 7 P 2 A 3 \
= 4Al ( — -  (siPeiiO) + —2~^(f f )J .
(3.4.65)
The equivalent expression for the (E\QP\F)  is
1 /  P 2 / A  p 2  A  \
( E \ Q P \ F )  =  —  ( ------- |_ ^ ( (£ |Q P |i? ) - (£ |P S |i;’)) +  - 2 ^ < £ F ) )  • (3.4.66)
These expressions are irrational conjugates of one another, which means th a t if we 
can write the sum of the (li P)  and {l\ Q) poles in the form
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( ^ Y ^ ( ( E \ Q P \ F )  -  ( E \ P Q \ F ) )  +  3- ( E F >) ( A +
{  P 2 /A -  P 2A \  (3.4.67)
+   ^ L J l( ( E \ Q P \ F )  -  (E \ P Q \ F )) +  — - 1 < E F ) J  ( A  -  y / Z ^ B ) ,
the sum will yield an explicitly rational expression,
P 2A 3 ( E F ) A  +  P 2A 3 ( ( E \ Q P \ F ) -  (E \ P Q \ F ) ) B . (3.4.68)
The problem is thus simply one of expanding out the P  and Q dependent parts of G\ 
and identifying the rational and irrational parts. Beginning with G\ (2), and applying 
the above expression for Gi'P we obtain
i 4 ( E \ Q P \ F )
U2)  ( F \ P Q \ F )
( 2 [ C \ [ Q , P ] \ B ) [ A \ Q P P \ D )  +  2 ( P 2 [ C \ Q \ D )  -  ( P . Q - ^ ) [ C \ P \ D ) ) [ C \ Q P P \ B ) \V p2a3 J ’
4 ( E \ Q P \ F )  ( [C\ [Q,  P ] P \ B ) ( P 2 Q 2[ A \ P \ D )  -  (P . Q  -  ^ ) [ A \ Q \ D ) )
{F \ P Q \ F ) \  P 2A s V A ;
( P 2 [ C \ Q \ D )  -  { P . Q  -  ^ ) { C \ P \ D ) ) ( P 2 Q 2 [ A \ P \ B ) -  (P . Q  -  ^ ) P 2 [ A \ Q \ B ))
+  P 2A 3 y / A 3
A { E \ Q P \ F )  (  [C\ [Q,  P ] P \ B ) { y / A T 3P 2 Q 2 [ A \ P \ D )  -  { y / A 3P . Q  -  ^ ) [ A \ Q \ D ) )
(3.4.69)
+
( F \ P Q \ F )  \  P 2A \
y/A~3P 4 Q 2 [ C \ Q \ D ) [ A \ P \ B )  - P \ j A ~ 3P . Q -  ^ ) [ C \ Q \ D ) [ A \ Q \ B )
P 2 A§
- P 2 Q 2 {y/A~3P . Q  -  ^ ) [ C \ P \ D ) [ A \ P \ B )
+ p 2&i
P2((P.Q)2V S i  -  P QCy-i + )[C\F\D){A\Q\B)
+ P2* l
(3.4.70)
By identifying the relevant terms in the above expression we can therefore postulate 
the following explicitly rational expression for the sum of G\ 2^) and
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r x ,^ 1  P 2 ( E F ) f [ C \ [ Q , P ] P \ B ) [ A \ Q \ D )  +  P 2 [ C \ Q \ D ) [ A \ Q \ B )
i,(2)+  1,(3) ( F \ P Q \ F )  V 2 A 3
Q 2 [ C \ P \ D ) [ A \ P \ B )  -  2 P . Q [ C \ P \ D ) [ A \ Q \ B ) \
2 A 3 )
P 2( ( E \ Q P \ F )  — ( E \ P Q \ F ) )  f [ C \ [ Q , P ] P \ B ) ( P . Q [ A \ Q \ D )  -  Q 2 [ A \ P \ P ))
( F \ P Q \ F )  \  A 2
, - P 2 Q 2[ C \ Q \ D ) [ A \ P \ B )  -  ( ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ ) [ C \ P \ D ) [ A \ Q \ B )  +  P 2 ( P . Q ) [ C \ Q \ D ) [ A \ Q \ B )
+ A§
Q 2 ( P . Q ) [ C \ P \ D ) [ A \ P \ B ) \  _
^3 /
(3.4.71)
The same cancellation between (E\PQ\F)  and (E\QP\F)  is present in the sum 
^1,(5) +  ^ ^ (6 ) ,  so again we expand out G \  ^  in order to identify the rational and 
irrational parts. We thus obtain the rational expression,
^  ^  ( E F )  f [ C \ P \ B ) [ A \ P \ D )  , [ C \ P \ D ) [ A \ P \ B )
t'l.W + true) -  -  {F\PQ\F) ^ g + §
| P 2 [ A \ P Q P \ D ) [ C \ Q \ B )  -  P . Q [ A \ P Q P \ D ) [ C \ P \ B )  -  P 2( P . Q ) [ C \ Q \ B ) [ A \ P \ D )
4 A 3
_ M e i  p i  m r  a \ p i  n \
4 A 3
P 2 [ A \ P Q P \ B ) [ C \ Q \ D )  -  P . Q [ A \ P Q P \ B ) [ C \ P \ D )  -  P 2( P . Q ) [ C \ Q \ D ) [ A \ P \ B )
4A
( ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ - ) \ C \ P \ D ) \ A \ P \ B ) \g ) [ C |P |P ) [ .4 |P | i ? A  
4 A 3 J
' { C \ P \ B ) [ A \ P [ P , Q }  
k 4 A 3
[ A \ P [ P , Q ] \ B ) ( C \ P \ D )  +  [ C \ P [ Q , P ] \ B ) [ A \ P \ D )  
8 A 3
[ A\ P[P ,  Q ] \ D ) [ C \ P \ B )  +  [ C \ P [ Q , P ] \ D ) [ A \ P \ B ) \
■ ( E \ [ P , Q \ \ F )  f [ ] \ D )  [ C \ P \ D ) [ A \ P [ P , Q ] \ B )
( F \ P Q \ F )  V  +  4 A 3
f
+
8 A 3 J '
(3.4.72)
The only other linear (7-function which must be evaluated is the Q \x canonical 
form,
C ^ i X U F F C  C P C I )  W h m m F K h C M k C i )
g ,  (A,  B ,  E ,  F ,  C U C 2, D ,  Q ,  h )    (h  +  Q ) 2 ( h  D ) 2----------- ' (3 A 7 3 )
This canonical form can be split in a very similar fashion to Q\ , leaving us with an 
expression identical to equation (3.4.56) with the exception of a single additional 
factor of (li D) in the denominator,
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Gl “[£|i,|F>—PlisiWhW—’
P 2m | F ) ( f 1C1)<f1C2) / [i4|QlD)(PZ?) 4 / [A |g|P)(B |PQ |I>) [;4|Q|Q)(P|QP|D) X
[ h \ Q \ h ) ( D \ P Q \ D )  ^ ( D  l \ ) 2 + P * {  ( h P ) { h  D )  ( h Q ) ( h D )  J
[ P |f i |P ) ( f iC i) ( f iC 2) ( [ A \ P \ D ) ( B P )  4 /  [A |P |P )(P |P Q 1 D ) [^ |P |Q )(P |Q P |Z > )\ '
(P |P Q |D )  ^ ( D h ) *  + P 2 V ( / i P ) ( i i P )  <hQ)(h£>> /
(3.4.74)
The first terms on each line can be identified as a Qi'x and an TLqX function, respec­
tively. The P  and Q dependent terms meanwhile require a single further splitting in 
order to reduce them to Q® and 7i\ functions,
1;I P 2 \ E |/ ! |P ) (l \  C \ ) ( [ A \ Q \ D ) ( B D ) ( h C 2)
y i  [h \ Q \ h ) { D \ P Q \ D ) \  ( D l i ) 2
+  ±  ( [ A \ Q \ P ) ( B \ P Q \ D ) ( P c 2 ) [.A \ Q \ P ) ( B \ P Q \ D ) ( D C 2)
P 2 \  ( h P ) ( P D )  (D P ) ( h D )
[ A \ Q \ Q ) ( B \ Q p \ D ) ( Q C 2) | [ A \ Q \ Q ) ( B \ Q p \ D ) ( D C 2) \
( h Q ) ( Q D )  ( D Q ) ( h D )  ) ,
[ E \ h \ F ) ( h  C i) f [ A \ P \ D ) ( B  D ) ( h  C 2)
( D \ P Q \ D )  V <D h )2
4 / [ A \ P \ P ) ( B \ P Q \ D ) ( P C 2) [ A \ P \ P ) ( B \ P Q \ D ) ( D C 2)
P 2 \  { h P ) ( P D )  (D P ) { h D )
[■A \ P \ Q ) ( B \ Q p \ D ) ( Q C 2) [ A \ P \ Q ) ( B \ Q p \ D ) { D C 2) \
( h Q ) ( Q D )  (D Q ) ( h D ) J
Since the resulting terms pair off against each other in the same manner as those 
in the Q\ function, we can apply equation (3.4.29) to extract the rational sum by 
expanding out each term and identifying the rational and irrational part,
G \'x
£^ ^ m G 01iX( E , F , C u C 2, D , Q , P )  G \ ] xm
+  4|" ' @ > g | ( $ 7 ^ G \ ( E , F , C u P , Q , P )  +  i ^ G < H E , F , C u D , Q , P ) )  G 1^  +  G \ % b)
+ F, C, , Q,  Q ,  P) + ^ G ? ( £ ,  F  C,, D, Q,  P)) G\%a) +
\ A \ P \ D ) ( B D )  n l \ x ( F  p  r  r  p  p n r l;x
_  ( D \ P Q \ D )  K E , t , L i , C 2 , D , P )  G 1(4)
( ^ H \ ( E , P C 1, P , P )  +  ^ H { { E , P C 1, D , P ) )  +  G ii(56)
- \ ^ h \ ( e , f , c u q , p ) +  i f f f i H l ( e , f , C u D , p ) )  g;;*6o) +  o f t * , .
(3.4.76)
The b terms are the simplest sums, since the actual canonical forms are explicitly
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rational,
r v.z . r , *  (B D ) ( D C 2) [ A \ P [ Q , P ) \ D ) 1
g i i(56) +  i, (6b)    7 n \ P O \ h \ 2 --------------------- [ b , * , C U D , F )
(3.4.77)
( B \ [ P , Q ] \ D ) ( D C 2) [ A \ P \ D ) 1 
+ ------------ ( D \ P Q \ D ) * -------------H , ( E , F , C U D , P ) ,
r i-,, , r v,* ( W [P, Q ) Q \ D ) ( B D ) - [ A \ Q \ D ) ( B \ [ P ,  g ] \ D ) ) P 2 ( D C 2)
l>(2b) 1,(36) 9 / D l  PO\  D \ 22 ( D \ P Q \ D y
x ( [ E l P f a F U D m f t Q W C ! )  [g |P lD )([£ > |P |F )(£ > C 1) +  [£>|P|C1) ( Z ) F ) ) \
V 2 A 3 ( D \ P Q \ D )  2 [ D \ P \ D ) ( D \ P Q \ D )  J  '
(3.4.78)
The a terms give
s~ll'X „ ! ■ !  (B  D )
l ’( 2 a ) +  1 >(3a) =  A 3 ( D \ P Q \ D ) 2 *
^ ^ ^ - { P 2 { C 2 \ Q P \ D ) [ A \ Q \ C l ) + P 2 Q 2 { C2 D ) [ A \ P \ C 1) - 2 P 2P . Q { C 2 D ) [ A \ Q \ C x)) 
( C 2 \ Q P \ D )  (_ p 4 [£,[Q |C,i) [A |Q |F ) _  p 2 Q2 [£ |P |C i) [j4|p |F ) +  2 P 2P .Q [F |P |C 1)[A |Q |F ))
+  - ^ ^ ( P 4 Q 2 [ P | Q | C i ) [ ^ | P | P )  -  2 P 4P . Q [ F | Q | C 1) [ ,4 |Q |F >  -  2 P 2 Q 2P . Q [ F | P | C i ) [ ^ | P | P )
+  ( 3 ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ ) P 2 [ E \ P \ C , ) [ A \ Q \ F ))
~  ( [ ^ l [ a P ] P | P ) ( P 2 Q 2 (C'2 | Q P | P ) [ ^ | P | C 1)
-  P ' P . Q ^ I Q P I P ) ^ ^ ! ^ )  -  P 2 Q 2P . Q ( C 2 Z ? ) [ i4 |P |C i )  +  ( ( P Q ) 2 +  ^ ) P 2 ( C 2 D ) [ i 4 | Q | C i ) )
-  ((C'2 | Q P | P ) ( - P 4 Q 2 [ P | Q | C ' i ) [ A | P | P )  +  P 4 P . Q [ P | Q | C ’i ) [ A | Q | P )
+  P 2 Q 2P . Q [ P | P | C 1) [ ^ | P | P )  -  P 2 ( ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ ) [ P | P | C i ) [ ^ | Q | P ) )
-  ( C 2 D ) ( - P 4 Q 2P . Q [ E \ Q \ C 1) [ A \ P \ F )  + P 4 ( ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ - ) [ E \ Q \ C X) [ A \ Q \ F )
+  P 2 Q 2 ( ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ - ) [ E \ P \ C i ) [ A \ P \ F )  -  P 2P . Q ( ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ ) [ F | P | C ! ) [ A | Q | P ) ) ) ^  ,
( 3 .4 .7 9 )
and
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0\%  + G|;L = i{o\pQ\D)^ { ^ y ^ ( W p o p \Ci )[e \p \f ) + [.4 |pgp|f}[f|p |C i))
+  <C2|^ P|£>> ( [ £ |P |F ) [X |P |C i > +  [F |P |C ,) [ .4 |P |F »
-  P . Q ( C 2 D ) ( \ E \ P \ F ) [ A \ P \ C i )  +  [F |P |C i> H |P |F »
+  - T - ( P 2 ( ( C i \ Q P \ D )  -  P 2P . Q ( C 2 D ) ) ( [ A \ P Q P \ C 1) [ E \ Q \ F )  +  [x |p c p |p ) [b |s |C i) )
-  {c2|eP |D )P2p.e(M|P|Ci>[F|e|p> + [x |p |f )[b |(3|c ,»
-  <C2|e P |f l )P .Q ( [A |P C P |C ,) [B |P |P )  +  [A |P C P |P ) [ F |P |C i»
+  ( C 2 D ) ( ( P . e )2 +  ^ ) P 2([i4|P|C1)[£|G|P> +  H|P|F>[F|e|C:L»
+ { C 2 D ) ( ( P . Q ) 2 + ^)([,4|PeP|C,>[£:|P|P> + W P Q P ^ E ^ C ! ) )
+  ((C2 |S P |£ > ) ( (P .e )2 +  ^ ) - < C 2 D > P .G ((P .Q )2 +  ^ ) ) ( [ . 4 | P | C 1>[E |P |F> +  [ .4 |P |F )[F |P |C '1)) ) )
-  4 A ^ ’p ep )2  (^IGPIDXHIPGPICOIFIPIF) + MIPQPIPXPIPIC,))
-P .G < C 2 D ) ( [ A |P e P |C i ) [ P |P |P )  +  [A |P S P |P ) [P |P |C i) )
-  P . Q { C 2 \ Q P \ D ) ( [ E \ P \ F ) [ A \ P \ C , )  +  [E |P |C i) [ i4 |P |F »
+ ( C 2 D ) ( ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ ) ( [ F |P |F ) [ A |P |C , )  +  [F |P |C i) [ .4 |P |F »
+  ([-i4 |P C P |C i)[F |G |F >  +  [.4|P G P |F > [F |Q |C i »
+  P2<C'2 ^ P ' ° > ( [21 |P |C 1)[F |G |F )  +  [^ |P |F ) [ F |C |C ,»  <3-4 ’80)
+  <C'2l g p lg ) ([X IPQ PIC O IE IPIF) +  L 4 |P a P |F ) [ £ |P |C i»
-  P 2P . Q ( C 2 D ^ W P ^ E ^ F )  +  [> l |P |F )[F |Q |C i»
- P .G ( C 2 f l ) ( [ ^ |P e P |C 1)[£ |P |F >  +  [2 l |P G P |F )[B |P |C 1»
-  P - Q ( C 2 \ Q P \ D ) ( \ A \ P \ C i ) [ E \ P \ F )  +  [ i l |P |F > [F |P |C i))
+  ( P - Q ) 2 +  ^ ( M P I C O I F I P I F )  +  [ A |P |F > [F |P |C ,» .
The last remaining canonical form to be evaluated is the quadratic G-function, Qf, 
g 2 ( A ,  B , C , D ,  E ,  F ,  I, J ,  Q , h )  =  |£>)[F |/, |F ) . (3 .4 .81)
This can be evaluated using the same procedure as Ql, yielding an expression al­
most identical to equation (3.4.56) apart from the presence of different component 
canonical forms,
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G? =  -  ] ) G \ ( A , B , E , F , I , J , Q , P )  (G*(1))
+m ^ 0 ° } ™ n i Gf {A,B,E,F,I,Q,P) (Gl(2))
+ m m m s £ m G \ ^ ( A , B , E , F j , a , P )  (g?,<3)) 
H?(A’B ' E’F' I ’J’P '> ( ° l w )
-  1] H ? ( A , B , E , F , I , Q , P )  ( G l m ) .
The only previously unseen canonical form in this expression is the G \’p and G\ 
special case. This is solved by
G J,<S =  -  T ^ -  ( [ d |P |B ) [ B |P |F ) [ S |P |/>  -  [4 < 2 |B > [£ |e |F )[Q |P |I >
8\ /  A 3 
P 2As
-  l / l |e | / ) [ B |f i |B ) [ S |P |B >  -  [E |Q |/> [ /l |Q |B )[Q |P |F ))
-  { ( \ A \ P \ B )  -  [.4 |<2|B »([E :|P |F> -  [F |< 2 |F ))[< 2 |P |/) (3 4 83)
-  ([A |P |F >[E |<2|B ) +  H |< 2 |F )[S |P |B » [< 2 |P |I )
-  [ /t |< 2 |/)([S |P |F >  -  1 E |Q |P ))[S |P |B )
-  [F |S |I ) ( [ /1 |P |B )  -  [ i l |G |B ))[C |P |P > ) ,
with the equivalent expression for G\'P being found by making the replacements in 
the above expression of P  <-> Q, —> —y/A^,  i.e. taking the irrational conjugate. 
W ith all the required canonical forms found, it is thus now a straightforward, though 
tedious, process to  expand out all of the various terms and identify the rational and 
irrational parts in order to construct the rational canonical form. The sum of G\  2 
and G\  3 is given by
@1,2 +  ^1,3 — ^1,23q +  ^1,23/3 +  ^1,237 +  *2?,23(5 , (3.4.84)
where the terms are given by
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G l 23« =  {J)pQ\ j ) A 2 x ( P 6 Q 2 [ A \ Q \ B ) [ E \ Q \ F ) [ C \ P \ I )  -  P 6P . Q [ A \ Q \ B ) [ E \ Q \ F ) [ C \ Q \ I )
- ( P 4 Q 2P . Q [ C \ P \ I )  -  P \ ( P . Q ) 2 -  ^ - ) [ C \ Q \ I ) ) ( [ A \ Q \ B ) [ E \ P \ F )  +  [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ Q \ F ) )
+ ( P 2Q2( P Q ) 2+ P 2Q2^ ) [ ^ |P | P ) [ P |P |P ) [ C |P | / ) - P 2((P .Q )3- P .Q ^ ) [ > 1 |P |P ) [ P |P |P ) [ C ' |Q |/ ) )  
+ ( - ( P 6Q2[A\Q\B)[E\Q\F)[C\P\I) -  P 6(P.Q)[A\Q\B)[E\Q\F)[C\Q\I)
- ( P a Q 2 ( P . Q ) [ C \ P \ I )  - P * ( ( P Q ) 2 +  ^ - ) [ C \ Q \ I ) ) ( [ A \ Q \ B ) [ E \ P \ F )  +  [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ Q \ F ) )
+ P 2Q2( ( P Q ) 2 +  ^ ) [ A |P |P ) [ P |P |P ) [ C |P |J ) - P 2( ( P Q ) 3 +  ^ (P .Q )A 3) [A |P |P ) [P |P |P ) [C |Q |/ ) )  
- ( P 6 Q 2 [ A \ Q \ I ) [ E \ Q \ F ) [ C \ P \ B )  -  P 6 ( P . Q ) [ A \ Q \ I ) [ E \ Q \ F ) [ C \ Q \ B )
~ ( P * Q 2 ( P Q ) [ C \ P \ B )  -  P 4((P .Q )2 +  ^ ) [ C \ Q \ B ) ) ( [ A \ Q \ I ) [ E \ P \ F )  +  [ A \ P \ I ) [ E \ Q \ F ) )
+ P 2Q2((P .Q )2 +  ^ ) [ y l |P | / ) [ P |P |P ) [ C ' |P |P ) - P 2((P .Q )3 +  ^ (P .Q )A 3 )[^ |P |/) [P |P |P )[C '|Q |P ))  
- ( P 6 Q 2 [ E \ Q \ I ) [ A \ Q \ B ) [ C \ P \ F ) -  P 6 ( P . Q ) [ E \ Q \ I ) [ A \ Q \ B ) [ C \ Q \ F )
~ ( P 4 Q 2 ( P Q ) [ C \ P \ F )  -  P 4((P .Q )2 +  ^ - ) [ C \ Q \ F ) ) ( [ E \ Q \ I ) [ A \ P \ B )  +  [ E \ P \ I ) [ A \ Q \ B ) )
+ P 2 Q 2 ( ( P Q ) 2+ ^ - ) [ E \ P \ I ) [ A \ P \ B ) [ C \ P \ F ) - P 2( ( P . Q ) 3+ ^ ( P Q ) A 3 ) [ E \ P \ I ) [ A \ P \ B ) [ C \ Q \ F ) ) ) ,
(3.4.85)
G?-23* = 2 ( j |p Q ^ ) A l  X ^ A \Q \B ^ E \Q \F )\-C \Q \I )
-  P 4Q2[q P |/ ) ( [ y l |Q |P ) [ P |P |P )  +  [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ Q \ F ) )
+  2 P 2Q2P .Q [^ |P |P ) [P |P |P )[C |P |7 )  -  P 2 ( { P . Q ) 2 -  ^ - ) [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ P \ F ) [ C \ Q \ I )
-  P 6 [ A \ Q \ B ) [ E \ Q \ F ) [ C \ Q \ I )
-  ( P 4 Q 2 [ C \ P \ I )  -  2 P 4 ( P . Q ) [ C \ Q \ I ) ) ( [ A \ Q \ B ) [ E \ P \ F )  +  [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ Q \ F ) )
+  2 P 2 Q 2( P . Q ) [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ P \ F ) [ C \ P \ I )  -  P 2(3 (P .Q )2 +  ^ - ) [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ P \ F ) [ C \ Q \ I )
-  P 6[A\Q\I)[E\Q\F)[C\Q\B)
+  ( - P 4 Q 2 [ C \ P \ B )  +  2 P 4(P .Q )[C |Q |P ) )( [A |Q |/) [P |P |P )  +  [ A \ P \ I ) [ E \ Q \ F ) )
+  2 P 2Q 2( P . Q ) [ A \ P \ I ) [ E \ P \ F ) [ C \ P \ B )  -  P 2 ( 3 ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ - ) [ A \ P \ I ) [ E \ P \ F ) [ C \ Q \ B )
-  P 6 [ E \ Q \ I ) [ A \ Q \ B ) [ C \ Q \ F )
+  ( ~ P 4 Q 2 [ C \ P \ F )  +  2 P 4(P .Q )[C '|Q |P ))([P |Q |/)[^ l|P |P ) +  [ E \ P \ I ) [ A \ Q \ B ) )
+  2 P 2Q2(P .Q ) [P |P |/) [ ,4 |P |P ) [C |P |F )  -  P 2(3 (P .Q )2 +  ^■)[E\P\I)[A\P\B)[C\Q\F)'j  ,
(3.4.86)
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2 P . Q { D  J )
ll237 2A 2(J |P Q |J )
x  ( ( 2 P 2 [ A \ Q \ B )  - 2 { P . Q ) [ A \ P \ B ) ) { 2 P 2 [ E \ Q \ F )  - 2 ( P . Q ) [ E \ P \ F ) ) P 2 [ C \ Q\ I )
+  2 ( P a [ A \ Q \ F ) [ E \ Q \ B )  -  P 2 ( P . Q ) ( [ A \ Q \ F ) [ E \ P \ B )  +  [ A \ P \ F ) [ E \ Q \ B ) )
+  { { P Q ) 2 -  ^ ) [ A \ P \ F ) [ E \ P \ B ) ) P 2 [ C \ Q \ I )  (3 A 8 7 )
+  (2 P 2[F |Q |F ) -  2 ( P . Q ) [ E \ P \ F ) ) P 2 ( P 2 [ A \ Q \ I ) [ C \ Q \ B )  +  Q 2 [ A \ P \ I ) [ C \ P \ B )
— 2 ( P . Q ) [ A \ P \ I ) [ C \ Q \ B ) )
+  ( 2 P 2 [ A\ Q \ B )  -  2 ( P . Q ) [ A \ P \ B ) ) P 2( P 2 [ E \ Q \ I ) [ C \ Q \ F )  +  Q 2 [ E \ P \ I ) [ C \ P \ F )
-  2 { P . Q ) [ E \ P \ I ) [ C \ Q \ F ) ) )  ,
1^,235 =
P Q ( D \ [ P , Q ] \ J )
A l ( J \ P Q \ J )
x ( ( 2 P 2 [A \ Q \ B )  -  2 P . Q [ A \ P \ B ) ) ( 2 P 2 [ E \ Q \ F )  -  2 P . Q [ E \ P \ F ) ) ( P 2 Q 2 [ C \ P \ I )  -  P 2P . Q [ C \ Q \ I ) )
+  2 ( P 4 [ A \ Q \ F ) [ E \ Q \ B )  -  P 2P . Q ( [ A \ Q \ F ) [ E \ P \ B )  +  [ A \ P \ F ) [ E \ Q \ B ) )
+  ( ( P - Q ) 2 ~  ^ - ) [ A \ P \ F ) [ E \ P \ B ) ) ( P 2 Q 2 [ C \ P \ I )  -  (P . Q ) P 2 [ C \ Q \ I ))
+  ( 2 P 2 [ E \ Q \ F )  -  2 P . Q [ E \ P \ F ) ) P 2 ( P 2Q 2 [ A \ Q \ I ) [ C \ P \ B )  -  P 2{ P . Q ) [ A \ Q \ I ) [ C \ Q \ B )
-  Q 2 ( P . Q ) [ A \ P \ I ) [ C \ P \ B ) +  ((P .Q )2 +  ^ ) [ A \ P \ I ) [ C \ Q \ B ) )
+  (2 P 2[T |Q |F ) -  2 P .Q [,4 |P |P ) )P 2(P 2Q2[F |Q |/) [C |P |F )  -  P 2(P .Q )[F |Q |/)[C |Q |F )
Q 2( P . Q ) [ E \ P \ I ) [ C \ P \ F )  +  ( ( P Q ) 2 +  - f ) [ E \ P \ I ) [ C \ Q \ F ) ) \  .
(3.4.88)
The sum of G{ b and Gf 6 is equal to
^1,5 +  ^1,6 =  ^1,56a +  ^1,56/3 +  ^1,567 +  ^1,565 +  ^1,56? +  ^l,56a > (3.4.89)
where the various terms are given by
_ {D\[Q,P]\J)
u  1,56a — 18A 3P 2(J |P Q |J )
x ( ( [ ,4 |P |P ) [F |P |F )  +  [ A \ P \ F ) [ E \ P \ B ) ) ( P 2 [ C \ P Q P \ I )  -  ( P . Q ) P 2 [ C \ P \ I ) )  { 3 A  90)
+  { [ A \ P \ I ) [ E \ P \ F )  +  [ A |P |F ) [ F |P |/ ) ) ( P 2[C |P Q P |P )  -  ( P . Q ) P 2 [ C \ P \ B ) )  
+  ( \ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ P \ I )  +  [.A \ P \ I ) [ E \ P \ B ) ) ( P 2 [ C \ P Q P \ F ) -  ( P . Q ) P 2 [ C \ P \ F ) ) )  ,
G f,56,5 =  -  3 6 p ^ p Q l J )  *  ( ( [^ l^ |S ) [£ |P |F >  +  [a \p \f ) \e \p \b ) )p 2 \c \p \i )
+  ( [ A \ P \ I ) [ E \ P \ F )  +  [ A \ P \ F ) [ E \ P \ I ) ) P 2 [ C \ P \ B )  (3.4.91)
+  { [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ P \ I )  +  [ A \ P \ I ) [ E \ P \ B ) ) P 2 [ C \ P \ F ) )  ,
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2  ( D J )
11567 36A 3P 2(J |P Q |J )
X ( P a [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ Q \ F ) [ C \ P Q P \ I )  -  P \ P . Q ) [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ Q \ F ) [ C \ P \ I )
-  P 2 { P . Q ) [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ P \ F ) [ C \ P Q P \ I )  +  P 2 { ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ - ) [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ P \ F ) [ C \ P \ I )  
+  P * [ E \ P \ B ) [ A \ Q \ F ) [ C \ P Q P \ I )  -  P 4 ( P . Q ) [ E \ P \ B ) [ A \ Q \ F ) [ C \ P \ I )
-  P 2 ( P . Q ) [ E \ P \ B ) [ A \ P \ F ) [ C \ P Q P \ I )  +  P 2{ { P . Q ) 2 +  ^ - ) [ E \ P \ B ) [ A \ P \ F ) [ C \ P \ I )
r 2 —'-*1,56(5 — “
+  P erm utations(P , F,  / ) )  ,
(D\[Q,P]\J)
(3.4.92)
72A 3P 2(J |P Q |J )  
x ( P a[ E \ Q \ F ) [ C \ P \ I ) [ A \ P \ B )  +  P 2 [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ P \ F ) [ C \ P Q P \ I )
-  2 P 2( P . Q ) [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ P \ F ) [ C \ P \ I )  (3 .4.93) 
+  P 4 [ A \ Q \ F ) [ C \ P \ I ) [ E \ P \ B )  +  P 2 [ E \ P \ B ) [ A \ P \ F ) [ C \ P  Q P \ I )
-  2 P 2{ P . Q ) [ E \ P \ B ) [ A \ P \ F ) [ C \ P \ I )
+  P erm utations(P , F,  / ) )  ,
s~i2 ( D \ [ Q , P ] \ J )
^ b6p 18A 2P 2(J |P Q |J )
X (P 6[^ |Q |P )[P |Q |P )[C |P Q P |/ )  - P 6(P .Q )[^ |Q !P )[P |Q |P )[C '|P |7 )
-  ( P 4( P . a ) [ C \ P Q P \ I ) ~  P \ ( P . Q ) 2 +  ^ ) [ C |P |J ) ) ( [ ^ |P |B ) [ B |C |F > +  [ /1 |S |B > [E |P |F ))  
+  ( P 2( ( P Q ) 2 +  ^ ) [ C \ P Q P \ I )
-  P 2( ( P . Q ) 3 +  2 ^ |^ ) [ C |P | / » [ y l |P |B ) [ £ |P |F >
-f P erm utations(P , P, I ) ) ,
G?. -  =  -  3 6 A , ^ P O | J >  *  ( ^ l e |S > [ £ | 2 |P > [ C |P | / >
-  ( - P 4 \ C \ P Q P \ I )  +  2 (P .Q )P 4[C |P |/) ) ( [A |P |P )[P |Q |P )  +  [ A \ Q \ B ) [ E \ P \ F ) )
+  ( - 2 ( P . Q ) P 2 [ C \ P Q P \ I )  +  P 2(3 (P .Q )2 +  ^ ) [ C \ P \ I ) ) [ A \ P \ B ) [ E \ P \ F )
+  P erm utations( B ,  F , / ) ) .
These expressions can be evaluated by numerically checking both the crossing sym­
metry and the limits reducing them to lower canonical forms. W ith the full quadratic 
G-function thus evaluated, we have the complete canonical basis required to compute 
the bubble coefficients of the 6-gluon scalar loop in Chapter 5.
(3.4.94)
(3.4.95)
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3.5 Triple C uts
The same principle applied here to compute the bubble contributions of double cuts 
in the form of general canonical forms can also be applied to obtain canonical forms 
for the triangle contributions of triple cuts, using the same approach: The simplest 
non-trivial canonical forms are first computed explicitly, and then used to derive the 
more complicated forms using integrand-level spinor identities. This was done pre­
viously [79] by solving for triangle contributions of the simplest triple cuts by direct 
parametrization, for triple cuts of gluon amplitudes containing Af = 1 multiplet and 
scalar loops. Thus by combining the results of this chapter to compute double cuts 
with the previously derived triple cut canonical basis, and by solving the quadru­
ple cuts algebraically within the framework of generalized Unitarity to compute the 
box coefficients, we are equipped to solve large classes of cuts appearing in gluon 
amplitudes by identifying them with elements of the canonical basis. This will be 
demonstrated in chapters 4 and 5 through the computation of the cut-constructible 
parts of an Af  = 1 multiplet loop amplitude and a scalar loop amplitude, respectively.
Chapter 4
The 7-gluon N M H V  A f  —  1 chiral 
m ultiplet loop contribution
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4.1 M otivation  and O verall S tructure
As both a proof-of-concept of the canonical basis approach and in order to  calcu­
late a previously unknown amplitude in a physically interesting theory, we can now 
apply the canonical basis approach to the 7-gluon next-to-MHV (NMHV) one-loop 
amplitude with an Af  = 1 chiral Supersymmetric multiplet circulating in the loop. 
This amplitude has not been previously calculated, largely due to the difficulty of 
calculating a non-trivial amplitude with so many external particles. Computing this 
amplitude however is nonetheless worthwhile both in order to permit progress in am­
plitude computations via on-shell recursion, and due to the presence of an Af  — 1 
chiral part contributing to the gluonic Yang-Mills loop amplitude via equation (2.2.6).
The seven point NMHV consists of 4 basic primitive amplitudes corresponding to 
the four non-cyclic helicity configurations,
^ M 7( l - , 2 - , 3 + , 4 - , 5 + , 6 + ,7 + ) ,
B :j4 7( 1 - , 2 - , 3 + , 4 + , 5 - , 6 + , 7 + ) ,
(4.1.1)
C M 7( l - , 2 + 3 - , 4 + ,  5 - , 6 + , 7 + ) ,
L>M 7( l - , 2 - , 3 " , 4 + , 5 + , 6 + , 7 + ) .
All other possible NMHV helicity configurations can be related to these by cyclic 
symmmetry or charge conjugation, which effectively allows one to  flip the direction 
of the internal particle and thus the ordering of the external legs, at the cost of 
introducing a factor of (—l) n where n  is the number of external particles. In particular 
this implies th a t the configuration
^ 7( l  + , 2 + , 3 + , 4 - , 5 + , 6 - , 7 - ) ,  (4.1.2)
can be mapped onto configuration A by charge conjugation and relabelling. The 
simplest of these four amplitudes is amplitude Z), due to it being a “split-helicity” 
amplitude. This class of amplitudes has been previously solved for the general case 
[22], and as such we need only calculate the three previously unknown amplitudes A,  
B  and C.
Since we are calculating an Af  — 1 amplitude, the cancellations within the loop 
multiplet cause any terms in the integral reduction below bubble integrals to cancel. 
Specifically this means tha t there are no rational coefficients, and the amplitude has 
the integral reduction,
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*Z=1 = E *4 + E Wi + E ^  ■ f4'1-3)
i e c  j e v  k e e
Since the coefficients in the above completely define the amplitude, we can thus 
describe the amplitude as “cut-constructible” . As discussed in Appendix (A) the 
similarities in the IR behaviour of the integral functions for the boxes and the 1- and
2-mass triangles allow us to absorb the latter into the former in the form of “trun ­
cated” boxes, which have a different integral function to normal boxes and contain
all information for both boxes and 1- and 2-mass triangles, but whose coefficients can 
be computed identically to normal boxes,
iA/"=i c h ir a l =  £  a i T \  +  £  6J/ 3 m J +  £  < * / *  . ( 4 .1 .4 )
i e c  j € T >  k € £
The main consequence of this is tha t the 1- and 2-mass triangle coefficients do not 
need to be computed independently; only the 3-mass triangle coefficients need be 
computed via the triple cuts.
We can thus construct the integral basis for the three partial amplitudes to be 
calculated, with coefficients to be determined by generalized 4-dimensional Unitarity; 
the bubbles consisting of s- and t-cuts, the boxes meanwhile consisting of 1-, 2- and 3- 
mass boxes, and for all three types of cut, only those momentum channels which yield 
permitted helicity configurations at all points in the calculation yielding a non-zero 
coefficient. For the A amplitude, we obtain 8 boxes, 2 triangles and 10 bubbles,
aM= i ch ira l/i— o— o+ a— c+ <?+ 7+ \  nA 'F3rn
a 7 \ L ’ Z  5 0  > °  > ' )  —  *r 6{71}{23}{45}
I A  r 2 m , h  . A ■r-2m,h . A  r 2 m , h  . A  -r -2 m ,h
-t-a2 -r i{23}{456}7 ^  3 'r 3{45}{671}2 tt4 *r 3{456}{71}2 U5 *r 5{671}{23}4
\ n A  r 2 m , e  . A  771 m  . A  ^r-lm
i - a 6 -'3{45}g{712} -t- a 7 ^234{5671} ■>" a 8 -r 345{6712}
\ h A  T3 m  A- h A  T3 m
+°1 {23}{45}{671} +  2 J {71}{23}{456}
+cf/2(<123) +  C-2 72(^234) +  C3 72 (^ 345) +  C4 72(^456) +  Cg I(tQ7i)
+C7 72(^712)
+^2-^2(523) + d£ 1 2 (8 3 4 ) + d^IiiSis) + d j l 2 (s7 i) ,
(4.1.5)
where the subscript for the boxes and triangles denotes the structure of the cuts; 
specifically, a group of numbers in braces, e.g. {345} denotes a massive corner with 
legs 3, 4 and 5, whilst the same string without enclosing braces would denote the 
momenta being in three adjacent massless corners (as in the 1-mass boxes).
The B  amplitude, meanwhile, consists of 11 boxes, 3 triangles and 11 bubbles,
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A-Sf=  1 ch ira l/1  -  n — q+ 4 + r — £+ 7 +} _  n B r3 m  I B r Z m
A 1 U 1 1  ) 6  j 4  1 0  >0  > ' ) —  a l  •A6{71}{23}{45} +  a 2 4{56}{71}{23}
I B  t-2to,/i i B  s p 2 m ,h  . B  -r-2m,/i . B  *r-2m ,h
a 3 */"i{23}{456}7 +  fl4 y'3{45}{671}2 _l" a 5 y'6{71}{234}5 "l" ° 6  •/"l{234}{56}7
i B  T-2m,/i , B  ■r-2m,h
a 7 5{6 7 1 }{23}4 ■*" a 8 3{456}{71}2
i B  s p 2 m ,e  , R y~2rn,e . R -77 lm
-t- a 9 3{45}6{712} “r a 10*'4{56}7{ 123} ' °11“A456{7123}
1 l B  j3 m  . iB  r3m . lB r3m
+  °1 {23}{45}{671} °2 J {71}{23}{456} +  °3 V{56}{71}{234}
+  c f  /2(tl23) +  C2  h ( t 2 3 4 . )  +  C3 +  c f  -^2(^456) +  c f
+  Cq -^ 2 (^6 7 1 ) +  c f  I 2 (^7 1 2 )
+  d f  -^ 2(^23) +  d f  12(545) +  d f  h ( s 5 6 )  +  dy 12(571))
(4.1.6)
and the (7 amplitude consists of 19 boxes, 5 triangles and 13 bubbles,
4^=1 ch ira l/ 1 -  9 + O- 4 + r -  C + 7 + }   C -r -3 m  , C r3m
7 U 5 Z j “ 14 1 0 >0 ) ' ) —  a l  '  6{71}{23}{45} +  a 2 •A7{12}{34}{56}
1 C 'r - 2 m ,h  . C  s p 2 m ,h  . C -r -2 m ,h  . C r 2 m , h  , C  ■r-2m,h
+  a 3 *' i {23}{456}7 fl4 ‘A2{34}{567}1 a 5 */_3{45}{671}2 _t'  fl6 * '4{56}{712}3 +  fl7 *A6{71}{234}5
1 C  'r -2 m ,h  . C  y ^ 2 m ,h  , C  ■r-2m,h , C  r 2 m , h  , C <r-2m,h
-+- a 8 -Cj{234}{56}7 +  a 9 */'3{456}{71}2 a 10*/'4{567}{12}3 a ll*/’5{671}{23}4 ^  a 12-A6{712}{34}5
1 n C  <r-2m,e . C r 2 m , e
"r 13 4(56}7{123} a 14*r 6{71}2{345}
1 „C r im  1 n C  r \ m  , C r im  , C  r im  , C  -r-lm
+  a 15-C 123{4567} +  “ 16-^234{567I} _l'  “ 17*^345(6712} “ 18-^456(7123} a 19-r 712{3456}
1 iC 7 3777. | iC r3m I 1 C r3m . lC  r3m . lC r3m
+  °1 (12}{34}(567} +  2 J (712}(34}{56} +  °3 J {71}{23}{456} +  °4 ■'{71}{234}{56} +  °5 ^(671}{23}{45}
+  c f / 2 ( i l 2 3 )  +  c f  7 2 ^ 2 3 4 )  +  c f  72(7345) +  c f  72 (^456) +  ^ 5  I 2 (^567)
+  Cf I 2  (^671)+ c f  72 (£7 1 2 )
+  d*i I 2 (S12) +  df72(s23) +  d 3 12(334) +  d%72(545) +  d f  72(550) +  d f  72(571) .
(4.1.7)
4.2 B ubble C oefficients
Although there are 34 different bubble coefficients present in the three amplitudes, 
we can simplify the calculation considerably by noting that there is a considerable 
amount of symmetry between many of the cuts. In particular, many diagrams have 
identical helicity structure in their NMHV trees, differing only by the positioning 
of the negative leg on the MHV tree side (or positive leg on an MHV tree side). 
Rather than calculating term by term we can therefore instead calculate the general 
cut for each choice of NMHV tree, keeping the choice of negative leg on the MHV 
side arbitrary. We denote these general cuts for the t-cuts as C-functions, and those 
for the s-cuts as D-functions.
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4.2.1 £-cuts
The five possible C-functions are shown in figure 4.1.
Co CA
Figure 4.1: The 5 possible C-cuts. Note tha t Co denotes the general MHV x MHV 
cut, as opposed to the specific 7-point case.
The simplest of these is the Co cut, which we can evaluate for the general all-n case, 
consisting as it does of simply an MHV tree times an MHV tree, where we solve for 
arbitrary choice of the negative leg on the MHV side, m, and the positive leg on the 
MHV side, p. The cut integrand is given by the product of the two trees,
£ ------------( m h f j m h f ----------------------------- \ p h f \ p h f  ----------
(h h) i)n?=6+i ft <*] M iin *  = “ \ a  + 1]
/(m ii)Jp li] \k
\ ( m l 2 )\pl2 })
(4 .2 .1)
where h denotes the helicity of the particle circulating in the loop. For the M  = 1 
chiral multiplet this takes the value h = 0 when I2 is a complex scalar, and h — ±1 
when I2 is a fermion, as expected from table 2.2. This expression has overall momen­
tum weight in the loop momentum of 2; however, we can write the supersymmetric 
contribution (consisting of the sum of /i-dependent terms) in a form in which the 
expected cancellation of loop momentum power is manifest. The sum has the form
psusy = j _ _ 2 + B^ (4 2 2)
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where in this case, A  = ( m h )  \ph\ and B  =  (m l2) [pZ2]. The key is to note th a t the 
sum is equivalent to
PSUSY =  ■ (4.2.3)
In this case then we can write
s u s y  ( ( m h )  [ h p ]  -  ( m l 2 ) [ l 2 p ) ) 2
(mli)  (ml2) \ph] [p/2] 
\p\P\m)
2 (4-2.4)
(mh) (ml2) \ph] [p/2] ’
Thus, the cancellation within the multiplet has the effect of reducing the power of 
the loop momentum in the cut by two, to zero,
r  , s _________ \p\P\m)2____________ (mli) (ml2)\ph}\pl2]
P^a nSTft+i ( «  +  1> n t i  [>■ j  +  1] <a -  11!> <6 + 112) [alx] [612] '
W ith an overall power of the loop momentum of zero, we can apply equation (3.2.8) 
and the simpler form of equation (3.2.9) to homogenize the cut in terms of purely /1 
angle spinor products,
r  (m n\ = ________ \p\P\m)2___________________ ( m h ) 2 \p\P\h)2________
p 2 m i l  <ii+ 1) n ta 1 u j + 1] (a - 1 m <6+ 1 w\p\h)[b\p\h) •
This cut is equivalent to the H 4  canonical form,
\t)\ PIttl)^ 1
C0(m,p) =  *} 1 '--- _ l f ----------H4(m, m, [p|P, [p|P; a -  1, b+  1, [a\P, [6 |P; P ) . (4.2.7)
p 2 n l=b+i (* * + 1) n  j=a b j  + i )
The special case of this function which appears in the 7-point calculation is given by
^  / . , , \ \p\P9ab\m) 2Go(fl, b, c, d, 6 , j , g ,p, m)  . , \ 1 r \ r w >-i D 2
(cd) (d e) {e f )  [g a] [a b} P 2ab (4 2.8)
X 7/ 4 (771, 771, [pjPjab) [pl-fpabj C, / ,  [b\Pgabi [pl-Pgab! Pgab) •
The remaining (7-cuts and D-cuts can be evaluated in the same manner, although 
they are more complicated in structure due to the presence of NMHV trees. This 
can be seen by explicitly evaluating the Cb function as follows. The cut in this case 
is given by
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J 2  7 ,1 ,2 ,  i j ' 1) x  3", 4+ , 5 - ,  6+, / r 1* ) . (4.2.9)
h
This gives rise to three terms due to the three terms in the NMHV 6-point tree 
amplitude [80]. For the case of a Cb cut in the channel £712, the cut is a sum of three 
terms,
(U f \  ____________ [^ 21-^ 456 j5)2[Zi | ^ 45615) 2 (mi l\ ) 2 (mi Z2 ) 2 /  [^2 |-P*456
B[‘ ’ 7 !2; _  t456 [Zi I2] [Z2 3] <4 5) <5 6) [I, I4P4 5 6 14) [3 |i 4^5616) <7 i> <i 2> (2 Z2) <l2 Zi) 7) V [h|P456|5)J ’ 
C * ( h t 712) =  (  [ 6 ^ 1 3 )  ‘
Z56/i<Z2 3)<3 4 ) [5  6][6Zi][5|P56ij |Z2)[Zi IP56Z1| 4 ) ( 7 1) ( 12)<2 Z2)(Z2 7)  \  <Z2 3> [6
n 3 ( h +  \ — [4|-P345|Zi)2 [4|P345|Z2)2 ( m i  l \ ) 2 ( m i  Z2) 2 (  [4(^345|Zi)x h
u  B  [ n ,  1 7 1 2 )  —
t 345<6 Zi)<Zi z2 ) [ 3  4][4 5][3|JP345t6)[5|4P345|Z2)(71)<l 2 ) < 2  Z2)<Z2 Z3) <Zi 7 ) V [4 |P 345 | W  '
(4 .2 .10)
As before we can make the supersymmetric cancellations in the cuts explicit. For Cg 
and C% this is simple, and the supersymmetric prefactor is given by
(^ 11^712^456 |5)2
Pi - (m i Z2) [Z21-P45615) (m i li) [Z11P45615) ’  ^ ^
 ________[4[.P345im i)2 (l\ I2 ) 2______
(m i l\) [4IP345IZ1) (m i I2 ) [4|p345|Z2)
For the prefactor is given by
=  ([6 5] (5 3) (m i l2) +  [6 Zi] {h 3) (m i l2) -  (h 3) [6 Zi] (m i h ) ) 2 
2 [ 6 | P 5 6 / i | 3 )  <z2 3) [6 Z1] (m i Zi) (m iZ2)
To obtain the cancellation in this term  we must apply the Schouten identity to the
third term in the numerator,
([6 |P|Z2) (m i 3) -  [6  5] (5 3) (m i Z2))2 
p 2  [6|J>56!i |3) (h 3) [6 /1] (m i l i )  {m i h)  (4 2  13)
( Y s i h f
[6 |P56Z! |3) (Z2 3) [6 Zi] (mi Zi) (m 3 Z2) ’ 
where we have defined the spinor
|Tb2) =  [6 5] (5 3) |m i) +  [6 7] (mi 3) |7) +  [6 1] (mi 3 ) |1) +  [6 2] (mi 3) |2>. (4 .2 .14)
Applying these results we can reduce the cut to a sum of canonical forms, for 
example for the Cg term,
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^,i  , ,  >,   ( m i  l \ ) ( m i  I2 )_______  [Z2|-P456|5) [Zi |P 456]5) ( m i  I-P712-P456| 5 ) 2
?12) “ ( 7 1 )  ( 1 2 )  (2Z2 ) (Z2Z1) (Zi 7) X *456 [Zi Z2] [«23] ( 4  5) ( 5 6 )  [Z i | P 4 5 6 | 4 ) [ 3 | P 4 5 6 | 6 )  ’
_  (yn>i |757i2-f>45615)2 ^ ( m i  Zi) ( m i  I2 ) ^ [Z21-P45615)[Zi I-P45615)
( 7 1 )  ( 1 2 )  ( 4 5 )  ( 5 6 )  [ 3 | P 4 5 6 | 6 ) * 4 5 6 * 7 i 2  ( 2 Z 2 )  ( Z i  7 )  [Z2 3 ]  [ Z i | P 4 5 6 | 4 )  ’
( m i  1 ^ 7 1 2 ^ 4 5 6 1 5 ) 2  ^  ( m i  Z i ) ( m i  I2)  ^  ( Z l | P 7 1 2 - P 4 5 6 | 5 ) ( Z 2 | - P 7 1 2 - P 4 5 6 | 5 )
( 7 1)(1 2 ) (4 5 ) (5 6 ) [3 |P 456|6)*456*7i2 ( 2 Z2)(Zi 7) (Zi|.FVia|3](Z21J=Vi2-P45614) '
(4.2.15)
This is of the form of an if4 function, so the contribution to the bubble coefficient is 
given by
q \ (t  \  ____________(mi|P7i2-P45615)2__________
712; -  (71) (12) (45) (56) [3|p456|6)W 712 (4 2J6)
x P 4(m i,  m i ,  P7i2P456|5), P712P 456I5); 2 ,7 ,  P 71213], Pri2P456|4); P 712) •
Likewise the and C%{t712) give contributions
^ ( < 712) ~ > 7 1)  ( 1 2 ) (34) [ 5 6 1  ^ 4 ^6 , 3 ;  m i> m i> ^ 2, T b 2 ;  2 , 7 , P34|5], P 712P56|4); P 3 4 ; P712) ,
( 7 1 )  ( 1 2 )  ( 3 4 )  [ 5  6 ]
C ® (i712>  -  ( 7 1 )  {1 2 )  | 3 4 | 4[4 5 ] [3 |P 3 4 5 |6 > * 3 4 5 ’ P 3 “ |41 ’ 2 , 7 , 6 ,  P 34 5 |5 ]i P 7 . 2 ) .
( 4 . 2 . 1 7 )
From this we can define the general Cb cut,
(mi \PgabPi ef  |c)
( 4 . 2 . 1 8 )
U b  ( ®  , C ,  d , 6 ,  Q , m i )  —  . . .  /  j  \  /  r I n  I ^  \  +
(pa) ( a 6) (de) ( e / )  [c|Pde/|/)*de/*Pab
X P 4 ( ^ 1 ,  TTli, P g a b P d e f  | c ) , P g a b P d e f  | c ) , 5, p ,  P p a b |c ] , P g a b P d e f  |^Z), P p a b )
“I” ~i r"/ < jv r 77^-74 ( . / ,  C, m ] , 777], V b 2 , Ue?2 » P , P c d |^ ] , P g a b P e f  |^Z), P c d i  P g a b )
\9 ®) (® Z>) (c a) [e /J
+  (9 o) (af>)M H vii]  M Pc<iel/>ic*'H 4 ( m i ’ m i ’ 'Pc‘iel'i1’ 6 ’S ’ ■Pc,<e|el;■P'"‘6) ’
where the spinor IL ^) is defined as
|Tb2) =  [ / e] (ec) |m i)  +  [ /p ]  (mi c) |p) +  [ /a ]  (mi c) |a) +  [/6 ]  (m i c) | 6 ) . (4.2.19)
Using the same approach one can solve the remaining C-functions,
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C A ( a , b , c , d , e , f , g - , m i )  =
( cd)  ( d e )  { f \ p j c ) ( f ! )  )( a b ) t cd' t gabH 3 { m i ' m i ' PsabPedley' b' 9 ' P g M ] ' Pgab) (4.2.20)
[<*|P«/|mi>2 ■H3 ( m u m u P c ! \ d \ , b , c , g- , P9ai ) ,
( g a )  ( ab)  [de] [ e f ]  [ f \Pde \c ) tdef
C c {a,b, c , d , e , f , g \ m i )  =
[de]3 (m i f ) 2
H s u ,  m i , m i ; p, b, P cd\e\; P gab)
tcde [cd] [c|Pde| / )  (pa) (ab)
_________ ( m ^ P g g b P d e l f ) 2________
tdeftgab { d e )  { e f )  [ c |P d e | / )  ( p a )  {ab)
X H A (P d e l f ), P d e l f ) , P g a b \m i ) , P gab 1^1) J C, P ef  |d), P ga |b), Pab |p) J P flab)
"t" 7 77/ j\ / W (Cj C, 7711, 7771, Pgab |c], , Y"c7, Pcd |c], PgabPef  |d), Pgab 17] > b, g , Pcdi Pgab) ?[e / ] ( c d )  (5 a) (a 6)
(4.2.21)
Cz?(a, b, c, d, e, 7 ,  <7, tyi\ )  —
(d e )3 [/iPpafclmi)2
'H^{TTl\ , 7711, Pjab |7]) b, p, PjabPcd|c), Pjab)
-P 4 (7771, 7771, Pde | / ] ,  Pde | /] ;  b, C, p, P e / 1d]; Pffab)
tcdetgab {cd)  [/ |Pde|c) (pa) (ab)
l/lfjelm,)2 <4-2'22)
(4.2.23)
*de/ [de] [ e / ]  [/ |Pde|c) (pa) ( a 6)'
7 r\ r ji / w  1 f  i^i 9 1 P ef  |d], PjabPcd|c), Pe/1 Pgab) j{ c f )  [cd] (pa) ( a 0)
where the spinors Yc and Yd are defined as
|Yc) =  [e / ]  ( / c )  |777i) +  (7771 c) {[eg] \g) +  [ea]  |a) +  [eb] |b ) ) ,
IYd ) =  -  [cd] (de) |777i) +  (e 777i) ([cp] |p) +  [ca] |a) +  [cb] |b ) ) .
W ith these general functions computed, we can solve for the various t-cut bubble 
coefficients in the three amplitudes,
c f  =  C 0 { 2 , 3 ,4 ,5 , 6 , 7 , 1 ;  3 ,4 ) ,  c f  =  C 0 (3 , 4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,1 ,2 ;  3 ,1 ) ,  
c f  =  C A (4 ,5 ,6 ,  7 , 1, 2,3; 4), c f  =  C D (5 , 6 , 7 , 1, 2 ,3 ,4 ;  4), (4.2.24)
c f  =  C B ( 7 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ;  1), c f  =  C 0 { 1 , 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ;  7 ,4),
c f  =  0 , ( 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 1 ;  3 ,5 ) ,  c f  =  C c {3 , 4 , 5 ,6 ,7 ,1 ,2 ;  2), 
c f  =  C A {4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 1 , 2 , 3 ;  5), c f  =  CD (5 ,6 , 7 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ;  5),
(4.2.25)
c f  =  - C U ( 6 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 ,  7; 5), c f  =  - C c {7 , 6 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 ,1 ;  1), 
c f  = - C 0( l , 7 , 6 , 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 ; 7 , 5 ) ,
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c f  =  C q ( 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6, 7,1; 5 , 2), c f  =  C c (3 , 4 , 5 , 6, 7 , 1, 2; 3), 
c f  =  C0( 4 ,5 , 6 , 7 , 1, 2 ,3 ;4 ,1 ) ,  c f  =  - C B (5 , 4 , 3 , 2 , 1, 7,6; 5), 
c ?  =  C b (6, 7 , 1, 2,3 ,4 ,5 ;  5), c f  =  - C B {7 ,6, 5 , 4 , 3 , 2, 1; 1), 
C7 = C b ( 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ; 1 ) .
(4.2.26)
4.2.2 s-cuts
The six possible D - cuts are given in figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2: The 6 possible D-cuts
These can be computed using the 7-point NMHV tree amplitudes where two external 
particles are scalars or fermions, given in Appendix B. W ith these trees the D -  
functions can be computed in the same fashion as the C-functions. One obtains
H2 (d, -Pcdefe]! b, g', Pab)
D A ( a , b , c , d , e , f , g )  =
___________ [e\Pcd e \a )2___________
(06) ( f  9)  [cd] [de] [c\Pcde\f) tcde
- r M U  W  A  / f  \r  I P  I t \ ^ 4 9i X A , X A \ C, P c d e \ f ) , P a b P a b CP d e \ f )  \ P a b )[aoj { d e )  ( e / )  { f  g)  [c\Pde \ f )
- H 5 (b, P ab\ f ) , P ef \ d ) , X A , X A ;a,  P a b \g ) ,  C,  P cd e \ f ) , P a b P a b c P d e \ f ) ' , P a b )
[a b \ { d e ) ( e f ) ( f g ) [ c \ P de\ f )
(.c d )4 [gb]2
[a 6] {cd)  ( d e )  {e f )  [g \ P ab\c)tgab
( a c )  [ g \ P a b c W
( ab)  ( d e )  (e f )  [g\Pab\c)[g\Pabc\d)tabctdef
H 2 (a,  Pab\g]', b, PabPgab\f)',  Pab)
H 2 ( a , c ; b , P abcP de\ f ) - ,Pab) ,
(4.2.27)
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where the spinor |X a] is defined as
\ * a ] =  ( /  d) [b a] (a g) \g] +  ( f  d)  [6 a) (a f )  | / ]  -  (a f )  [b a] (d e) |e]
(4.2.28)
+ ( ( / s )  [9 c] ( c d )  +  [c\Pabc\ f )  ( cd )  +  ( f d )  s afe)|b] •
The D b function is given by
D b  (&i b, c, d, e, f , g )  
1
( e f ) ( f g ) ( a  b) [c d]
G $ ( d ,  b , e, 6, X b I cl > X  B l a j Pab  |d] j dj g j PabPcd \ c)  j Pab  |c] j P e f  g |^] > Pe f  g fPab)
(a b ) ( f  g ) [de]  c ’ ^fs \d] i  Pfg\d] ,  Pfg\d] ,  P f g \d\\ a,  g , P f  g \e\ ,Pef  g \d] ,Pf  g P de\c) ,Pdef  g P de \ f )  ;Pab)
 ^  ^ ^  - H 5 ( b , a ,  f , P f g P c d e \ b ) , P f g P c d e \ b ) ; a , g , P ab P c d e \ f ) ,P a b P c d e \e ) ,P fg P c d e \c ) ;P a b )
( a b ) ( c d ) ( d e ) ( f  g ) t cde
 ^  ^ t ^  H 5 (b ,b ,  / ,  P f g P c d e \ b ) , P f g P c d e \ b ) ; a , g , P ab P c d e \ f ) ,P a b P c d e \e ) ,P fg P c d e \c ) ;P a b )
( a b ) ( c d ) ( d e ) ( f  g ) t cde 
( c e )4 [ag]
(a b ) ( c d ) ( d  e ) ( f  g ) t cde
14
(b, CL, g,  P f  g P n de 16 ) , P f g P c d e \ b ) a, g , P abP z d e  \f) j P a b P z d e  \c) , P f  g P o d e  \ c),Pab )
c e )  [bg]
(a b) (c d) (d e) ( f  g ) t cde
,4r l2 / L\2
H 5 (b) b., g ,  P f g Pode  | &) j P f g P c d e \ b ) , (2j g  i P a b P c d e \ f )  iP a b P c d e  \c )  i P f g P c d e  |c )  iP ab )
[ |^-Po6c|e)4 (6c)2 . p  p  m . p  \
2(^ 5 ■* ibcPde \ f )  a6){(2 b) {d 6) (c /) [y|-fa6c |^ ) [^ |-fa6c|^ )^ a6c^ de/
\ f g }3 ( b e )2
f l u i p  I/V\+ P^(b-> c i d,  Pf g  |e];.Pa(,),(a 0) (c a) [e f \ [ g \ P ef  \d) t ef g
(4.2.29)
where the spinor \Xbio) is defined as
\ X B ia )  =  [da] ( be)  |a) +  [d\Phcd\e)\b) . (4.2.30)
The function Dc  is given by
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D c ( a , b, c, d , e , f , g ) =
 1_______
[be] ( d e )  ( e f )  ( g o )  
[ cd ]3 (b a )2
G b (c, (Z; e ,  e ,  -Xdi a  5 -X(7i a , P g a  |c] > P g a  |^ ] i f  i P d e f  |c] 5 P g a .P b c \d ), g \  Pbc
( e f )  ( g a )
1
H 6 (a,  b, e, e, e, e; / ,  g , P gabP cd \a ) , P ef  P c d \b )■, -Pde/M]) -Pde/|c]; Pga)
( e f )  (be)  ( c d )  ( g a )  t bcd
^  G b (P bcd  |^] > a \  6, 6, -X ^ lc )  - X c i o  -PgaPbcd  |&) 1 f  1 9 i  P e f P c d  |& )) P g a P b c d \ a ) , Pga .P bcd \d )  5 P g  
( b e )4 ( a g )2 [g f ]2
’t l2  \J > 9i a, Pbcd\e ) 1 Pga)
(be)  ( cd)  ( d e )  ( g a )  [ f \ P cde\b) t fgas ga
, ____________ t / |P cd|e)4 ( b a )2_____________„ , n h . n P  p  ,
( c d )  ( d e ) [ S \ P i e \ c ) [ f \Pg a\b) { g a ) t gabt cde 21 ’ ' 9 ' 9ab cd] h  3a]
\ } d \  ( ba)  H 2(a ,6 ;9 , P e / |d];Pso ) ,
(be)  [de] [ e f ]  [ f \ P de\c) ( g a )  t def
where the spinors ]Xc\a) and \Xc\<?) are defined as
\ X c i a )  =  -  ( e a )  ([eg]  |s) +  [ca] |o)) +  [cb] (be)  | a ) , 
\ X c i c )  = ( e b )  t bcd\a) +  ( e a )  ([g\Pcd]b)]g)  +  [a|Pcd|6 ) |a ) ) .
The function Dp  is given by
D D ( a , b , c , d , e , f , g )  =
I , w  » • / ,  \ , f  } G 4 ( f ,  a ;  C, X d i  , X d i ,  Pab] f ] \  b , P ab\g], P a b P f g \ e ) , P cde\fY, Pcde5 Pab)  
( ab)  ( c d )  ( d e )  [ f  g]
__________ ( a 9 ) 2 [ f \Pcde\c) 3__________  , \ f ]  p  \
( a b ) ( c d ) ( d e ) ( e \ P c i P gb\g)ta u t ggb 2t , 9 ’ ’ c d M i ' ab>
______________ ld\Pe, \ 9 ) 3 ( a g f ____________ „  , , p  p  , , p  .
( a b ) { e f ) { J g ) [ c d \ [ c \ P gb\ g) {g\ PabP cd\e) 2(“ ’9 ’ ’ e<! efl9>1 ab>
1
+  (a b) ( e f )  ( f g )  ( c d )  t efg
X G $ ( P e f  ]g) , a] C, P abP e j \ g ) ,  X j ) 4 ^  X p 4 ,  6 , P2b P e f  g\e)  j P a b P z f g \ d )  5 Pc . dPe f [g ) \ Pz d i  Pab)
PMS) ' P‘b M ''a’ P°b)' 
where the spinors \Xd i ) and \Xda) are given by
\ X D1) = - \ a ) [ f \ P g a ] c )  +  \b) [b f ]  ( a c )  ,
\ X m )  = \ a ) [ d \ P ef \ g )  ( cd )  +  \c)[b\Pe f \g) ( ab )  .
The D e cut is lengthy; it is given by
)
(4.2.31)
(4.2.32)
(4.2.33)
(4.2.34)
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D E (a, b, c, d, e, f , g )  =  -
(  \ f \Peb \d) 2
+[ g\ Peb\ d)2 
+  [ / a ] 2 ( b d ) 2 
+  [ g a ]2 ( b d ) 2
( c d )  ( e f )  ( f g )  s ab
G b(a,  d  
Gb (ft, o 
G b (ft, d  
G b(a,  d
+ 2 [ f \ P eb\d)[g\Peb\d) G b ( a , d  
+ 2 [ f \ P eb\d) [ f a ]  ( bd)  G 5 ( a , d  
+ 2 [ f \ P eb\ d ) [ g a ) ( b d )  G 5 ( a , d  
+ 2 [g\Peb\ d ) [ f  a \ ( b d )  G 5 ( a , d  
+ 2 [g\Peb\d) [ga] (bd)  G 5 ( a , d
\  + 2  [ f a ]  ( bd)  [ga] ( bd)  G 5 ( a , d  
( e d )
e , b , f ,  b , f  
e , b , g , b , g  
f  i f
6) 9i O'i 9
bi f t  b, g  
e i fr) f \ a i f  
&)b) f ', ft, g  
e > b, g,  a,  f  
e , b , g , a , g  
e, a,  / ,  ft, g
! P e f g P a b )  \
i P e fg P a b )
) Pe/S P a b )
> Pe/S P a b )
’ Pe/g P a b )
! P e f g P a b )
! P e f g P a b )
! P e f g P a b )
> P e f g P a b )
i P e f g P a b )  /
( cd)  ( e f )  ( f g )  ( d f ) s ab 
(  [ f  I Peb | d) 2
+[ g\ Peb \ d) 2
+  [ / a]2 ( b d ) 2 
+  [ ga ]2 ( b d )2 
+ 2 [ f \ P eb\d)[g\Peb\d)
G 5(a,d; f , b ,  f , b , f  
G b (a,  d , f , b , g , 6,5 
G b(a,  d; a, / ,  / ,  a, /  
G b (ft, d, f , a , g , a , g  
G b (a,  d; / ,  6, f , b , g  
+ 2 [ f \ P eb\d) [ f a ]  ( bd)  G b( a , d ;  f , b ,  f , a ,  f
+ 2 [ / |P e6|d) [ga] ( bd)  G 5 (a,d-, f , b ,  f , a , g
+ 2 [g\Peh\d) [ f a ]  ( bd)  G 5 (a ,d ]  f , b ,  g , a ,  f
+ 2 [ g \ P eb\d) [ga] ( bd)  G 5 ( a , d ] f , b , g , a , g
V  + 2  [ f  a] (b d) [g a] (b d) G 5 (a, d; f ,  a,  f ,  a,  g
O'! 9 P/<?l®]l Pcd|^ ]
a ,9 , c ,P fg ]e ] ,P cd\e] 
a ,g , c , P f g \ e ] ,P cd\e] 
a,9, c,Pfg\e] ,Pcd\e]  
a ,9 , c ,P fg \ e ] , P cd\e] 
a ,9 , c ,P fg \ e ] , P cd\e] 
a i 9 , c , P fg \e] ,Pcd\e] 
a , 9 , c ,P fg \ e ] , P cd\e] 
a ,9 , c ,P fg \ e ] , P cd\e] 
a ,9 , c ,P fg \ e ] , P cd\e]
O'i 9 i C-i P/gl*'] > Pcdl -^]) PfgXE3 1 Pab)  ^
9i *-■) P/g|^] 1 Pcd. \d], Pf gXE3 ) Pab) 
a , 9 ,C, Pfg\e},Pcd\e]-, PfgXB3\ Pab) 
a i 9i c, Pfg]e], Pcd\e]; P f gx B3; p ab)
9i  P /g le]) Pcd. | ]^ t P f g X B3 > Pab)  
a i 9i  c i P f g \ e ]i Pcd|c] > P f  g X B3 > Pab)
® > 9 i C) Pfg \d], Pcd |fi] j PfgXB3 i Pab)
® j 9i £■> P f  g |c ], Pcd|^] i P f  gXE3 i Pab) 
a, 9 , c, P / 5 |e], P cd|e]; P / px E3J -Pab) 
9i^i  Pfg\d\  , Pcd|^]i P f g X B3 i Pab) )
+  ■
+
a 6) ( e / )  ( / p )  ( d / )  [c|Pde|/)
________ [c|Pedelb)2________
( / # )  ( a 6) [cd] [de] [c\Pde\ f ) t cde
________(de)4 [ga]2________
(cd) (de) ( e / )  [ft6] [g\Pab\c)tgab 
( d e )3 [g\Pd e f ]b) 2
(ab)  ( e f )  [g\Pdef \c) [g\Pef \d ) tabc t def
G 4 (c, 6, / ,  / ,  X E l b j  ^ E l b i  P > ® > PabPcde \ f ) i  PabcPde\ f)  > P f  gXE  3 i Pab) 
P 3 ( >^ Pde |c], Pde |c], ft, p, Pcd |^ -] > Pab)
H 2 (b ,  P a b \ g ] ; a ,  P abP gab  \ f )  P a b )
P 3 (^j P d e f  |p] > Pde/ |p] j C, P a b c P d e ] f )  1 P a b )
[fg](bdy
- H 3 ( b , d , d \ a , c ,  P f g ]e]\ P ab ) ,
( ab)  ( cd )  [ e f ]  [g\Pe f \d) tefg 
where the spinors and /cx^ are defined as
\XEib) =[ cg]  ( gf ) \ b)  +  [ca] (a b ) \ f ) ,  
*Xe3 = { / d ) ^ e''
(4.2.35)
(4.2.36)
Finally the cut Dp is given by
Dp{o>i b, c, d, 6, f ,  g)  
1
{ab)  [cd] { e f )  ( f  g)  
[ e c ]
(74 (c, d) f  1 f  1 X F l a  t -^Fla? 1^ 9 1 P e fg  1^ ] > PabPcd  I®) > Pcdt P a b )
t f  \  r j  1 /  1 ^t /> /) Pabc  |c]) X p i b t  X p i b i  b, g ,  C ,  P/g |e] , P f g P d e |c ) , Pabcl ]^, P a b c P d e \ f )  1 P a b )
9) l«eJ (ab)
1
+  -
{ f g )  [de] {a b)
P 7 { d i  f t  f t  Pabc|c] t P%b |c], - ^ F l b i  X  E lbt b, 9 ,  C , P f g P d e  |c) , PabcPde]/) t Pabc|^] > P f g  l®]> Pab)
 1_________
{ } 9 ) {ab)  { c d)  { d e )  t cde
x G 5 ( P cde\d],  a; / ,  / ,  P abP cde \d ), ^ F lc ,  ^ F lc !  &,<7> P /g P d e |c )? P a 6 P c d |e ) ,P a b P c d e |/);P /S; Pab) 
( d f )  [gb] {ba)  7 h { g , P ab\ a ) - P ab\ b) ,P cde \ f ) t P a b )
{cd)  { d e )  { e f )  [g \Pdef \c ) sabtgab
____________ (d f ) 4 [a|Pabclg)2_____________
{a b) { d e )  { e f )  [ g \P a b c \ c ) [ 9 \ P a b c \ d ) t abc t d e f
P 3 {Pabc 19] t Pabc |p] t a] b,C, PabcPde] f )  j Pab)
[9e] { d a )  - H 3 { d , d , a - , b , c , P e f 9 \e]-,Pab) ,
{ab)  {cd)  [ e f ]  [ f  g] [g\Pef g \ d ) t ef g
(4.2.37)
where the spinors |X pia), \Xpib) and |X f ic) are defined as
|A > ia )  = 1 / )  [cb] {ba)  +  \a)[c\Pef g \ f ) ,
|X F ib> = 1 / )  M ]  { d a )  +  { f a )  (|/ )  [e / ]  +  |<7> [eg]),  (4.2.38)
I X f i c )  H a > { f 9 )  [9\Pcde\d) +  \ f )  {ab)  [b\Pcde\d) .
With the general s-cuts solved, the specific cases found in the 7-point amplitude
are given by
d i  =  D d { 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 1  ), d f  =  - D a { 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 , 7 , 6 , 5 ) ,  
d i  =  ~ D e {5, 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 , 7 , 6 ) ,  d f  =  D B {7 ,1 , 2 , 3 ,4 ,5 , 6 ) ,
d f  =  - D C {2 , 1, 7 , 6 , 5 ,4 ,3 ) ,  d f  =  D E {4 , 5 , 3 , 2 , 1, 7 ,6) ,
d f  =  - D e {6 , 5, 7 , 1 ,2 , 3 , 4 ) ,  d f  =  £ > c ( l , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 ) ,  (4.2.39)
d f  =  - D b {2 , 1 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 ) ,  d f  =  D c {3 ,1 , 7 , 6 , 5 , 4 , 2 ) ,  
d f  =  - P c (3 ,5 , 6 , 7 , 1 , 2 , 4 ) ,  d f  =  D B {4 , 5 , 3 , 2 , 1 , 7 , 6 ) ,  
d f  =  D f ( 5 ,  6, 7 , 1 , 2 ,3 ,4 ) ,  d f  =  - D F { 1 , 7 , 6 ,5 ,4 ,3 ,2 ) ,
W ith such large expressions for the double cuts, it is desirable to have a consistency
check on the set of bubble coefficients beyond the checks performed on the canonical
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forms. Such a check is given by the IR behaviour of the loop amplitude; it is known 
th a t an J\f — 1 chiral loop amplitude should obey the IR constraint [84]
A M = l c h i r a l  =  <*_A tre e  (4.2.40)
Since J poles arise only from the scalar bubble integrals, this implies a consistency 
check upon the bubble coefficients,
i  3
This property has been verified numerically at a given point in momentum space for 
the above set of bubble coefficients, providing a useful confirmation of their accuracy.
4.3 Triangle C oefficients
Compared to the double cuts, there are relatively few unique cases which need be 
calculated for the triple cuts. As discussed in appendix (A), one can remove the need 
to compute the 1- and 2-mass triangles by exploiting the IR behaviour to absorb 
these triangles into the definition of the box integrals. As such we need only consider
3-mass triangles. The situation is even simpler however due to the fact that at seven 
point, all possible three-mass triangles contain only MHV corners. We can thus 
consider a single, general triple cut for the J\f — 1 chiral loop,
K 2 m 2
m
Figure 4.3: The three mass triangle appearing in the NMHV amplitudes
^  A ( - £ q ,  • • •, m 1 , ■ ■ ■, £l h) x A ( —£ i ,  • • ■, ra2 , • • •, h) x -4(—^ 2) ‘ ‘ ' > m3 >'' ‘ > )^> (4.3.1)
h
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where t \  =  I q — K\  etc. As before, the summation is over the Af  =  1 chiral multiplet, 
and thus h takes the value 0 for a complex scalar circulating, and ±1 for the fermionic 
contributions. The effect of this summation is to give the Scalar contribution times 
a p-factor,
■■■,£{) x A { - £ l r - - , m  2 , - - - , ^ 2) x A ( - £ \ ,  ' ' '  > m3 >' ’ 1 >*o) x
where
=  ((m i h )  ( m 2 £2) (m 3 £p) -  (m i £0) (m2 h )  (m 3 I2))2 
(m i £1) (m 2 £2) (™3 £0) (m i 4 )  (m 2 ^1) (m 3 £2)
and
The cut is then
(mi £0) (mi £1) (m 2 ^1) (m 2 £2)
(^2 / 3 ) (/3 • • ”^ 3 ) (w3 ^o) (^0 ^2 ) [^1 ^2]2
(mi £0) (mi £1) (m 2 ^ i ) ( m 2 ^2) (m 3 €2) ( m 3 ^o) ( X  t Q) 2
C o  X —“ ----— ---------- -—r— X —rr 7—r—“ —-—-— X —r—   r— ------ -—-— X
{£ofl)(Ul£l) (£lf2)(f2£2) (£2fs)(u3£0) (h lhhlh)
where
This can be turned into a function £q only
where
S  =  { \ f i ) M ) , K 3K 2 \ f 2 ) , K 3K 2 \ u 1) , K 1K 2 \ f 3 ) 1K 1K 2 \u2)} ,
Ti = {\m,),\m3),K3K2\m1),K3K2\m2),K1K2\m2),K1K2\m3),\X),\X)},
where we have used,
( h a )  (£0 \ h h \ a )  (£0 \ K 3K 2 \a) (£2 a) ( ^ K ^ a )
( h b )  ( h \ £ 2h \ b )  ( h \ K 3K 2 \b)'  ( h b )  ( h ^ K ^ b ) '
(4.3.2)
[ h  h }2 (mi h )  (m 2 £2) (m 3 £Q) (mi £0) (m 2 h )  (m 3 ^2) ’
|X )  =  |m i) ( m 3 |/r3/if2 |m 2) +  |m 3) (m i | i ir i / f2 |m 2) . (4.3.3)
(^ 0 / 1) (/1 • • • ^ i)  (^i ^1) (^ 1 ^0) (^ 1 S2) (A  ■ • • ^2) (^2 ^2) ( h  h )
(m 3 e2) ( m 3 e0) X < M > 1 ,  (4 .3 .4 )
^  fal f 2) (u2 f 3) (li3 fr) ^  o
Co= n .< « + i> * *  ' (4'3'5)
^  flyer, (^ 0 2/) 1 /a o a\
0 X[I€S Vox) Vo\KlK3\t0) '  ( ' - )
(4.3.7)
(4.3.8)
This is precisely the canonical form J® with n  =  6 as defined in [79]. So the three 
mass triangle coefficient is precisely
b l m { K u K 2> K 3 , m i , m 2, m 3) =  C0 x J6°(S; Ti; i f * ) . (4.3.9)
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This general expression simplifies in many cases: if the m* coincide with any of the 
Ui or f i  the J$ function simplifies to a J® with n < 3.
The triangle coefficients in the NMHV amplitude can thus be simply evaluated 
from this expression,
b?  =  b3m ( K 23, K A5 , K 671, 2 , 4 , l ) ,  b$  = 6 ^ 7 1 , ^ 2 3 , ^ 4 5 6 , 1 , 2 , 4 ) ,
b f  =  b l m (K23,  K 45, K q 7 1 ,2 ,5 ,1 ) ,  b% =  b^m' { K 7\ ,  K 23, K 456, b  2 ,5 ) ,
b f  = b 3m ( K 56, K 71 , K 23 4 , 5 , 1 , 2 ) ,
bl =  b l m ( K i 2 , K 34, K 567, 1, 3, 5), b% =  6|m(/f7i2, i^34, ^56) 1) 3, 5), 
b $  =  b l m ( K 71, K 2 3 , K 456, l , 3 , 5 ) ,  b% =  b l m ( K 7 U K 2 3 4 , K 56, 1 , 3 , 5 ) ,
b£  = b l m ( K6 7i ,  K 23, K^b,  1 )3 ,5) ,
4.4 B ox C oefficients
Once again, although there are some 38 distinct box coefficients distributed among 
the 3 partial amplitudes, many of these are in fact identical up to a relabeling or flip 
and we can thus solve for a relatively small basis of general quadruple cuts instead 
of working term-by-term. In addition, since all 3-mass and 2-mass boxes contain no 
higher than 5-point trees in a 7-point amplitude, these quadruple cuts can be solved 
for the general case; the only case which cannot be solved in general is the 1-mass box 
with an 6-point, NMHV corner; this will be solved case-by-case for the four possible 
helicity configurations.
4.4.1 3-mass
The 3-mass boxes appearing in the 7-point amplitude can be described solving the 
general case with positive massless leg and MHV massive corners,
Inserting the expressions for the trees we get the cut for circulating particle helicity 
h to be
C 3rn( m i , m 2 , m 3, d , K 2 , K 3 , K 4 , h )  =
[d/1]2 [ dl4]2 (m i l \ ) 2 (m i l2) 2 ( m 2 h ) 2 (ra2 13) 2 { m 3 l3f  ( m 3 l4) 2
[dl i] [h U] [U d] ( u 2 h )  ( h  h )  (h  f 2) (u3 h )  ( h  h )  ( h  /s )  <u4 U)  ( UI 3)  ( h  h )  I4 -4-1)
( d / 2) (^2 / 3) (^3 / 4) (U4 d)  /  [d h]  (mi h )  ( m 2 h )  ( m 3 l3) \  h 
(12) (2 3) (nl) X \ [ d l 4] (mi I2) (m2/3) (m3U)J
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Figure 4.4: 3-mass box with MHV corner
where as before the helicity h  takes the value 0 for a scalar circulating in the loop, 
and ±1 for the fermionic contributions. The solution for this class of cut is given 
in Appendix C, up to a simple conjugation. We now apply it to first solve for the 
supersymmetric sum,
SUSY =  (M h|mi) ( m 2 12) ( m 3 h )  +  [ d \U\ m3) ( m i  l2) ( m 2 h ) ) 2 
[dl i ]  [ d l A] (mi h )  ( m i  l2) ( m 2 l2) ( m 2 l3) ( m 3 /3) ( m 3 lA) '
The numerator can be simplified using the symmetries arising from momentum con­
servation,
([d|Zi|mi) ( m 2 l2) ( m s h )  +  [d\lA\ m 3) ( m  1 l2) ( m 2 h ) )2 =
( [ d \ ( K 2 +  K 3) K 3K A\d) (d m j)  ( m 2 \ K 3K A\ d ) ( m 3 \ K 3K 2 \d)
— [ d \ ( K 3 +  K A) K 3K A\d) (d m 3) ( m i \ K 3K A\ d ) ( m 2 \ K 3K 2 \d))2
[ d \ K 2K 3K A\d)2
( d \ K 2K 3 \d)e
[ d \ K 2K 3K A\d)2
( d \ K 2K 3 \d)*
( ( d m i ) ( m 2 \ K 3K A\ d ) ( m 3 \ K 3K 2\d) — ( d m 3) ( m i \ K 3K A\ d ) ( m 2 \ K 3K 2\d))2 , 
( ( m i  m 2) ( d \ K 3K A\ d ) ( m 3 \ K 3K 2 \d) +  ( d m 2) ( m i \ K 3K A\ d ) ( m 3 \ K 3K 2\d)
( d \ K 2K 3 \d)*
-  ( m 3 m 2) ( d \ K 3K 2 \ d ) ( m i \ K 3K A\d) -  ( d m 2) ( m i \ K 3K A\ d ) ( m 3 \ K 3K 2 \ d))2 ,
=  ^ ^ \ K 2K 3 t d f  ^ m i m ^  (d \K z K 3\m 3) +  <m 3 m 2> ( d \ K AK 3 \ m i ) ) 2 .
(4.4.3)
Using this, the full cut can be solved yielding the expression,
C 3 m(rni , rn2 , m 3, d , K i , K 2, K 3) =
_  ( (m i m 2) ( d \ K 2K 3 \ m 3) +  ( m 3 m 2) ( d \ K AK 3 \ m i ) ) 2 ( u2 f 3) ( u3 f A) (m 3 d) ( m i  d)
2 ( 1 2 )  (2 3) • • • ( n l )  (4 -4 -4)
( m i \ K 3K A\ d ) ( m 3 \ K 3K 2 \ d ) ( m 2 \ K 3K 2 \ d ) ( m 2 \ K 3K A\ d ) [ d \ K 2K 3K A\d)
X ( d \ K 2K 3 \ d)2 ( d \ K AK 3 \u2) ( d \ K AK 3 \ f 3) ( d \ K 2K 3 \u3) ( d \ K 2K 3 \ f A) K 2 '
4.4.2 2-mass
The two 2-mass quadruple cuts required consist of the 2-mass hard box with MHV 
corners, and the 2-mass easy box with opposing MHV and MHV massive corners,
K: K,
m. m- m
Figure 4.5: 2-mass hard (left) and easy (right) boxes with MHV corners 
The general 2-mass easy configuration yields a cut of the form
C 2™ ( a , b , m , p , K 2, K 4) =
[ a h ]2 [ a h ]2 ( m l 3) 2 ( m l 4) 2 [bl4]2 [ b h ]2 [ p h ]2 [ p h ]2
a  £3] [^ 3 2^] [h a] (u4 l4) (l4 I 3 ) {I3 / 4) [b h] [h U] [h &] [^ 2 h]  [h h ]  [h ^2]
1 [ a l 2\ ( m l 4) [bl4] \ph
UZl! < * *  +  ! )  l U l l !  [ i i  +  1] V  [ a h]  (rnh )  [bi l l  [ph
(4.4.5)
This box can be evaluated using the solution derived in Appendix C, with the provi­
sion that the loop spinors adjacent to the negative massless corner be conjugated to 
account for the fact tha t we require the case with two positive massless corners. We 
can apply this to simplify the numerator of the supersymmetric contribution,
„SUSY =([&|/4 |m) [ a l 2] [ ph]  ~  [ a N m ) [W2] [ b h ] ) 2 ,
{ - [ b \ K 4 \a) (b m ) [ a \ K 2 [b)[p\K2 \a) +  [ a \ K 4 \b) ( a m )  \ p \ K 2 \b)[b\K2 \ a ) f
[b \K2 \a)2[ a \ K 2 \b)‘
( a b ) 6
[b\K2 \ a)2 [ a \ K 2 \b)2 [ p \ K 2\ m y
(ab)4
(ab)*
( ( b m )  b l ^ 2|a) -  ( a m )  [ p \K2 \b))2 ,
(4.4.6)
The full cut is thus
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C 2 me = {ml3){ml4)\ph]\pl2} w pSUSY
[li\l4l3\l2] [hh] {u4l4) {f4h) [U2I2} [ A h ]  I I i ^ / 4  i  H - 1 )  1 1 ^ =  / 2  [ * *  +  1 1
( m a ) ( m b )  \ p \ K 2 \ a ) \ p \ K 2 \b) [b\K2 \a)2 [ a \ K2 \b)2 \ p \ K 2 \ m ) 2 1
x
{a |K2^ 4| a ) ( 6 | ^ 2 | 6 )  <u4 b) {f 4 a ) [u2\K2\b)[f2\K2\a) f l £ j } ( i i  +  1) n ^ 1 [ «  +  ! ] ’
= _______ \p\K2\m)2[b\K2\a)[a\K2\b)\p\K2\a)\p\K2\b) {m a ) (mb)_______
2K \  {a f 4) (u4 b) {ab)2 [f2\K2\a)[u2\K2\b) Tt f lu (i i  +  1) IX=~h
(4.4.7)
The only 2-mass hard boxes which can appear at 7-point are those of the form 
shown in figure 4.4.2, plus those given by flipping the positive and negative massless
legs. The general form consists purely of MHV and MHV corners, and is given by 
the expression
C  m (m 2,m3, K 3, K 4 , m i ,  b, h ) =
{ m i  la)2 { m i l l ) 2 [ b l i Y  [bl2Y  (m 2 Ip)*  (m 2 l2Y  { m 3 lP ) z ( m 3 l0y  
{ m i  l i )  {l i  lo) {Iq m i )  [bl2] [l2 h] [h 6] (^3 Ip)  {Ip h )  { h  / s )  {u* lo) {lo Ip)  {Ip f i )  (4.4.8)
x ___________ (^3 / 4)____________ /  (mi Ip) [bl2] { m 2 l2) { m 3 lP ) \  h
X U “= h  (i i  +  1) I l i = u  (i i + 1 ) \ ( m i b ) [ b b ] ( m 2 Z p ) ( m 3 / o ) /
The supersymmetric numerator is given by
pSUSY = ( [ b l 2\ {l2 m 2) {l p m 3) (I0m i)  -  [6 /1] {h m i )  {l0 m 3) {lP m 2) ) 2 ,
=  [ m 'i \ P \ b ) 6 p^ A  b^ m 2  ^ [m i lP lm 3) (b m i) +  p 2  [b m i] ( b m i )  { b \ P K 4 \ m 3) [ m i \ P \ m 2) ) 2 .
(4.4.9)
Applying the Schouten identity allows us to obtain
pSUSY = L 1 ^ A . { P 2 (b m i j ([m i | p |6) (m 2m 3) +  [m i |P |m 2> (m 3 b))
+  [m i |P |m 2) ( P 2 { b m 3) { b m i )  +  { b \ K 4P\b)  { m i  m 3) ) ) 2 , (4.4.10)
~ ^ m l ] P \ b ) 6 (p 2(blm i p l6) (m2 m 3> +  { b \ P K 4 \ b) {m3 \ m i P \ m 2) ) 2 .
The full box coefficient is thus given by
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C2mh(m2,m3, K 3, K 4, m u b) =
P 2 [mi b]2 (m3|P|mi](m2|P|m i] (m2 b) (m3\K4P[b) 
2 ^ | [ m 1|i i:3P |m 1](6 |P ii:4 |6 )( /4 |P |m 1](W3 |P |m 1](6|P^4|w4) (hb )  [imi\P\b)2 (4.4.11)
 ^ (P2(b\miP\b) (m2 m3) +  (6|P X 4|&)(m3|m iP |m 2))2
4.4.3 1-mass
There are two distinct cases to consider for the 1-mass boxes possible in the 7-point 
amplitude. The first is the case with two negative, and one positive massless leg. In 
this case, the massive corner depends upon the 6-point MHV tree and can thus be 
solved for the general case. The cut has the structure
This cut has the loop momentum solution given in Appendix C. The cut is given by 
CQm(mi,b, m2, m3, K 4,h) =
(mi l4)2 ( m i h )2 [bh]2 [bl2]2 (m2 l2)2 (m2 l3)2 (m3 l3)2 (m3 l4)2
(l4 mi)  (mi h) (h l4) [bl2] [l2 h] [h b} (m2 l3) (l312) (l2 m2) (u4 l4) (l4 l3) (l3 f 4) (4.4.12)
T ' u
Figure 4.6: General 1-mass box with MHV corner
The supersymmetric numerator has the simplification
P,SUSY ([b\h |m3) (m3 l4) (m2 l3) -  [b|Z2|m2) (mi l4) (m3 l3))
[mi m2]
([bmi] [m2\K4\m3) -  [bm2] [m sj^ lm s))2 , (4.4.13)
The solution to the cut is thus given by
(m3 13) (m3 14) p'S U S Y
<ii«4)p2ii](isia)<i4i3) (U4u)(hu)  n s * 1 < » + ! ) ’
[ m \ \ K . 4 1 m 3 )  [m2 \ K 4 |m3) [ b \ K 4 \ m 3) 2s bm 1 Sbm2 
2Kl [mi m2]2 [m2\K4\u4)[mi\K4\f4) (** + 1)
(4.4.14)
The other possible 1-mass box case, tha t of a quadruple cut with two positive and 
one negative massless leg, contains a massive corner with an NMHV 6-point tree 
amplitude. There is thus no obvious way to solve such a cut in general, and instead 
the four possible cases corresponding to the possible helicity configuration on the 
6-point tree must be considered individually.
1 2  3 4
d+ P-
b a+ b a+ b a+ b a+
Figure 4.7: Specific NMHV 1-mass box coefficients
The derivation of the cuts for these cases proceeds identically to tha t for the MHV 
1-mass box, and as such only the final results for each case are presented here.
(b\PabcPdef \ f )  (c\Pabc Pdef  | / )  ^ ab^bc [c|Pe/(?|fr) [c|Pe/<? |c)Sab^bc (4 4 15)
2 tdeftabc { a c ) 2 { d e )  (e f )  [g\Pab\c)[g\Pd e f \d) 2 (a c )2 [e f ]  [ f  g\ { c d )  [g\Pe f g \ d) tefg  ’
im s ahs hc{ b g ) 2 { c g ) [ e f } 3
2 2t def { a c ) 2 [de] [d\Pdef \ g ) [ f \ P d e f \c)
| s abs bc{ [ f  g] { g d )  {be)  -  [ / |P a&c |c) { d b ) ) 2 ( [ f  g] { g d )  { ac )  -  [ f \ P abc\c) { d a ) ) [ f \ P abc\c)
2 ( a c )2 [ f g ]  [g\Pabc\c) { d e )  [ / |Pde|c)(c |PabcP/9 le )(sde (ca) +  (c|PdePbc|a))
^ a b ^ b c { b \ P a b c P e f  g  | p )  { a \ P a b c P e f  g  | ^ )  ( c | P a b c P e f  g  | $ )
2 t ef gt abc { a c ) 2 [d\Pefg \g) [d \Pabc\a) { e f )  ( /  g)  (c|Pa6cP e/ ff\e) ’
(4.4.16)
SabSbc{b\PabcPdef  |c) {c \P abcPdef  |c) (a |P abcP def  |c)
2 t def t abc { c a ) 2 { d e )  {e f )  [g\Pabc\c) \g\Pdef \d) {a\PabcP d e f \ f )
SgbHc [ f  | P e fg  | b) 2 [ / 1 P e fg  la ) [ / 1 P e fg  \ c) (4 4  17)
2 t efg { a c ) 2 { cd )  [ e f ]  [ f  g] [e|Pe /5 |a)[p|Pe /5 |d)
SabSbc{[d\Pgbc\a) {gb)  +  [de] { e g )  (a 6 ) )2([dlPabc |a) ( g c )  +  [de] { e g )  { a c ) )
2 (c a )2 { f g )  [de] [e\Pef g \a ) { a ] P abcP d e f ] f ) ( s de { c a )  +  (c|PdeP abc|a))
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=  _  s abs bc ( f a )  ( i f  a)  [(d\Pabc\b) -  ( ab )  [dg\  (g f ) ) 2 ( ( f a ) [d\Pabc \c) -  ( ac )  [dg] (g / ) )  
2 (c a ) 2 ( f g )  ( g a )  [de] ( a \ PabcP def \ f ) [ e \ P ef g \ a ) ( s de ( c a )  +  (c|PdePabc|a))
| s abs bc[g\Pabc\b)2 [g\Pabc\g) (e f ) 3
2 ( a c ) 2 t de f t abc ( d e )  [g \ P def \ d ) ( a \ P abcP de f \ f )
______ s ab s bc [ff | Pefg \ b) 2 [g \ Pefg \a ) [ff | Pefg \c )____
2 t efg ( a c ) 2 ( c d )  [ e f ]  [ f  g] [e\Pe f g \a)[g\Pefg\d)
(4.4.18)
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5.1 M otivation  and G eneral Structure
In Chapter 4 the canonical basis method was applied to a non-trivial, previously 
unknown loop amplitude, the M  =  1 7-gluon NMHV loop. According to equation 
(2.2.6) however, in order to calculate a gluon or adjoint fermion loop one needs both 
the J\f = 1 chiral component, and the contribution from the complex scalar loop (as 
well as the relatively simple Af = 4 SYM multiplet loop for the gluon loop case). 
It is thus useful to demonstrate the applicability of the canonical basis method to 
both non-trivial parts of the supersymmetric decomposition by calculating the cut- 
constructible parts of a complex scalar loop of significant difficulty.
The chosen amplitude to be calculated is the 6-gluon NMHV scalar loop. This 
amplitude has been previously calculated [82] using the semi-numerical approach of 
Ellis, Giele and Zanderighi [43] (a review of the various 6-point partial amplitudes 
is also given in [83]), which provides a useful test of the canonical basis result in 
addition to the tests applied to the 7-point. It is also the simplest amplitude which 
contains NMHV trees in its double cuts and thus will give rise to the most difficult 
class of canonical forms, the quadratic G-functions. It also has the benefit tha t a 
great deal of the structure can be reapplied to the 7-point scalar loop, as will be 
examined in section 5.5.
It is important to note that the integral basis for a complex scalar loop is different 
to that for a SUSY multiplet loop. Specifically, since there is no supersymmetric 
cancellation present, we instead have the full integral basis including rational terms,
a ,  = + Z  w f *  + + 71 ■ (511>
iec  j e v  k e e
The rational terms cannot be obtained via the canonical basis method in its current 
form, since it is an implementation of 4-dimensional Unitarity. As such this thesis 
will only consider the calculation of the cut-constructible parts, as the rational terms 
are of little interest as an illustration of the canonical basis method (although obvi­
ously they must be calculated in order to have a complete expression of the integral 
for phenomenological purposes; a discussion of possible methods for doing so, and 
Unitarity implementations which have tackled this problem is contained in Chapters 
1 and 2).
The 6-point scalar loop consists of 3 primitive amplitudes corresponding to the 
possible helicity configurations,
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A : ^ 6( l - , 2 - , 3 - , 4 + , 5 + , 6 + ) ,
B : ^ 6( l - , 2 - , 3 + , 4 - , 5 + , 6 + ) ,  (5.1.2)
C, :A6( l - , 2 + , 3 - , 4 + , 5 - , 6 + ) .
Another advantage of the 6-point is tha t it contains a great deal more inherent sym­
metry in all three amplitudes than the 7-point, which provides additional consistency 
checks on the results. Specifically, the A  amplitude is symmetric under both a flip 
and conjugation of the internal particles, and under a cycling by three and parity 
conjugation,
^ ( l - , 2 - , 3 - , 4 + , 5 + , 6 + ) = ^ ( 6 + , 5 + , 4 + , 3 - , 2 - , l - ) ,
---------------------------------------  (5.1.3)
= A 6( 4 + , 5 + , 6 + , l - , 2 - , 3 - ) .
The B  amplitude, meanwhile, is symmetric under a flip and conjugation,
^ ( l - , 2 - , 3 + , 4 - , 5 + , 6 + ) =  ^ ( 6 + , 5 + , 4 - , 3 + , 2 - , l - ) .  (5.1.4)
The C  amplitude has a great deal of symmetry; under a simple cycling by two or 
four, and under a flip and conjugation,
^ ( l - , 2 + , 3 - , 4 + , 5 - , 6 + )  = A q (3“ , 4+ , 5“ , 6 + , l - , 2+ ) =  A g  (5“ , 6+ , I - , 2+ , 3 _ , 4+ ) ,
----------------------------------------  (5.1.5)
= 4 ? ( 6 + , 5 - , 4 + , 3 - , 2 + , l - ) .
These symmetries also come into play in determining the basis of integrals with non­
vanishing coefficients. Consider first the A  amplitude,
A £ ( 1 “ , 2 “ >3 “ , 4 + , 5 + , 6 + ) = c £ l 2 ( t 234) +  c £ l 2 ( t345) ,
+  d 3 / 2 (S 34 ) +  d,Q / 2 (S 6 l )  +  72. .
Note that although we might expect the cuts £561 and ^12 to be present, these inte­
grals are in fact equivalent to the £234 and £345 integrals respectively by momentum 
conservation, and thus are not independent momentum channels.
The B  amplitude has the integral structure
-4<f(l >2 , 3 + ,4 , 5+ , 6+ ) — a f  ^ i{23}{45}6 +  a :f*^3{45}{61}2 +  •^ r5{61}{23}4
, B  -r-lrn . B  -Tr\m
-t- a 4 *' 234{561} a4 *r 345{612}
+  bf-^{23}{45}{61} (5.1.7)
+ cf I2(t\2z) + eg 72(^ 234) + eg I 2{ t ^ )
+  d g I 2(s23) +  d g 72(534) +  d g / 2(s45) +  d g I 2(sqi) +  1Z.
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Note tha t the symmetry reduces the number of independent 3-mass triangle coeffi­
cients we must calculate - as with the t-cuts, seemingly independent valid cuts turn  
out to be the same momentum channel.
The C  amplitude is
a O ( i — o+ q~  A~h K ~  \   j-C  r2m/i _i ^ 2 m h  i _C7 ^ 2 m h  i 'r m2 m h
U > 6 )  —  a l •A{12}{34}56 "t" a 2 •/'{23}{45}61 "r a 3 •A{34}{56}12 "r a 4 •/'{45}{61}23
I n C  r 2 m h  . C r2m /i , C r im  ■ C r im
~r 5 •r {56}{12}34 ■r a 6 *A{61}{23}45 a 7 •r 123{456} "r a 8 “r 234{561}
_1_ C r im  . C  r i m  . C  r i m  , C r im
-I- tt9 «r 345{6i2} +  tt10-r 456{123} ^  a l l ‘r 561{234} ^  a 12*r 612{345}
, lC  j 3 m  . lC r3m
+  °1 {12}{34}{56} +  2 ■‘{23}{45}{61}
+ c f /2(fi23) + C% I2(t234) + C^I2(ts45)
+  d ? I 2 ( s 12) +  d,2 I 2 ( s 23)  +  I 2 (534) +  d ^ I 2 ( S45) +  d ^ I 2 ( s 5 e )  +  d $  I 2 ( s q i )
+ n.
(5.1.8)
Again symmetry halves the number of t-cuts, and reduces the number of 3-mass 
triangles by two thirds. The cyclic helicity symmetry of amplitude C  also means 
tha t while it in principle contains the most non-vanishing cuts, most can be related 
to each other by relabeling.
5.2 £-cuts
The t-cuts of the 6-point loop have a relatively simple structure; since a 6-point t-cut 
consists of a product of two 5-point trees, this always results in a product of an MHV 
tree amplitude and an MHV tree. As such we can solve the general n-point case 
of an MHV x MHV cut for arbitrary choice of the lone negative and positive leg, 
respectively, and apply this general result to solve all the 6-point t-cuts. We thus 
have the configuration
CM
h
/  +  1+
.— m
v r -  1+
h
Figure 5.1: The general MHV x MHV t-cut
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The /-dependent part of this cut coefficient is thus
Cm =
(m l2)2 ( m l i )2 [p/2]2 [p/i]2
< /+ iii> & k) ( h « - 1 )n t« + i ( » + 1> h m Pi n t u + 1]
This can be rewritten purely in terms of angle spinor products,
(5.2.1)
C m  =
\p\h\m)2\p\h\m):
v  -1 !,> ( u+112) [«i2] [/ ii] nt«+i n “: }  u j + 1] ’
(h m)‘
(5 .2 .2 )
p 2 n£«+, {«+1) n £  m  + it </ -1 «  [«i-pki> <«+n»> '
The problem of simplifying an //-function-like term with quadratic dependence 
on I and an arbitrary number of l\ and Z2 dependent angle spinor product pairs is 
one which will be repeated frequently throughout the 6-point calculation; as such it 
is very helpful to consider how to reduce the general case of a quadratic .//-function 
with an a r b i t r a l  number of I2 spinor pairs to a function homogenized in Zi,
c»=w'^i°>nSgngS-
We split the Z2 dependent spinor product pairs using equation (3.2.9)
( 5 .2 .3 )
= [A |(1|B>[C|;1| D ) n ^
i = l
m ,
i = l  '  1
771 t
+[^ P,l-B)!C|ii|r>)II/T
<4
( Cj  d j )  P 2 
) f J i  V (dj  h )  ( d j l ^ i h l P l d j )
)_ T T  (cj  h )
) f } i  (djh)
)_ (Cfc dk) P 2 t t  ( C j  h )
n h— 1
E E
P 2 {ck d k) P 2 (a ,  dh) n ( Cj  1 1 )) t i t i  (d k h ) [ h \ P \ d k ) ( d h h ) [ h \ P \ d h) ( d j h )  •
(5 .2 .4 )
We now convert the pairs of l\ square products back into angle products,
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: [ « M » > n g g n g g
n\  TT (ail1} V '  (ck dk)[C\P\l2) A  (cjh)
+lA\h \B){l , D ) ' n i^ E  {dkh)(dkl2) n 4^ j  (5.2.5)
, /, DWI ry\ TT (a i V  V  (°k dk) {Ch  dh) [A\P\h)[C\P\h) T T  { C j  h )
+  U  M l  { d k h ) { d k l2) ( d h h ) ( d h l2) ^ X J d j h ) '
The first term is now dependent only upon /i, and the last term is 0(1°) and as such 
we can simply make the replacement /2 —> l\. The linear term however must be split 
again,
« « » >  #. ■»> n  f e g  §  ( w -  M b )  , . n  g g
, / i  d  w i  n \  TT (a* h) x - '  (cfc dk) (ch dh) [A\P\li)[C\P\li) y y  (cjh)+ <«. B )  <h D )  n m  E  E  „ <5-77) ■
Tidying up these expressions we get
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= w ll iB>[clJliI , ) n g g n M i
+L {Ck dk) — «++—  S m  3 n. „ wr)k= 1
, A , .  , , r ^ ,nlJ a^lPHiXBiiXqpiitXDiO^^ii) A  Ml)+E (c* *> [cm) ^  n nt m
A  A  (Ckdk ) (Ch dh)  [^ |P |li)[C |P |ii) ( B h )  ( D h )  -pr { a t h )  y y  { c j h )  
h = i k = i  { d k h f  { d h h ) 2 i= i ( M i )  J = I ^ k k
=iP?i}+ { j} (A, B ,  C,  D]  { a i } ,  {Cj-); { 6,} ,  {dj}-,  P )
n
+  (ck dk)  H l + {i} + { j \ k} ( A,  B;  [C\P,  D , {a*}, { c j  \  cfc}; { 6*}, { d j  \ d k } ; d k ] P )
k=l
+  E  <c<= * >  (M lp ' B ' D < M ’ { ° i  \  c t )>  {*i>. { d i  \  d k } ; d k -, P )
fc=l 
n  / i —  1
+  E E  (ck dk)  (Ch dh)
h=l  k=l
x H t + l i)+«\*.M P l p . B > [C|p . A  {<*<}. {<* \  (<*><*)}; {(*}. { d j  \  ( d k , d k )}-, d k , d h \ P )  ■
This can be applied to the £-cut by making the identification,
A  =  p,  B  =  m , C  =  p,  D  =  m ,  {a i}  =  {\p\P,  \ p \P) ,  { h }  =  ( /  -  1, [u |P ), 
{c j}  =  (m ,m ) ,  { d j }  =  (u +  l , [ f \ P ) .
W ith this prescription we obtain
(5.2.7)
C M { f ,  • • • , « ,  m  +  1 ,  • • • , / -  l ; p , m , P )  =
n2rT/ _  2----■' rru-1 r- ■ TT ( H l { p , m , p , m \  b lP > b lP > "i, m; /  -  1, [u\P, u  +  1, [ / |P ;  P )
P 2 n U + i  <* * +  !)  U j = f  [JJ +  M
+  ( m u  +  1) H l ’x (p, m; \ p \ P , m ,  \p\P,  \ p \ P , m ; f  -  1, [u\P, [ f \ P ; u + l ] P )
- [ f \ P \ m ) H l ’x (p,  m; \p\P, m ,  \p\P, \p\P, m;  f  -  1, [u\P, u  +  1; [/|P; P)
+  ( m u  +  1) \ p \P\ u +  l ) H ^ ' x x { \ p \ P , m , m ,  \p\P,  [p|P,m;/ -  1, [u\P,  [ / |P ;w +  1;P)
+ P 2 [ f \ P \ m )  \p f ]  H®’x x ( \ p \ P , m , m ,  \p\P,  [p|P,m;/ -  1, [w|P,u +  1; [ / |P ;P )
-  ( m u + 1 )  [ f \ P \ m ) H ® ’xy (\p\P,  m ,  \p\P,  m ,  \p\P,  [p|P; /  -  1, [u|P; w +  1, [/|P; P ))  .
(5.2.8)
This general expression can thus be used to evaluate all t-cuts contributing to the 
6-point amplitude,
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<4 ~  Cm{2)3 ,4 ,5 ,6 , 1;4 ,1,^ 234)1 £3 — 0 ^ (6 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ; 6 ,3 , -P345),
c f  =  C M ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ; 3 , 4 , P 123), c ?  =  C M ( 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 1; 3 , 1, P 234)
c3S =Cm(6, 1,2,3,4,5; 6,4, ^345), (5.2.9)
5.3 5-cuts
The four possible s-cut configurations as described in section 5.1 require the form 
of the 6-point NMHV tree, and cannot therefore be straightforwardly solved for the 
general case. The 6-point tree in the configuration required (four external gluons 
and two external scalars) was derived in 2006 by Bidder, Dunbar and Perkins [80], 
and when applied to the s-cuts typically results in a cut consisting of two quadratic 
//-function-like terms and one quadratic G-function term, with the exception of the 
split-helicity Ca cut which consists purely of //-functions. The approach followed 
here is to compute the //-function terms using the general formula (5.2.7), and to 
solve the three G-function terms individually.
The D a function is the simplest of the configurations, due to depending upon the 
split-helicity NMHV 6-point tree,
5.3.1 Da
k
h
Figure 5.2: The D a cut
This cut has the form
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D a ( 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6; m ) = < ee( h , /2, 5+ 6+ , 1“ , 2") x 4, /2) ,
[ l 2 \ K M l h \ l ) [ h \ K M l h \ l ) *
t 2 hh  [2 h ]  [ h l 2] (5 6) (61 ) [2|K2/ l ,2|5) (5.3.1)
+  [6 |^ 6i 2|/ i) [6 lK6i 2l^ )2 \  x ( m l 2)2 { m l i ) 2
<612 [6 1] [12] (h l2) {l2 5) [2|tf612|5) )  (4 i2) {l2 h) {h 3) (34)
The first term can be rewritten to depend only upon angle spinor product pairs,
D A  =  ( r n \ h K ^ \ l ) 2  { h \ P M K ^ \ l )
A t M l2 \ PM \ h )  ( 5 6 )  ( 6  1 )  [ 2 | / f 6 1 1 5 )  ( 3 4 )  ( 3 / , )  ( 4 ( 2 > s 34 '
This is in an appropriate form to apply equation (5.2.7), with the prescription
A  =  ( H K 56, B  =  m , C  =  ( H K 56, D  =  m , a  =  ( l \ K 56P 34 , b  =  3, { c j }  =  (m ,m ), { d j }  =  (4, [2|P34) ,
D *  = t$6iS34 (34 ) (56) (6 1 ) [2 |A~6] |5> X ^ ((1 |* “ ’ m ’ (11* 56' m 'm ;3 ,4 , [2|P34; P34)
+  (m 4) / / 31;x( ( l  1^56,771; ( l \ K 56P 34 , m ,  (1 1K 56P 34 , m;  3, [2IP34; 4; P34)
- [ 2 |P 34 |m )P 31'x ( ( l |Jft:56, m; ( l l- f^ p M , m ,  (l|-ftT56P34> 3 ,4; [21-P34; P34)
+  (m 4) (1IP 56P34 |4 )l/ 3 ,XX ((1 \ K 3q P34 , 771, 771, (1 |P's6P34, m \  3, [214P34; 4; P34)
4”[2|P34 177l) [2|P^5611)534^3 X:E ((1 |^56P34? m ,  771, {1 \ K s g P 3A, m;  3 ,4; [2IP34; P34)
-  (7714) [2|P34 |m )P 20;xy( ( l | / r 56P34,m , (11^56^34,m ,( l |P r 56P 34;3;4,[2|P34;P34)) .
(5.3.3)
The second term has the form
B [6 lK 12P 34h lm )2[6 |P:i2 |/1) (777 <2)2
A 6^12s 24 [6 1] [12] (34) [2|PC6115) (3 1\) ( 4 12) (5 12) ’ { }
which with the prescription
A  =  [6 \ K i 2P 34 , B  =  m , C  =  [6 \ K i 2P 34, D  =  m , a =  [6jp£Ti2, 6 =  3, { c j }  =  (m , m ) ,  { d j }  =  (4 ,5 ) , 
yields the expression
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A W i 4  [ 6 1 ]  [ 1 2 ]  ( 3  4 )  [ 2 1 * 6 1 1 5 )
x ( H$ ( [ 6 \ K 12P 34, m ,  [6 \ K 12P 34 , m;  [6 \ K 12, m , m ;  3 , 4 , 5 ;  P 34)
+ s 34 ( m 4 )  H 3 ,x([6 \ K 12P 34, m ;  [6 \ K 12, m ,  [6 \ K 12, m; 3 ,5; 4; P 34)
+ S 3 4  (m 5) H ^ ’x ([6 \ K i 2P 34 , m )  [6 \ K 12, m , [6 \ K 12, m; 3 ,4; 5; P34) (5.3.5)
+ s 34 (m 4) [ 6 \ K 12\ 4 ) H ^ x x ( [ 6 \ K 12: m , m ,  [6 \ K 12, m; 3 ,5 ; 4; P34)
+ s 34 (m 5) [6|/iri2 |5 ) //’3’a:x([6|i^i2, m ,  m ,  [6 \ K 12, m; 3 ,4; 5; P34)
+  sL ( m 4) ( ^ 5 ) i /2 ;Z!/([6|^i2,rn, [6|i^i2,m, [6 |^ i2; 3; 4,5; P3 4 ))  •
5.3.2 Db
The D b cut has the form
•2
3
2
Ji
Figure 5.3: The D b cut
This yields the cut 
D s ( l ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ; m )  = A % ee{lu  l2 , 4" , 5+ 6+ , 1") x A \ re e( lu  2 ,3 , l2) ,
/  ( n o a ^ t s e ] 3
( h  h )  [4 5] [ 4 \ K i i i i2 \ l i ) [ ^ \ K u l i2 \l2)
________________ [ h \ K i l h 4 \ l ) 2 [ h \ K i l h 4 \ l ) 2______________
t h h 4 [h h]  M ]  (5 6) (61) [ h \ K l lhA\ 5) [ 4 \ Klil24\ l )
________ [6|K6uJ4)2 [6 /!]2 <Z24 )2___________ V  ( m h ) 2 ( m l 2) 2
U245 [6 1] [1 h]  (l2 4) (4 5) [6|K 61/l |/2) [ h \ K 6Ul |5>J * ( h  2) (2 3) ( 3 12) (l2 h )  '
(5.3.6)
Unlike the D a case the third term  contains the factor £/245 in the denominator, which 
will cause this term to give rise to G-function contributions. Tackling this term  first, 
we get
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D c  _ _____________ [6|P45Z214)2 [6 h } 2  { h  4 )2 (m h ) 2  ( m  l 2 ) 2 _____________
5 “  [61] (4 5) (2 3 ) t ,245 ( M )  (3 l2) [1 h)  [ 6 \K45\l2) [ h \ K 6i \b)  ( h  2) (l2 h )  ’
1
“ s 23 (2 3) (45) [61]
([6 /2| 2(/24 )2+  2 [6 l2] (Z24) [65] (54 ) +  [65]2(5 4 )2)(m |F 23/2 |m )[6 |P 23K2)2 ( M ) ( m / 2) (m b )  
t h 4 s { l \ P 2 3 \ l 2 M K 45\l2) ( 5\ Ke i P23\ l 2)  ( 3 12) (2 Zi)
(5.3.7)
The bracket in the numerator will thus give rise to three separate terms, which can 
then be homogenized in l2. The 0(1°) contribution is given by
c i  [6 5]2 ( 5 4)2 (m |/2P23|m )[6 |P23|/2)2 ( M )  ( m l 2) (m b )
B “ (23) (45 ) [6 1 ]s23ti245[l|P 23|i2)[6 |^ 45 |i2)(«2| i ,23 ^ 6 i|5 ) (3 b )  (2 b )  ’
[6 5]2 (5 4) (5.3.8)
(2 3) [61] »23
x G ®( ( m\ P 23 , m; [6 |P23, [6 |P23, 4, m , m; [1|P23, (5 |P'6iP 23, 3 ,2; K 45, P23, l2) .
The linear term can be simply split using equation (3.2.9)
C 2  _  2 i6 5 l (5 4 ) [6 *2] ( M )  (m |/2P23|m )[6 |P23|/2)2 (l2  4) ( m l 2) ( m h )
B “ (2 3) (4 5) [6 1] s 23b245[1IP23 |b ) [6 |Z^ 451/2)( /2|P23P"6i 13) (3 b )  (2 b )  ’
2 [65] (54 ) [61 2] {l2  4) (m |/2P 23|m )[6 lP23|b )2 (b  4) ( m l 2) (m l 2 )
“ (23) (45 ) [ 6 l ] S23b245[l|P23|/2)[6 |P :45 |b )(/2 |P 23^ 6l|5) (3 l 2) (2 l2)
2 [65] (54) ( m 2) (m |b P 23|ra)[6[P23|b )3 ( b 4 )2 (m l 2) (m l 2 )
(23 ) (45) [6 1] s 23b245[l|P23|b)[6|Pr45|/2)(/2 |P 23^ 6i|5) ( 3 12) (2 b ) 2 ’
2 [6 5]
“ “  s 23 (2 3) [61]
x G l ( ( m \ P 23, m , 6 , 4 ;  [6|P23, [6|P23, 4, m , m; [1|P23, [6|Pr45, ( 5 \ K 61P 23, 3 , 2 ]  K 45, P 23, l 2)
2 [65] (m 2)  
s 23 (2 3) [61]
x G5,a:((m |P 23 ,m ; 4 ,4, [6|P23, [6|P23, [6|P23,m ; [1|P23; [6|i^45) (5|PT6iP235 3; 2; K 4 5 , P 23, l2) .
(5.3.9)
The hardest part is the quadratic, which requires two iterations of equation (3.2.9) 
to simplify,
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D C3 _  [6 *2f  (h  4 )2 (m |P23l2 |m)[6 ]P23|/2) 2 (*2 4) (m i2) (mZi)
B s 23 ( 23) (45) [6 l ] t l245[l\P23\l2) [ m M ( 5 \ K 6 i P 2 3 \ l 2 )  (3 i2) (2 ii)  ’
 _______[6 / 2]2 (f2 4) 2 (m |P23l2 |m)[6 |P23|l2)2 (*2 4) (m l 2)2_______
“ s 23 (23) (45) [6 l ] i /245 [l|i>23|i2)[6|/f45|i2>(5|/f6iP 23|Z2) (3 h )  (2l2)
[6 /2] ( M )  (m |P23l2 |m)[6 |P23|/2) 3 (l2 4 )2 (m f2) (m 2 ) 
s 23 (23) (45) [61]tZ245[l|P23|/2)[6|^45|Z2)(5 |/r61P23|Z2) (3 i2) ( 2 i 2) 2
| (m |P23*2 |m)[6 ]P23K2) 3 (f2 4 ) 3 (m f2) (m 2) [6|J^ 23|2)
S23 (23) (45) [ 6 1 ] i la4 5 [ l |P 2 3 | i 2 ) [ 6 |^ 4 5 | i 2 ) ( 5 | / f 6 l P 2 3 |i 2 )  (3 k )  (2 h f  ’
1
_ _  s 23 (2 3) (4 5) [61]
x G l ( 6 , 4 ,6 ,4 , (m |P23,m ; [6 |P23, [6 |P23, 4, m, m; [1|P23, [6 |AT45, (5 |AT6iP 23 , 3,2; # 45, P23, Z2) 
(m 2 )
“ s 23 (2 3) (4 5) [61]
x ^ 5,I (6 , 4 , (m |P23,m; [6 |P23, [6 |P23, [6 |P23, 4 ,4 , m; [1|P23, [6 |A 45, (5 |A 6iP 23, 3; 2; A'45, P23, Z2) 
(m 2) [6|P23[2) 
s 23 ( 2 3) (4 5) [61]
xG 5,XI((m |P23, m; [6 |P23, [6 |P23, [6 |P23, 4 ,4 ,4 , m; [1|P23, [6 IA45, (5|A"6iP 23, 3; 2; A 45, P23, Z2) .
(5.3.10)
The D q and .Df terms are now simple to evaluate using equation (5.2.7). The D q 
term  is given by
d a  = ____________________________ ( l h ) 2 ( l * 2 ) 2 [ 5 6 ] 3  ( m h f j m h ) 2___________________________
S t llll2 (h h )  [45] [4|A1<li2 |l)[6 |A 1M2|/2) (h  2 ) (23) (3Z2) (M i)  ’ n )
 _________ [56]3_________  (m |P23Zi|m) 2 ( l f t ) ( l /2)2
“  W l 3 (2 3) [4 5] [4|A56|1) X (2 h )  (3 Z2) [6 |A 45|i2)
This can be homogenized in li using equation (5.2.7), with the prescription
A  = (m |P23, B  = m , C  =  (m|P23, D  = m , a  = l , b  = 2, { c j }  = (1,1), { d j }  = (3, [6 |A 45), 
yielding
° « = i 4 5 6 S | 3 < 2 | [ 4  5 ] [ 4 | A : 5 e | l )  X  1 , 1 , 1 ;  2 , 3 ,  P 2 3 )
+ s 23 (1 3) P 31;I((m |P23, m; m, m, 1,1; 2, [6 |A 45; 3; P23)
- s 23[6 |A^ 45| l ) P 31;a:((m |P23,m ;m ,m , 1,1; 2,3; [6|A45;P23) (5.3.12)
+ $ 23 (13) (m 3) H®'xx( m , m , m ,  1,1; 2, [6|A45;3; P23)
+S23 [6 |A 45|l)[6 |A 45 |m )P 3 ;a:;r(m ,m ,m , 1,1; 2,3; [6 |A 45;P23)
-  S23 (1  3) [6\K4s\l)H%'xy{m, m,  m ,  m, 1; 2; 3, [6 [AT45; P23)j .
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The Dq is given by
D B = ______________[f2| g lll24 |l ) 2[ i i |J f | ,M |l>2____________ x { m h f ( m l 2)2
B t h h i  [/, h]  [fa 4] (56) (61) [(i|A-,lla4 |5 )[4 |tf ,lla4| l )  ( h  2) (23) <3fa) {l2 h )  ’
=___________ 1___________  (l|ijr56li|m)2(li|P23K56|l)2(n»i2)2
*561^23 <23) (5 6 ) <6 1) [4|PC56|1> X ( 2 h )  ( 3 h )  {4\P23\ h ) { 5 \ K 61P 23\ h )  '
For this term the prescription is
A  =  (1 1K 56, B  — m , C  =  { 1 \ K 5q, D  =  m ,  {a a} = ((11-^56-^23, ( 1 \ K 5qP23),  
{ b i }  =  (2, [4|P23), { c j }  =  ( m ,  m ) ,  { d j }  =  (3, ( 5 \ K 61P 23),
which gives
B ^561^23 (2 3) (5 6) <61) [4|i^56|l> 
x (-^4 ((1 1-^56, m ,  <11-^56, m ;  (1|K 56P23,  (11^56-^23, m ,  m \ 2, [4|P23,3 , (5|i^6i-P23;-P23)
+  (m 3) H l ’x ( { l \ K 5e, m;  (1 |^56-^23, m ,  (II.K56-P23, ( 1 \ K 56P 23, 2, [4 |P23, (5|P6i-P23; 3; P23)
+ (m|P23pT6i | 5 ) i / ] ’I ((l|P '56, m; <11^56-^23, ttz., (I|-^56p23, (11-K56P 23, 2, [4|P23,3; (5 |/ f 61P 23;P23)
+  (m 3) ( \ \K*>q P 2 z \ S ) H (1'x x ( { \ \ K* >s P 23, ' rn,m,  (11/^56-^23, (II-K56P 23, 2, [4|p23, { 5 \ K q \ P 23',3 ;P23)
+  ( m | P 23^ 6 l | 5 )  (1 5) S23^561
xH^’xx((1\K56P23, m , m , (1\KsqP23, (l|/f56-P23, 2, [4|p23,3; (51/^6^23; -P23)
+ (m3) (m|P23/f6i|5)
X P 30^ ( ( l | / r 56P 23, m , (II/C56P23, m , (1|^56-P23, <l|tf56-P23; 2, [4|P23; 3, ( 5 | / f 6iP23;P 23) )  •
(5.3.14)
5.3.3 Dc
The Dq cut has the structure
h
3
2
h
Figure 5.4: The D c  cut
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D c { 1 ,2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ; m) =  A6 (h, l2 , 4+ , 5~, 6 ", 1+) x A4(2 , 3, Z2, Zj). 
W ith the NMHV 6-point tree this gives the full expression
(5.3.15)
n  / ___________ [Hi] [1 fa]3 (5 6)3__________
C \ t i u ,  [Ii h\ (4 5) \l\Km i \i)[h\Ku, i , |6 )
__________ W u M 2W hi2i \h)2_________
(h h) (hi )  [56] [61] \b\K,lht\h)[\\Khhi\i)
_____________ [4|JiTeiii|6)2 (6 f i)2 [hi]2_________ \  (mli)2 ( m h f
tiJ4s (61 )<lli>[l24][45 ][l2|Jr«i,,|6)[5 |if(,i,1|I,> j  (h 2) <23) (3/2) (h h) '
Again, there is one G - function-containing term, which we will consider first,
c _  [4|i^6i/i |6)2 ( 6 1\)2 [l2 4]2 w ( m h f i m h ) 2
JJ n  —
c  ti245 <61> <1Zi> [Z2 4] [4 5] [Z2|^ 6 if1|6>[5|.ft:61/ l |Z1> " (h 2) (2 3) (3 Z2) (l2 h)  ’ 
1
x
523 (2 3) (61) [4 5]
([4 1]2(1 6 )2+  2 [41]<16 )[4 /i] (h  6) +  [4Z!]2(Zi 6 )2)(m |P 23/i|m )(m Z 1)[4 |P23 lh ) ( 6 / i )2(mZ2)
(1 h) (2h) [5\Kei\h)(6\K45P23\h) (3Z2)
(5.3.17)
As with the D ^  term, the numerator sum gives us a quadratic term, a linear term, 
and a term with overall power 1°. The latter term is trivial to homogenize in l\ and 
is given by
j j C i  _  [4 1 ]2 (1 6 )2 (m [P23Zi|m) { m h )  [4|P23|ii)  ( 6 h ) 2 { r a l { )
c  ~ 523 (23) (6 1) [45] X b 16 i ( l h ) [ 5 |K 6 i | / i ) ( 2 / i ) ( 6 | i r 45P 23 |h )(3Z i) ’
=  I V I  fa fv [a el G 5 ( (m \p 23,rn; m ,  m ,  [4|P23,6 ,6 ;  1 ,2 ,3 , [ 5 \ K6U (6IK45-P23; K 61, P 23, h )  •
S23 (2 3) (6 1) [4 5j
(5.3.18)
The linear term can be homogenized with a single application of equation (3.2.9),
_  _  2 [41] (16) (m |P 23/i |m ) [4Zi] ( 6 h )  ( m l  1) [4|P23|h )  (6 /1)2 ( m l 2)
523 (61 ) (2 3 ) [45] X t 6Ul ( l h )  ( 2 h ) [ 5 \ K 6 i \l1) ( 6 \ K 45P23\h)  W  ’
2 [41] (16)
523 (61) (2 3) [4 5]
x G g (4 ,6 , (m |P 23,m ; [4|P23, m, m , 6, 6; 1 ,2 ,3 , [ 5 \ K 61, (6IK45P23; K &x, P23, h )
2 [41] (16) (m 3)
523 (61) (2 3) [4 5]
xGr5;I((m |P 23,m ;m , [4|P23, [4|P23, 6, 6, 6; 1, 2, [ 5 \ K 61, ( 6 \ K 45P 23 ; 3 ;K 6 i , P 2 3 , h )  ■
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Again, the quadratic piece requires two iterations of equation (3.2.9)
c s  _  [4 |h l6 )2(m |P 23h |m ) (m b )  [4|P23|h )  (6 *1) ( m l 2)
c  ~ s 23 (61 ) (2 3) [45] t61il (1 h )  ( 2 h )  [ 5 \ K 61\ h ) ( 6 \ K 45P 23\ h)  ( 3 12) ’
1
s 23 (61 ) (2 3) [4 5]
x (^5(4, 6, 4 , 6, (m |P 23, m ; m ,m ,6 , 6, [4|P23; 1 ,2 ,3 , [5 |tf6i, { 6 \ K 45P 23; K 6X, P 23, l x)
1______ (m 3)______  (5.3.20)
523 (61 ) (2 3) [4 5]
x G l ’x ( 4 , 6, (ra|P23, m; m ,  6 , 6, 6 , [4|P23, [4|P23; 1 ,2 , [5|i^6i, (6|/f45-P23; 3; K q i , P 23, l \ )
( m 3) [4|P23|3)
523 (61 ) (2 3) [4 5]
xG® ’x x ( ( m \ P 23, m]  m ,  [4|P23, [4|P23, 6 , 6, 6, 6; 1 ,2 , [51-Kei, (6 |Pr4sP 23; 3; P'ci, P 23, h )  •
This leaves the simpler H - function-like and D q . Beginning with D
a  [ ih ]  [1 2^] (5 6 )3 { m l i ) 2 {m l 2)2 [ l |P 23|/i)
D,c *456523 (23) (45 ) [l|tf56|4) {h 2) ( / i |P 23^ 45|6) ( 3 12) ’
(5.3.21)
= __________(56)____________[ l |h |m ) [ l | f2|m) { m l x) [ l |P 23|/j) ( m l 2)
*456523 (2 3) (4 5) [1|PsT56|4) ( 2 h )  {6 \ K 45P 23\h )  ( 3 12)
= __________(5 6)3__________ [l|* i|m )2 { m h )  [l|P 23 |h ) (m l 2)
*456523 (23) (4 5 ) [ l | i f 56|4) ( 2 h )  {6 \ K 45P 23 \h )  ( 3 12)
[ l |P 23|m) (5 6 )3 [l|*i]m ) (m /i)  [ l |P 23|*i) (m *2)
*456523 (2 3) (4 5) [ 1 \ K56\4) (2 h )  ( 6 | K 45P 2 3 |* l)  (3*2) '
The quadratic term can be evaluated with the prescription for equation (5.2.7) of
A  =  l , B  =  m , C  =  l , D  =  m ,  { a»} =  (m, [IIP23), =  (2, {6 \ K 45P 23), c =  m , d  =  3,
The full term is thus
^ = W 2 3 { 2 3 H 4 5 ) [ l | i f 56|4) *  («32( l ,m , l ,m ; m , [ l |P 23,m ; 2 , ( 6 | ^ 5/>23,3 ;P 23, i 1)
+  ( m 3 ) P 31;x( l ,r a ;  [ l |P 23, m , m ,  [1 |P23;2 ,  ( 6 | / f 45-P23;3; P 23, h )
+  (m 3 ) [ l |P 23|3 )P 30iXI([ l |P 23,m ,m ,m ,[ l |P 23;2 ,(6 |/i:45P 23;3;P 23, / 1) (5 '3 ‘22)
+  [ l \ P 23\ m ) H l  (1, m; m ,  m , [1|P23; 2 ,3 , (6 |K 45P 23; P23, l x)
-  [ l \ P 23\m)  { m 3 )  H$'x ( [ l \ P 23, m , [ l \ P 23, m ; 2 , { 6 \ K 45P 23;3-,P23) )  .
D q is given by
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[11-^ 56U2)2 [11-^ 56Ki)2 (mh) (m^Y
t 5s i ( h  h ?  [5 6] [61] (2 3) [1 |ff56|4) (l2 4) ( h  2) <3Z2) [ 5 |* 6i|Zi) ’
[11*56-^23^11m ) 2 [ \ \ K t t \ l i ) 2 (771/2)'
Z561 ^23 ( 2 3 )  [5 6]  [ 6 1 ]  [ 1 | * 5 6 | 4 )  ( 2 h )  [ 5 \K 6i \ h )  ( 3 Z 2 ) ( 4 Z 2 )
This can be straightforwardly evaluated using equation (5.2.7) with
A  - [1|*56-P23, B  =  m , C  =  [1|*56P23)-D =  m , {^ i} =  ([ l |* 5 6 , [ l |* 5 6 ) , 
{ f e i }  =  ( 2 ,  [ 5 | * 6 1 ) , { c j }  =  ( m , m ) , { d j }  =  ( 3 , 4 ) ,
which yields the result
r)B
U C /561 ^ 23 (23 ) [56] [61] [1 |* 56|4)
X (-^4 ([l|*56-P23i m ,  [11^56^23, [ l |* 5 6 , [11*56> m i m ! 2, [5|* 6 l ; 3 ,4 ; P23)
+ S 23 ( m  3) H \ ,x( [11*56*231 m \  [11*56,7M, [11*561 [l |* 5 6 i m \  2, [5 |* 6 i, 4; 3; P 23)
+  S23 (771 4) * 41;I([11*56*23,771; [ l | * 56, 77l, [ l |* 5 6 , [ l |* 5 6 ,m ;2 , [ 5 | * 6i , 3; 4; P23)
+  S23 ( m 3 )  [11* 5613) *4  ;:rl ([11*56, 771, 777, [ l |* 5 6 , [1 |*56, wi; 2, [ 5 | * 6] , 4; 3; P23)
+  S23 ( m  4) [11* 5614) * 4’"EX([11* 56, 771, 771, [ l | * 56, [11*56, 2, [ 5 | * 6] , 3; 4; P23)
+  4 j  (7773) (7 7 l4 )i/30;^ ([ l |* 5 6 ,7 7 l ,[ l |* 5 6 ,7 7 l,[ l |* 5 6 ,[ l |* 5 6 ;2 , [ 5 | * 615 3, 4; P 23))
5.3.4 Dd
The full D d cut is given by
■2
2
1
Figure 5.5: The Dd cut
D u ( l ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ; 7 7 i)  =  A 6( h , / 2,3 ~ , 4+ , 5" , 6+) x A 4 ( l ,  2, Z2, h )  
Inserting the expressions for the tree amplitudes, this gives us
(5.3.23)
(5.3.24)
(5.3.25)
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(mh)2 (m h f  ( [l2 \Khhz\b)2[h\Khl2Z\^
(12) (212) (kh) (h 1) V *123 [hk] M ]  (4 5) (5 6) [Zi |i^zlJ2314)[3|^£ii23|6>
[ 6 |^ 234|3)2 (l2 3) [ 6 h ] 2 [4 |^ 345Ki)2[4|^345K2)2
^ 3 4 ( / 2 3 ) ( 3 4 ) [ 5 6 ] [ 6 / i ] [ 5 | K i 23 4 | / 2 ) [ / i | ^ 234 |4)  t 345( 6 Za>(Zi Z2) [ 3 4 ] [ 4 5 ] [ 3 1^ 34 5 16 ) [ 5 1i^3451^2>)  '
(5.3.26)
We thus have three terms to compute, two composed of H -functions and one (the 
second in the above expression) necessarily containing G-functions due to the presence 
of the factor ^ 34. We consider this term  first,
D B =  ___________ [6 |ifr234|3)2 (k  3)2 [6h] (k m) 2 (h m)2___________
D t h 3 A ( k 3 )  ( 3^)  [5 6] [ b \ K l234\l2) [ h \ K l l34\A) ( 1 2 )  ( 2 l 2) ( k h )  ( h i )  ' { ' ' }
Contracting the factor (h l2) with the available square spinor product in the denom­
inator, and expanding out the factor [6 |if/234|3) in the numerator, we obtain
B ([6|Z2|3)2 +  2 [64] (4 3) [6|Z2[3) +  [64]2 (4 3 )2) (k 3)2 [6 b] (ml2Y  (mh)
D (34 ) [5 6] ( \2)tl2ZA[b\KM\k)(^\Kh&P12\k) (2 k) ( h  1) (k 3)
([6|Z2|3)2 +  2 [64] (4 3 ) [6|f2|3) +  [64]2 (4 3 )2) (k 3)2 ( m l 2) 2 ( m h )  [6 |b [m )
(34) [5 6] (1 2) i /234[5|/^34|Z2>(4|/r56 ^ 2|Z2> (2k) (h 1) (*23)
([6|/2|3)2 +  2 [64] (4 3 ) [6|Z2|3) +  [64]2 (4 3 )2)([6[/2|m) -  [6[P[m )) (k 3)2 ( m l 2) 2 ( m h )
(34 ) [56] (12)Z Z234[5|^34|/2)(4 |Jft:56Pi2 |/2) ( 2 k )  ( 3 k )  ( h  1)
(5.3.28)
We will therefore have six terms arising from multiplying out the expressions in the 
numerator. Neglecting for now the constant prefactor 3^4^ 516]^ 12) with the quadratic 
term, we have
d b! =  [6 |Z213)2 (3l2)2 (ml2)2 [6 |f2|m) (mh)
D Z/234[5|/^ 341/2)(A\Kz,qP121^2) (2k) (3k) (1 h)
We wish to write this entirely in terms of l2, so we apply identity (3.2.9),
o =  [6|/2|3 )2 (3Z2)2 (m /2)2 [6|l2|m) / ( ml 2) P2 ( ml )  \
D ^234[5|^34K2)(4|/^56-Pi2|/2) (2k) (3k) \  (1 k) (1 k) [l2|-Pi2|l ) /
=  [6 |Z2|3)2[61Z2[77z) ( 3 k f  ( m k f  (5.3.30)
b234[5|/^34|(2) (41/^56^121/2) (2 k) (3 k)  (1 k)
 [6 |Z213)2 ( 3 k f  (m k )3 (ml) [6 |P i2[b)
Z/234[5|K34|/2)(4|Zi:56Pi2|/2) ( lk )  (2k) (3k) ( l Z i )  •
We thus have a quadratic term only dependent on l2 and a linear term  still containing 
l\. Applying the identity again, we obtain
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D B,  =  [6 l^ l3)2[6|/2lm) (3^2) ( m l 2)________
D /^234[51/^34IZ2) (417^56-^12U2) (2 h )  (3 h )  (1 h )
+  (m l)[6 K 2|3 )2 (3^2)2 (mZ2)3 [6lP12|/2) g
t l234 [51 ^ "^341/2) (A\K§qP i2 I/2) (2 l2) (3 l 2) ( l h ) 2 
| ( m l)  [6 |P i2|1)[6|*2[3) (3 /2)3 ( m l 2f  [6 |P i2|Z2) 
t/234[5|K34 |/2)(4 |^56P l2 |/2) (2 l2) (3 l2) (1 l2f  ’
where we have applied the equivalence since it is of order 1°. The
expression is now dependent only upon l2 and we can insert our canonical forms,
D p 1 =  G2(6, 3 ,6, 3 , 6, m; 3 ,3 , m ,  m , m; 1 ,2 ,3 , [ 5 \K 34, ( 4 \ K 56P 12, Q 34, P 12, h )
+  ( m  1) C?5;:e(6, 3 ,6, 3; 3 ,3 , m , m , m , [6 |P i2; 2,3 , [5 |^ 34, (4 |^ 56P i2; 1; Q 34, P i2, h )
-  ( m l )  [6 |P i2| l )G 5;xa:(6, 3; 3, 3, 3 ,m ,m ,m , [6 |P i2;2 ,3 , [5|PT34, (4 |/ f56P i2; l ; Q 34, P i 2) •
(5.3.32)
The first of the linear terms is given by
d b 2 [6[Z2|3)2 ( 3 l 2) 2 (m l 2 )2 [6 |P i2|ro) ( m l ] )
D t i234[ 5\ K34\l2) ( 4 \ K 5 e P i 2 \l2) ( 2 /2) (3 /2) (1 h )
Applying the identity produces
b 2 _  [6|Z2|3>2 ( 3 Z2) ( m h )  [6[P i2|ro) / (mZ2) P 2 (m l)
P  /^234[5|P'34|^ 2)(4|i<'56Pl2 |/2) (2 l2) (3 Z2) \ ( 1 Z 2) ( 1 2^) [^ 2|P l211)
[6\Pi2\m)[6\ l2 \3)2 ( 3 l 2) 2 ( m l 2f  3 ^
t i M ^ K 3A\l2) ( 4 \ K b6P 12\l2) ( 2 l 2) ( Z l 2) ( U 2)
[6 |P i2|m) ( m l)  [6|Z2|3) ( S l 2f  ( m l 2) 2 [6 |P i2|Z2)
t i 23*[5\K3t \ l 2) ( 4 \ K 56P 12\l2) (2 12) ( 3 12) (1 12) (112)
Again, we have been able to make the simple replacement l\ —> l2 for the 0(1°) term. 
Thus we have
D % 2 = [6 |P i2|m )G 5(6, 3, 6, 3;3, 3,m ,m ,m ;  1 ,2 ,3 , [5 |tf34, ( 4 \ K 56Pi2', Q 34, P 12J 2)
(5.3.35)
+ [6 |P i2|m) (m 1) G5; i (6, 3; 3 ,3 ,3 , m , m , [6 |P i2; 2 ,3 , [5|PT34, ( 4 | i f56P i2; 1; Q 34, P 12) .
The second linear term is given by
n s ,  =  2 [64] (4 3 ) [6|fa|3)[6|Z2|m ) ( 3 h f  ( m h ) 2 (m h ) 
D ti23i[5\Ks4\l2){i\K5ePi2\h)  {2 /2) {3 /2) (1 Zi)
This reduces to
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D p 3 =  -  2 [64] (4 3) G 5(6, 3, 6,m ; 3, 3,m ,m ,m ; l ,2, 3, [5 |tf34, { ^ \ K 56P i 2 ; Q 3 4 ,  P 1 2 J 2 )
(5.3.37)
+2 [6 4] (4 3) ( m  1) G °;x(6 , 3; 3 ,3 , m , m , m , [6 |P i2; 2,3 , [5 |tf34, (4^56^12; 1; $ 34, P 12) •
The two remaining terms are both 0(1°), and thus trivially reduce to known canonical 
forms,
D s 4 2 [64] (43 ) [6lP12|m )[6 |/2|3) (l2 3)2 { m l 2) 2 ( m h )
D ti234[5|.K"34|£2) (4|-ftT56-Pi2|/2) (1 2^) (2 /2) (3 /2) ’ (5.3.38)
=2 [6 4] (4 3) [6 |P i2|m )G g(6, 3; 3 ,3 , ro, m , m; 1, 2,3 , [5|PT34, (4 |PT56P i2; Q 34, P 12) ,
b 5 [6 4]2 (4 3 )2 [6|/2|3) (l2 3)2 ( m l 2f  ( m h )
D t /234[5|/^341/2)(4|i^r5gPi2|Z2) ( 1 Z2) (2 /2) ( 3 /2) (5.3.39)
=  -  [6 4]2 (4 3)2 G j(6, m; 3 ,3 , m , m , m; 1, 2 , 3, [5 |if34, ( 4 \ K 56P i 2; Q 34, P i2) .
In principle there is also term Dp6, however it is of order l~l and therefore does not 
contribute to the bubble coefficient.
The total D% term of the D d cut thus has the solution
D d  =  ~  / i  o \  x (G 2( 6 ,3 ,6 ,3 ,6 ,m ; 3 ,3 ,m ,m ,m ;  1 ,2 ,3 , [5 |tf34, (4|Pr56P i2, <?34, P 12, h )
(3 4) [5 6J (12)
+  (m 1) G5,x(6, 3 ,6,3; 3 ,3 , m , m , m ,  [6 |P i2; 2 ,3 , [5 |/f34, (4|if56Pi2; 1; <534, P l2) h )
-  ( m  1) [6 |P 12|1)G °;XX(6, 3; 3 ,3 ,3 ,  m ,m ,m , [6 |P 12; 2,3 , [5|PT34, (4 ^ 5 6 ^ 2 ;  1; <?34, P 12)
+  [6 |P i2|m )G 5(6, 3, 6 , 3; 3, 3,m ,m ,m ;  1 ,2 ,3 , [5|PsT34, (4|P'56P i2; Q34, P i2, l2)
+  [6 |P 12|m ) (m 1) G ° ;x(6, 3; 3, 3 ,3 , m , m , [6 | P 12; 2,3 , [5|PiT34, (4|Pr56P i 2; 1; Q34, P 12)
-  2 [64] (4 3) G g (6 ,3 ,6 , m; 3 ,3 , m , m , m; 1 ,2 , 3, [5 |X 34, (4 |K 56P i2; Q34, P i2 , i2)
+  2 [6 4] (4 3) (m  1) g £ ;x(6 ,3; 3 ,3 , m , m , m, [6|P12; 2 ,3 , [5 |tf34, ( 4 |^ 56Pi2; 1; Q34, P 12)
+  2 [64] (4 3) [6|P]2 |m )G 5 (6 ,3 ;3 ,3 ,m ,m ,m ; 1 ,2 ,3 , [5 |/f34, (4 |K 56P i2; <?34, P 12)
-  [6 4]2 (4 3 )2 (? 5 (6 ,m ;3 ,3 ,m ,m ,m ; 1 ,2 ,3 , [5 |/f34l <4|Psr56Pi2; Q34, P 12) )  •
(5.3.40)
The H- function terms can be evaluated using equation (5.2.7). Firstly the D d term,
A ( m h f j m h ) 2  [ l 2 \ K l l l a 3 \ 5 ) 2 [ h \ K l l l 2 3 \!>)*_____________
D (12 ) <212) ( h  h )  ( h  1) t 123[l1 l2] [ l 2 3 } ( 4 5 ) { 5 6 ) [ l l \ K l l h 3 \ 4) [3 \Kl l h 3 \ 6 ) '  K ' ’
Tidying this up,
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n A = _________________1_______________  { h \ K i e \ b ) \ h \ K K \ i f  { m h ) 2 ( m h f
D «12*123 <1 2> <45> (56> [3|*r45|6) (2(2) <1 *,) [i23] [ii|/sT56|4> ' 1 ' ’ 1
Multiplying top and bottom  by (li l2} to remove the square I dependent spinor prod- 
ucts, we obtain
t-.a   _______________1_______________  m i 6 P 12\ h ) 2 { m \ h K i e \5)2 ( m h ) 2
D 512^ 123 (1 2) (4 5) (56) [31/^ 4516) (1 h) (2 l2) [3|Pi2|b)(4|i^56-Pl2^2)
This is now in a form where we can apply our general formula, with the parameters
m  = 2, n  = 2, A  =  ( 5 \ K 4q, B  =  m , C  =  ( 5 \ K 4q, D  = m ,
{ a , }  = ((51*46^12, (51^ 46^ 12), ( M  = (1, [3|Pi2), { C j }  =  ( m ,  m ) ,  { d j }  = (2, <4|K 56P 12), 
This yields the expression
D a i2ti23 (1 2) (4 5) <5 6)[3|iir45|6)
X ( P |( ( 5 |P 46,m , (5 |K 4Q,m]  (5 |K 46P i 2 , ( 5 \ K 46P 12, m , m - ,  1, [3 |P i2,2 , (4 |A'56P i2; P 12)
+  (m  2) H l ’x ( ( 5 \ K 46, m; ( 5 \ K 4e P i 2 , m ,  (51^ 46^ 12, (5|PT46pL2, m; 1, [3 |P i2, { ^ \ K ^ P \ 2 \ 2; P 12)
+  ( m |P 12P :56 |4 )P 41’:E( (5 |P :4 6 ,m ;(5 |P :4 6 P i2 ,m ,(5 |p :4 6 P i2 ,(5 |^ 4 6 P i2 ,m ; l ,[3 |P 12 ,2 ;(4 |P r56P i2 ;P i2 )
+  (m 2 )(5 |K 46P i2 |2 ) P j ’:EI((5 |P '46P i2 ,m ,m , ( 5 \ K 4qP i 2, (5 |if46P i2 , m; 1, [3 |P i2> (4 |P56Pi2; 2; P 12)
+  (771^12^5614) (5 4) Sl2^456
x H ° ’x x ( ( 5 \ K 46P l 2 , m ,  m, (5 |PT46P i2, (5|Pr46P i2, m; 1, [3|Pi2, 2; (4 | t f56P i2; P 12)
+  ( m | P 1 2 P : 5 6 | 4 )  ( m 2 )
x H ° ' x y ( ( 5 \ K 46P 12, m , (5 |K 46P i2, m ,  ( 5 \ K 46P 12, (5 |PT46P i2; 1, [3 |P12; 2, (4 |pr56P i2; P 12) )  •
(5.3.44)
The final part of the D d cut is the D% term,
D C _  (m /1)2 ( m l 2) 2 ___________ [4|j£T345|Zi)2[4|i^345|Z2)2___________ „ 45\
D (12 ) (2 12) (l2 l i )  (l i  1) £345 (6 h )  ( h  h )  [3 4] [4 5] [3|P^34516)[5 1^ 345^ 2)
This can be rewritten
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D c _____________ 1____________ [4|.K-3s|fl>3[4|JirM|l3>a <mt!>
* 3 4 5  (12) [3 4] [4 5] [3|K45|6) ( i  /j) ( 6 /j) ( 2 l 2 ) [5|-K^ 3 4 U2 ) {fa f a ) 2
= ______________ 1_______________ [ 4 \ K 3 5 P 1 2 f a \ m ) 2 [ 4 \ K 3 5 \ f a ) 2  ( m f a ) 2
4 * 3 4 5  (12 ) [34] [45] [311^4516) (H i)  <6 h )  (2 fa) [ 5 \ K 3 4 \ f a )
Again we can apply the general formula, with the parameters
n  =  2, m  =  2, A  =  [ 4 \ K 3 3 P i 2 )  B  =  m , C  =  [ 4 \ K 3 5 P 1 2 , D  =  m ,
{ a j  =  ([4|/£T35, [ 4 \ K 3 3 ) ,  { f a }  =  (1 ,6 ) ,  { c j }  =  (m, m), { d j }  =  (2, [5|K34),
This gives a result for D% of
=
(5.3.46)
D 4*345  (1 2) [3 4] [4 5] [3|if45|6)
x { H2([4 | ^ 35-Pi2, m,  [41^ 35^ 12, [4|if3s, [4 |/^355 m , m ;  1, 6 , 2 , [5 |K34; P 12)
+ s 12 (m 2 ) P 41;x([4 |K35P i2, m; [4|tf35, m, [4|*T35, [4|*T35, m; 1 ,6 , [5|if34; 2 ; P 12) 
- s 12[ 5 \ K 34\ m ) H l ' x ( [ 4 \ K 35P 12, m; [4|K 35, m ,  [ 4 \K35, [4|K 35, m; 1 ,6 , 2 , [5|PsT34; P12)
+ 4  (m 2) [4 | ^ 35|2) P 40;xx([4 |iC35, m, m, [4|tf35, [ 4 | K 35, m; 1 ,6 , [5|K34; 2; P 12)
+ 4 * 3 4 5  [4 5] [5 jK34 |m )i/J ;xx([4 |i<r35,m ,m ,  [4 \K35, [4|pr35,m; 1,6,2; [ 5 \K 34-,Pi2)
-  s j 2 ( m 2) [5 | ^ 34|m )i/J ;x!/([4 |Pr35, m ,  [ 4 | t f 3 5 , m ,  [ 4 | t f 3 5 , [4 |^35; 1 ,6 ; 2 , [5|tf34; P12))  •
(5.3.47)
W ith the four D-cuts thus evaluated for the specific configurations given, one can 
apply them to solve all the s-cuts appearing in the 6-point scalar loop by relabeling,
d f  =  £ b i ( l ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ; 3 ) ,d £  =  £ ^ (3 ,2 ,1 ,6 ,5 ,4 ;  1),
d f  =  D B { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 , 6 ; 2), d f  =  D A (3,4, 5 ,6 ,1,2; 4), 
d f  =  D C {3,4, 5 ,6 , 1 , 2 ; 4), d f  =  D d (6 , 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5;  1),
(5.3.48)
d f  =  D d (1, 2, 3,4, 5 , 6 ; 1), d f  =  P D (3, 2 ,1 ,6 , 5,4; 3), 
d f  =  P d (3,4 , 5 , 6 ,1 ,2 ;3) ,  d f  =  P D(5,4 , 3 ,2 , 1 , 6 ;5), 
d f  =  D d (5 ,6 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ;  5), d f  =  P D(1 ,6 , 5,4 ,3 ,2;  1).
W ith the full set of bubble coefficients computed, one can confirm the set of bubble 
coefficients is correct by confirming tha t they satisfy the necessary IR property that 
the coefficient of the  ^ part of the amplitude should sum to give the equivalent 6-point 
tree amplitude [84],
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4°J* =  ^  A tree . (5.3.49)06
This property is satisfied for the three partial amplitudes computed here. In addition, 
the three amplitudes can be evaluated at the kinematic point used in the semi- 
numerical calculation of the same amplitude [82],
p i  ~ 7^ (—1, +  sin # , +  c o s # s in 0 , +  cos#cos</>),
P2 = 7 j ( ~ b  ~  sin # , — co s# s in  <fi, — c o s # c o s0 ) ,
P3 M i 0 ) .
3 (5.3.50)
Pa = y ( l ,c o s / ? ,s in / ? ,0 ) ,
P5 (1, cos a  cos/5, cos a  sin sin a ) ,
6
P 6 = - P l - P 2 - P 3 ~ P A - P 5 ,
where d — 4> — | ,  a  =  | ,  cos/? =  — In this case these results for the bubble
coefficients agree numerically with the Ellis, Giele and Zanderighi estimate of the j  
pole of the 6-point partial amplitude,
---------- +  + + 0 .3 5 9 9  +  *0 .5 7 8 2
- -  +  - + + - 0 . 7 8 1 9 +  *1 .273
+1+1+1 - 0 . 7 4 7 5  -  *0 .7321
5.4 Triangles and B oxes
As discussed in chapter 4, all three-mass triangle coefficients appearing at 7-point 
and below can be evaluated using a single, general triple cut with MHV corners, as 
shown in figure (4.3). The cut for the scalar case is
(mi Ip)2 (mi 4 )2 (m24 ) 2 (m2 4 )2 (m34 )2 (m34 ) 2
(4 /i) (/i • • • u i )  ( u i  £ \ )  (4 4) (4 / 2) (/2 w2) («2 £ 2 )  {£2 4 )  { £2 4 ) i f 3 • • ■ w3) («3 4) (4 £ 2 )
=  r  (mi Ip)2 (mi £ i ) 2  (m2 4 ) 2 (m2 £2)2 (m3 4 )2 (m34 ) 2 [44]2
° X (4 /i)  («i 4) X (4 / 2) (f2 £2 ) X (4 / 3) £ 0 )  X (414414)’
_ (mi 4 )2 (m3 4 ) 2 (mi 4 ) 2 (m 3 4 )2 (m 2 4 )2 [4 4]2 (m 2 4 )2
(4 /i)  («i4) (4 / 2) 4 2 4 ) ( h ^ )  (4 / 3) (4 |x 2x 3|4)
r ,  n yeT2^ 0 )^ (m2 4 ) 2 [4 4]2 (m2 4 ) 2 
=  V M M ) --- '
(5 .4 .1 )
where
T 2 =  { \ m i ) , \ m i ) , \ m 3 ) , \ m 3 ) , K i K 2 \ m 3 ) , K 1K 2 \ m 3 ) , K 3K 2 \ m i ) , K 3K 2 \ m 1) } ,  (5 .4 .2 )
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Splitting the pole and defining T' — T2 — { ^ 1 , 7711, 7723}, the cut integrand becomes,
(f0m i ) ( 4 m i ) ( 4 m 3) ((m 2| * i * 3|m 2) +  ( m 2 \ t0K 2 \ m 2) y
^  IIygT2 (^ 0 y) (m2|^1^2|7n2)2
° n i£S(4x) x <*01* 2*3 |/o>
=C°| {tox) " (h\K2K3\to)
- ^ b l ms ( K x, K 2, * 3, ^ 1, m 2 , m 3) =  C 0 Cx ( ( m 2|* i* 3 |m 2 ) 2J f ( £ ;m i ,m i,r a 3 )  (5 -4 -3)
\ x ) e S  '
+  2 { m 2 \ K ^ K z \ m 2) J l  { x \ m 2 , m i, m i, m 3; K 2 \ m 2))
+  J 1 (x\  m 2, m 2 , m \ ,  m i ,  m 3 ] K 2 \ m 2) , K 2 \ m 2) ) J ,
where,
C, = I W j r i ,  (5.4.4)
IlzgS-lz} (z x )
W ith this general expression for the scalar triple cut, we can obtain the triangle 
coefficients appearing in the 6-point amplitude,
fc f  =  ^ ( * 2 3 ,  * 4 5 ,  * 6 1 ,  2, 4, 1), b °  = 6 ^ ( * 1 2 ,  * 3 4 ,  * 5 6 ,  1,3, 5), 4
= f t i ™ ( * 2 3 ,  * 4 5 ,  * 6 1 ,  3, 5, 1)
The boxes for the six gluon amplitudes were previously derived by Bidder, Bjerrum- 
Bohr, Dunbar and Perkins [81]. Since they can be trivially obtained by inserting the 
box solutions in appendix (C) the calculation will not be repeated here.
5.5 T he 7-G luon Scalar Loop
One of the key advantages of the canonical basis approach is the fact th a t one can 
easily apply canonical forms derived to solve cuts in one amplitude to quickly solve 
cuts of the same form appearing in a different amplitude. To illustrate this let us 
consider the case of the 7-gluon NMHV 1-loop amplitude with a complex scalar 
circulating in the loop. As with the 7-gluon N  = 1 calculation, there are 4 possible 
configurations,
44:(l-,2-,3-,4+, 5+,6+,7+),
B :(l-,2 -,3+ , 4~,5+, 6+,7+),
(5.5.1J
C :( l- ,2 - ,3 +,4+,5-,6+,7+),
D :( l- ,2 +,3-,4+ ,5-,6+,7+).
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To see how the canonical forms from the 6-gluon calculation can be quickly reapplied 
to the 7-point we will consider the bubble coefficients of the simplest case, the split- 
helicity A  configuration, which is solved by the n-point expression derived in [22]. 
This has only six non-zero bubble coefficients,
A 7 P(1 i 2  , 3  , 4 + , 5 + , 6 + , 7 + ) =Q'2l -f2{345}6{71} +  a 5 75{6n}2{34}
+  C2 - 2^34 +  C3 / | 45 +  Cg / | 71 +  c7 I j 12 ( 5 .5 .2 )
+c£^  7324 +  d^ I 71 +  1Z.
5.5.1 7-Point C-Functions
Obtaining the 7-point C-functions is particularly straightforward now the 6-point 
D-functions have been derived. This is because the 7-point C-functions differ from 
the 6-point .D-functions only by the insertion of an additional leg on the MHV tree 
side, and a relabeling. Since the 6-point cuts have been solved for arbitrary helicity 
configuration on the MHV side, the extra leg has no effect on the loop momentum 
dependence - it simply enters as an additional constant prefactor.
Two different t-cuts contribute to the 7-point split helicity configuration: The 
scalar analogues of the Cm and Ca functions from Chapter 4.2. The first of these is 
simply a special case of the general MHV x MHV cut derived in section 5.2. The Ca 
function meanwhile can be obtained from the 6-point scalar D a cut given in section 
5.2 by inserting an additional positive leg into the MHV side,
2
h
Figure 5.6: The 7-point Ca cut
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C i ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 ,  m )  4 )  (4  5) (g  ? )  ^  ^  |g)
X (-^3 ( (1 1 -^ 6 7 )^ )  (11-^67; ” 7; (11-^67-^345;^) ” 7; 3,  5, [2^345!  P 345)
+  ( m 5 )  ^ 3’x ( ( l | i i r 67, m ;  (11-^67-^345; wi; ( 1 1 - ^ 6 7 - ^ 3 4 5 ; 3 ,  [2IP345; 5; P 345) 
- [ 2 | P 3 4 5 | w ) f f 3 , I ( ( l | i :r67) (11/^67^345)^1; (11-^67^345) TTi; 3 ,  5; [2|P 345; P 345)
+  ( m 5 )  ( l | / i ' 6 7 P 3 4 5 |5 ) i / ’3 ’IX ( ( l | / i r6 7 P 3 4 5 )^ ) 7 n )  (1 \ K 67P 345 , m \  3 , [2IP345; 5; P 345)
+  [2 |P 345 |^ )[2 |- f tr67|l)^345-ff3’XX((l | /^ 6 7 P 3 4 5 )  Wl, 771, (1 | /^67P345; 3, 5; [2IP345; P 345)
-  ( m  5) [2 |P 3 4 5 | r a ) i / 2 ’XI/( ( 1 1 - ^ ^ 3 4 5 )  Wl) ( l | /^ 6 7 P 3 4 5 )^ l )  (1 |/^67P3455 3; 5, [2IP345; P 345) )  ;
(5 .5 .3 )
C ?  ( 1 ) 2 ) 3 , 4 , 5 ,  6 ,  7, m ,  P )  =  — -  . , ri o1 /Q .« , .  _> ro, „  rrr
^712^ 345 [71]  [1 2] (3  4 )  (4  5) [21Kn  |6)
x  (Hi([7\K12P345, m ,  [7 |K ‘i 2P 345, to; [7| A i 2, m ,  m ;  3 , 5 , 6; P 345)
+ i 345 ( m  5) / 73iX([7| / f i 2P 345, [7|PTi2, m ,  [7\ K i 2, m ;  3 , 6; 5; P 345)
+<345 ( m  6) P 3:x([7|/£ri 2P 345, m ;  [7| / f i 2, m ,  [ 7 \ K 1 2 ,  m ; 3 , 5 ;  6; P 345)
+<345 ( ™ 5) [7 |P r i2| 5 ) P 30;xx( [ 7 | K i 2 , m ,  m ,  [ 7 | t f i 2 , m ;  3, 6; 5; P 345)
+ <145 ( m  6) [7|Psr12|6>PP°;xx([7|PsT12, m ,  m ,  [ 7 | t f 12, m ;  3 , 5; 6; P 345)
+  4 5 (m  5) ( m  6) P 2;Xy([7 |PTi2 , m ,  [ 7 \ K 1 2 ,  m ,  [ 7 \ K 1 2 ; 3; 5 , 6; P 345) )  •
(5 .5 .4 )
The t-cuts of the A  amplitude are thus given by
4  =  C m (2, 3 , 4 ,  5 , 6, 7 , 1; 4 , 1 ,  P 234), =  C A ( 1, 2, 3 , 4 , 5 , 6, 7; 3, P 234),
=  - C a (3, 2, 1, 7 , 6, 5 , 4 ;  1, P 671), c ?  =  C M (7 , 1, 2, 3 , 4 ,  5 , 6; 7 , 3 ,  P 7i 2).
5.5.2 7-Point Z^-Function
The scalar analogue of the D a derived in Chapter 4 has the form
Z ^ ( l , 2 , 3 - , 4 - , 5 + , 6 + , 7 + ) =  4 j ree( - h , l , 2 , / 2) x  A l7ree{ - 1 2 , 3 " ,  4 " ,  5 +  6+ 7 + , h ) . ( 5 .5 .6 )
There are four terms in the cut, corresponding to the four parts of the 7-point tree. 
The first is given by
„ i .  { m h f j m h ) 2_____________ \S\KM \h ) \ b \ K M \h)*
A (1 2)  ( 2  i2> <;2 /,) (i, 1) (6 7 )  ( 7  h )  (h k )  [ 3  4 ]  [ 4  5]  [ 3 | t f 1 5 | 6 ) « 3 4 5  ’ ( 5  g  7 )
= ____________ 1 <m|J»13ti |m>a [5| )3 [5|-BT34 Ife)
{ 1 2 ) ( 6  7 ) [ 3 4 ] [ 4  5 ] ( 3 | i s - 4 5 | 6 > ( 3 4 5 s f 2  < 1  < i >  ( 7 ( i )  ( 2  k )
(5.5.5)
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We apply our general formula for homogenizing in h, with the choices
A  =  ( m \ P i 2 , B  =  m , C  =  { m \ P 12, D  =  m , a l =  ([5|K 34, [5 |P 34), bi =  (1 ,7), cj  - [ 5 \ K 34, d j  - 2, 
which yields
ni°  _____________ \_____________
A (12)(6 7)[34][4 5][3|^45|6)t345S?2
x ( P f ( ( m |P i2,m , ( m \ P 12, m ;  [ 5 \ K 34, [ 5 \ K 34, [ 5 \ K34; 1 , 7 , 2 ]  P 12) (5.5.8)
+ s 12[ 5 \ K 34\2)Hl ' ,x( ( m \ P i 2 , m; m ,  m ,  [h\ K34, [ 5 \K34\ 1,7; 2; P 12)
+ s j 2 [ 5 \ K 34\2) {m  2) H % x x ( m,  m ,  m ,  [ 5 \ K 34, [5|K 34; 1, 7; 2; P 12) ) .
D y  is the most difficult term  and will be considered last. D \  is straightforward and 
is given by
d 2  =  _  ( m h f j m h f ____________________ [l2 7]2 [h 7] (3 4 )4_______________
A (1 2) (2 12) (l2 h )  ( h  1) [h l2] (34 ) (4 5) (56) [ l 2 \K7 l l h \ 6) [ 7 \ K7lll2\ 3) t7l lh ’ 
_  (3 4)4 [7\ l i \m)[7\ l2 \ m) [ 7 \ P i 2 \h)  ( m h )  { m l 2)
s l2 (34 ) (4 5) (5 6) [717^ 45613)£712 ( 2 12) (1 h )  {&\K343P l 2 \l
(34 ) [7 |/i|m )2[7 |P i2|£i> { m h )  (1m l 2)
(5.5.9)
s 12 (1 2) (34 ) (4 5) (5 6) [7 |P 456|3)£7i2 V (2 12) (1 h )  (6^ 345^ 12\ h)  
[7 |P i2|m )[7 |/i|m )[7 |P i2|h )  { m h )  {m l 2)
{ 2 l 2) { l h ) { 6 \ K 345P 12\ h)  h
We apply the formula to  the first part with the parametrization
A  =  7 , B  =  m , C  =  7, D  =  m , a l =  ([7 |P i2, m ), bi =  (1, { 6 \ K 345P i 2) ,Cj  =  m ,  d j  =  2, 
while the second part is linear and fairly straightforward, yielding a total term of
D2  ____________wzz____________
s i2£712 (1 2) (3 4) (4 5) (5 6) [7 |P 456|3)
x ( P f  (7, m ,  7, m;  [7\ Pi 2, m , m ;  1, { 6 \ K 345P 12, 2; P 12)
+  ( m 2 ) P 31;i(7 ,m ; [7|P12,m , [7 |P i2,m ; 1, ( 6 |P 345P i2; 2; P i2)
+  (m 2 )[7 |P 12|m )P 30;:ri([7 |P 12,m ,m ,[7 |P 12)m ;l,(6 |P 3 4 5 ^ i2 ;2 ;P 12)) (5.5.10)
(3 4 )4 [7|P12|m)
512*712 (1 2) (34 ) (45 ) (56 ) [7 |P 456|3) 
x ( P 3 (7, m; [7|Pi2, m ,  m; 1, { 6 \ K 345P i 2 ,2-, P 12)
-  (m 2) P 30;x([7 |P 12, m ,  [7\P12, m; 1, (6 |P 345P i2; 2; P 12)) •
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D \  is given by
D 3 (m i ,)2 ( m l / _______________________ < ii3 )2 f e 3 ) 2 17|JC,,,a3|4)4____________________
<12){2h){l2h)(h 1) <ii(2)(i23)(45)(56)[7|A-,ll23|3)[7|ifllM|4)(ii|A-M 4^5|6>(!lMi456 ’
= _________________ [7|K56|4)4____________________ ( m \ P n h \ m ) 2 ( h  3 )2 (t23 )2
sf2«i23«456 (1 2) (45) (56} [7|Ar456|3)[7|if56|4) (212) ( l ij )  (3i2) (6|K45Jfi23|(i) '
(5.5.11)
We can solve this using the formula; our prescription is
A  =  (m |P i2, B  — m , C  =  (m \ P i 2 , D  =  m , a l =  (3 ,3 ) , 6* =  (1, (6 | * 45* i 23), cj  =  3, d j  =  2, 
which gives us
D s =  [71^5614)4
A «i2^i23^456 (1 2 ) (45 ) (5 6) [7|JftT456|3)[7|A 56|4)
x ( i7| ( ( m |P i2, m , (m |P i2, m; 3 ,3 ,3 ; 1, ( 6 |* 45* i2 3 ,2; P i2 ) (5.5.12)
+  (3 2) s i 2# 31;I((m |P i2, m; m , m , 3 ,3; 1, (6 | * 45* i 23; 2; P i2 )
+ (3 2) (m  2) s\2H%'xx{m, m, m, 3,3; 1, (6|*45*i23; 2; P 12) ) .
Returning to solving we start out with
D n = __________ ( m l i )2 (m l2)2 (61*71,K l23\4)([l2 \ P67\ h )  (64 ) -  [l2|5 |4) (h  6))2__________
A (45 ) (56 ) (6 7) (7 h )  [l23] [3|PsT7i l ,21 6 > | 6) ( l i | * i a3* 45|6) (12) (2 12) (l2 l i )  (h  1) ‘
(5.5.13)
The two problematic terms are in the numerator; we have first the term 
which can be simplified somewhat,
( 6 |* 7Zl*<23|4) =  ( 6 |* 7<1* / l567|4)
= (6|* 7i , *71,14) +  (6 1 * ^ * 5 6 1 4 ) , (5.5.14)
=  [7li] (li 7) (64) +  (6 h ) [ l i | * 56|4) +  (6 7) [ 7 |* 56|4 ) .
The second tricky part is the squared term, ([/2I-K67IM (6 4) — [Z215|4) (li 6))2, which 
can be written in a more optimal form,
([/2|* 6 7 |h )  (64 ) — [Z21514) (li 6))2 = ([l2|*56 |4 ) (6h) + (64 ) [l2 7] ( 7 f i))2
=  ([^ 2 |* 5 6 |4 )2 (6 I1)2 +  2[Z21*5614) (6 h )  (64) [l2 7] ( 7 h )  +  (6 4 )2 [l2 7]2 ( 7 f i ) 2) .
(5.5.15)
The full term  is now
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D a  =  ( m h f  ( m l 2) 2 ([7 h ]  ( h  7) (64 ) +  ( 6 h )  [ h \ K 56\4) +  (67 ) [ 7 \K 56\4))
( N * r 56|4)2 (6 h f  +  2[/2|iC56|4) [l2 7] (64 ) ( 6 h )  ( 7 h )  +  (6 4 )2 [h 7]2 (7 h f )
X (45 ) (56 ) (67) (7 I i)  [i23] [ 3 \ K 7hi2m 2 \ K 7M ( h \ K h 3 K 45\6) (12 ) ( 2 h )  ( h h )  ( h  1) '
(5.5.16)
This expands out to give
D a  = ( ~  ( m h ) 2 ( m h )  [ 7 \ h \ 7 ) ( 4 \ K 56h \ m ) ( h \ P i 2 K 56\4) ( 6 h f  (64)
+  2 ( m h ) 2 ( m l 2) [7|/i|7)[7|Z2|m )(J1| i ’12tf56|4) (6h )  ( 7 h )  (6 4 )2 
+  ( m h ) 2 ( m h )  [7|i1|7)[7|Z2|wi)[7|J^12|Z1) (7 h ) 2 (6 4 )3
-  ( m h f  ( m l 2) ( ± \ K ™ h \ S ) ( ± \ K t t h \ m ) ( h \ P i 2KM\ A)  (6h f
+  2 ( m h ) 2 ( m l 2) (4 | t f56h |6)[7 |Z2|m ) (h |P i2^ 56|4) ( 6 h )  ( 7 h )  (64)
+  ( m h f  ( m l 2) (4 |/C 56h|6)[7|/2|m )[7 |P 12|h )  ( 7 h f  (6 4 )2
-  ( m h f  ( m l 2) ( 4 \ K 56h \ m ) ( h \ P i 2 K 56\4) (6h f  (6 7) [7|Pr56|4)
+  2 ( m h f  ( m l 2) [ 7 \ h \ m ) ( h \ P i 2 K 56\4) (6h )  ( 7 h )  (64 ) (67) [7 |X 56|4)
+  ( m h f  ( m h )  [ 7 \ h \ m ) [ 7 \ P l 2 \ h)  ( 7 h f  (6 4 )2 (6 7) [7 |^ 56|4))
1
X (1 2) (45) (56 ) (6 7) [ S\ K45\6) (1 h )  (7 h )  [ 3 \ P i 2 \ h ) ( h \ P i 2 K 345\ 6 ) ( h \ K 123K 45\G) ( 2 12) '
(5.5.17)
This can be evaluated by the tedious, but straightforward, approach of applying 
equation (5.2.7) to each of the 9 terms in order. Splitting the h  dependent string in 
the first term, we apply equation (5.2.7) to the quadratic part with the prescription
A  =  7, B  =  7, C  =  ( 4 | i f 56, D  =  m,a, i  =  (m , m , 6 , 6, ( 4 \ K 56P 12), 
h  =  (1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 |K_345P i2, (6 | i if45i iri 23), Cj = m , d j  = 2 ,
The linear term is trivial to homogenize using equation (3.2.9) and we thus obtain 
the term
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1 b _  ____________ \u ^/____________
A)1 <12) <4 5) (5 6) <6 7) [3 |/f45|6)
x ( / / f ( 7 ,7 , (4|i^56, m; m ,  m , 6 ,6 , (4 \ K 56P i 2 , m ; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6I.K345P 12, (6I.K45P 123, 2 ;P i2)
+  (m 2) i f g ’x (7, 7; (4|i^56Pi2, m ,  m ,m ,6, 6, (4 |i^56pi2; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 |i^345P i2, (61/^45/^123; 2; P i2)
+  ( m 2) (4 | /C56P i2 |2 )
x P g ’xx([7 |P i2, 7 ,m ,m ,m ,6 , 6, ( 4 \ K 3q P \ 2-, 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 |i^345P i2, (61/^45/^123; 2; P i2) 
+  (4|P'56P i2|m ) / /g (7, 7; m ,m ,6, 6, (4 |X 56P i2, m; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6IK345P 12, (6I/Q 5/G 23, 2; P 12) 
~ ( 4 \ K 56P 12\m) ( m 2 )  
x Hq' x (7 , [7|P i2, m , m , 6, 6, (4 |/^56P i2; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 |/r 345P i2, (61^ 45^ 123; 2; P 12) ) .
(5.5.18)
W ith one term solved, terms -D^2 to D ^ 6 are relatively simple, being essentially the 
same calculation with slightly different choice of parameters. Firstly, we get D l£ 2,
n i b 2 ( 6 4 ) 2
A’2 <12> <4 5> (5 6> (6 7) [3|/^45|6>
x ( F | ( 7, 7, 7, m; m , m, 6 ,7 , (4|A'56P i2, m; 1, 7, [3|P]2 , (6| / f 345P i2, (6I/Q5P 123, 2; P 12)
+  (m  2) / / g ’x ( 7 ,7; [7 |P i2, m , m , m , 6,7 , ( A \ KbeP l 2 - 1 ,7 , [3|P12, (6 | / f 345P i2, ( 6 |/ f 45/fi23; 2; P J2)
+ (m2) [7|Pi212)
x / / 60;xx([7|Pi2, 7, m, m, m, 6, 7, (4|Pr56Pi2; 1,7, [3|Pi2, (6|/C345Pi2, (6|Pr45^i23; 2; Pi2)
+  [7 |P i2|m )//g (7 , 7 ;m ,m , 6 ,7 , (4 | / f 56P i2, m; 1,7 , [3|Pi2, (6 | / f 345P i2, (61/^45/^123, 2; P 12)
— [7 |P i2|m )(m  2 ) H q'x (7, [7 |P i2, m ,m , 6,7 , (4|/T56Pi2; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6IK345P 12, ( 6 | / f45/^123; 2; P 12) ) ,
(5.5.19)
followed by Z /^3,
2?”  (64)3
^ ’3 (1 2) <45) (56) (67 ) [3 |/f45|6)
x ( P | ( 7 ,7 , 7, m; m , m , 7 ,7 , [7 |P i2, m; 1,7 , [3|P]2, (6I.K345P 12, (6I.K45P 123, 2; P \ 2)
+  (m 2) H q'x (7,  7; [7 |P i2, m, m , m , 7 ,7 , [7 |P i2; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 \ K 345P i 2 , (6 |/r45^i23; 2; P 12)
+ (m 2) [7|P]2|2)//g;xx([7|Pi2,7, m, m, m, 7,7, [7|Pi2; 1,7, [3|Pi2, (6 ^ 3 4 5 ^1 2 , (Q\K^K123; 2; P12)
+  [7 |P i2|m )P g  (7,7; m, m , 7 ,7 , [7 |P i2, m; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 \ K M 5P 12, (6^ 45^ 123,2; P 12)
-  [7 |P i2|m) (m 2) / / g ’x (7, [7 |P i2, m ,m , 7 ,7 , [7 |P l2; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 \ K 345P i 2 , ( § \ K ^ K \ 23-, 2 \ P \ 2) ) .
(5.5.20)
Z>^4 through are virtually identical, except for the different choice A  — (4|P56, 
B  = 6 for equation (5.2.7),
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D a a  ( 1 2 ) ( 4 5 ) ( 5 6 ) ( 6 7 ) [ 3 |K 45|6)
x ((4|Ps6> 6, (4|/£T56, m; m , m , 6, 6, (4|/f56-Pi2, m; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6I/G 45P 12, (6I/C15P 123, 2; P 12)
+  (m 2) i7g ’x ((4 |P 56,6; (4 |/T56P i2,m ,m ,m ,6,6, (4 |/r56Pi2;l,7,[3 |P i2,(6 |/f345Pi2,(6 |/C i5.ftri23;2;Pi2) 
+  (m 2) (4|PT56P 12|2)
x HQ’x x ( {4 \ P56P i 2 , 6 , m , m , m , 6 , 6 ,  (4 |/r56P i2; 1, 7, [3 |P i2, (6IK345P 12, (6I/C45.K123; 2; P 12)
+  (4 |/f56P i2 |7n )/7g((4 |P 56 ,6;m , m , 6, 6, (4|/^56pi2, 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6I.K345P 12, (61/^45/^123,2; P 12)
-  (4 |/r56P i2|m) ( m 2)
x P g ’x ((4 |P56P i2, 6, m ,m , 6, 6, (4 | / f 56P i2; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 |-K345p i2, (61/^45/^123; 2; P 12) ) ,
(5.5.21)
D n  = ___________ 2J64)___________
^ ’5 (1 2) (4 5) (5 6) (6 7) [3|/£T4516)
x ( P |( ( 4 |P 56, 6, 7, m; m , m , 6,7 , (4|Zf56P i2, m; 1,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 | / f 345P i2, ( 6 |/ f 45P i2 3 ,2; P 12)
+  (m 2) P g ’x ((4 |P 56 ,6; [7|P i2, m ,m , m, 6,7 , (4|AT56Pi2; 1 ,7 , [3|P i2, (6 |/^345P i2, (61/^45/^ 123; 2; P 12) 
+  (m 2) [7 |P i212)
x P g ’xx((4 |P 56P i2 ,6, m, m, m , 6,7 , (4|/^56Pi2; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6I/C345P 12, (61/^45/^ 123; 2; P 12)
+  [7|P]2|”2 )P 6 ((4 |P 5 6 ,6 ;m ,m , 6,7 , (4 |/^ 56p i2 ,m]  1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 |/^345P i2, (6 |/C i5 /fi23 ,2; P 12)
-  [7 |P i2|m) (m 2)
x P 6°!X((4 |P56P i2, 6 , m , m , 6 ,7 , (4 |PT56P i2; 1 ,7 , [3|P12, (6^ 345^ 2, (6^ 45^ 123; 2; P 12) ) ,
(5.5.22)
=  <64)2
(12) (4 5) (5 6) (6 7) [ 3 \ K A5\6)
x (H% ((4 |P 56 ,6, 7, m; m, m , 7, 7, [7 |P i2, m; 1,7 , [3 |P i2, (6I/C345P 12, (6I/C45P 123, 2; P 12)
+  (m  2) Z/g’x ((4 |P 56 ,6; [7|P i2, m , m, m , 7, 7, [71Pi2; 1, 7, [3|P i2, (6I/C345P 12, (61/^45/^123; 2; P 12)
+  (m 2) [7 |P i2 |2 )//g ’xx((4 |P 56p i2 ,6 ,m ,m ,m ,7 ,7 , [7|P i2; 1 ,7 , [31Pi2, (6 |/^345P i2, (61/^45/^123; 2; P 12)
+  [7|P i2|m )P 61((4 |P56, 6; m , m , 7 ,7 , [7 |P i2, m; 1,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 |i<r345P i2, (61/^45/^123,2; P 12)
-  [7 |P i2|m) (m 2) P 60;x((4 |P56P i2, 6, m , m , 7, 7, [7 |P i2; 1, 7, [3 |P i2, (6IK345P 12, (6^ 45^ 123; 2; P 12)) •
(5.5.23)
The remaining three terms are linear in I, and thus relatively straightforward,
n ib (6 7) [7|P56|4)
^ ’7 (1 2) (4 5) (5 6) (6 7) [3j/^4516)
x ( H i  ((4 |P 56, m; m, m , 6, 6, (4 |P56P i2, m ;  1,7 , [3 |P i2, (6IP345P 12, (6IP45P 123, 2; P i2 )
+  (m 2) P g ;x((4 |P56P i2, m ,m , m , 6, 6, (4 |P56P i2; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6IP345P 12, (6IP45P 123; 2; P 12)
+  (m |P i2 P 5 6 |4 ) //6 (m ,m ,m ,6 ,6 , (4|P56Pi2! 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6IP345P 12, (6IP45P 123, 2; P 12) ) ,
(5.5.24)
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n i b 2 (6 4 )  (6 7) [7\P56\4)
^ ’8 (1 2 ) (4  5 )(5  6)(6 7 ) [3 |t f45|6)
x (H g(7, m; m , m ,6,7 , (4 |P56P 12, m; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 |P3 4 5 ^ i2 , (6IP45P 123, 2; P i2)
-  (m 2) P 60:x([7 |P i2, m ,m , m ,6, 7, (4 |P56P i2; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6IP345P 12, (6IP45P 123; 2; P i 2 )
+  [7 |P i2 |”2 )P 6 (m >m i m ) 6 ,7, (4 |P 56P i2; 1 ,7 , [3 |P i2, (6 |P 345Pi2, (6 |P 4sP i23, 2; P i2) ) ,
(5.5.25)
n i b (6 4 )2 (6 7) [71P56|4)
^-9 ( 1 2 ) ( 4 5 ) ( 5 6 ) ( 6 7 ) [ 3 |^ 45|6)
x { H \  (7, m; m , m, 7 ,7 , [7 |P i2, m; 1, 7, [3 |P i2, (6 |P345P i2, (6IP45P 123, 2; P 12)
-  ( m  2) P 60;a:( [ 7 | P i 2 , m ,  m ,  m ,  7 , 7 ,  [ 7 |P 12; 1 , 7 ,  [ 3 |P 12, (6|P 345P i 2 , ( 6 |P 45P i23;  2; P 12)
+  [7|Pi2 |m)i/g (m) Tn,m,7,7,  [7|Pi251 ,7 , [3|P i 2, (6 |P3 4 5 Pi2 , (6 IP4 5 P1 2 3 , 2; Pi2) ) .
(5.5.26)
W ith the full D A cut calculated, we can solve the remaining bubble coefficients of 
the A  amplitude,
d f  =  - D , 4 ( 4 ,3 ,2 ,1 ,7 ,6 , 5 ; 3 ,P 34), d f  =  D A {7 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6; 1 ,P 7i) , (5.5.27)
As with the six point, one can verify as a consistency check tha t the bubble coefficients 
satisfy the IR constraint,
+  =  \ A tree{ l - , 2 - , 3 - , 4 + , 5 + ,6 + ,7 + ) .  (5.5.28)
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions
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6.1 Sum m ary
In Chapter 1 a case was presented for why efficient methods for performing accu­
rate calculations of NLO amplitudes are im portant for LHC phenomenology. The 
problems with the conventional Feynman diagram approach when applied to NLO 
amplitudes with many external particles were outlined, and an overview was given 
of the contemporary approaches to overcoming those obstacles and computing NLO 
processes from the Les Houches wishlist.
Although there are a number of approaches to exploiting the cut-constructibility 
of loop amplitudes in order to compute processes with many external particles, each 
comes with drawbacks. The OPP integrand reduction method and BlackHat automa­
tion of the Bootstrap approach are both aimed towards numerical implementation, 
and indeed both have reached a high degree of maturity in doing so as evidenced by 
their application to non-trivial processes from the Les Houches wishlist. The tech­
niques of D-dimensional Unitarity provide powerful advantages over 4-dimensional 
methods, most notably the ability to compute the parts of the amplitude which are 
not cut-constructible in 4-dimensions, however they are complicated by the difficulty 
of extending the tree amplitudes to D-dimensions, and the method loses the essential 
simplicity of quadruple cuts in 4-dimensions, while gaining the necessity tha t one also 
consider pentuple cuts. As such this method has also been found to be best suited 
to an automated, numerical approach, in the form of the Rocket package.
While numerical calculations are entirely adequate, indeed preferable, for provid­
ing predictions for phenomenological purposes, there is nonetheless value in being able 
to produce a closed, analytic expression for the coefficients of a loop amplitude. A 
closed analytic expression enables the structure of the amplitude to be more directly 
examined, and in particular knowledge of the analytic structure of the amplitude is 
essential in order to use it as input in recursion. Since recursion is so fundamental 
to calculation of amplitudes in modern theories, with both Unitarity and on-shell re­
cursion relying upon constructing amplitudes from known, simpler amplitudes, this 
represents a serious limitation upon purely numerical techniques.
After an overview of some relevant techniques and formalism and an explanation of 
the Unitarity method itself in Chapter 2, in Chapter 3 the Canonical Basis approach 
was introduced as a Unitarity method geared towards producing analytic, rational 
expressions for loop amplitudes in Yang-Mills theories. The key to the method is 
to construct some basis of possible loop-momentum dependent structures which can
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appear in the integrand of a Unitarity cut, and to systematically solve each individ­
ual canonical form. The method used to perform the cut integration and extract 
the contribution to the bubble coefficient does not matter; for the canonical basis 
constructed here, only two canonical forms were integrated directly; all other canon­
ical forms were found to be reducible to these two by reduction using a number of 
identities. The result was a basis by which one could easily extract the bubble con­
tribution to a large class of integrand structures simply by inserting the previously 
solved, analytic, fully rational expression for the canonical form.
In Chapter 4 the constructed canonical basis was applied to a previously unknown 
loop amplitude, the case of a NMHV seven-gluon amplitude with an Af  = 1 chiral 
supermultiplet circulating in the loop. The relatively small number of unique double 
cut configurations was identified, and each case was reduced to a sum of canonical 
forms evaluated in Chapter 3, multiplying some non-/-dependent coefficient. In this 
manner the complete set of bubble coefficients for the 7-gluon NMHV amplitude with 
an jV =  1 Chiral multiplet loop was constructed. A general form was then given for 
the triangle coefficients using the previously-constructed canonical basis for the triple 
cuts [79], exploiting the extremely restricted set of valid triple cuts possible at 7-point; 
finally, the box coefficients were found using quadruple cuts. Since supersymmetric 
loops contain no rational terms and are thus cut-constructible in 4 dimensions, this 
thus represents a complete analytic expression for the 7-gluon NMHV J\f =  1 Chiral 
multiplet loop contribution.
In Chapter 5 the method was extended to consider the extraction of the coefficients 
of the cut-constructible parts of non-SUSY amplitudes, specifically the case of the
6-gluon amplitude with a complex scalar circulating in the loop. This introduces 
significant complications owing to the presence of terms in the integrand which are 
quadratic or linear in the loop momentum in addition to terms of 0(1°). Despite the 
added difficulty of such canonical forms, a basis for the relevant cases was constructed 
in Chapter 3, and in Chapter 5 it was applied to solve the bubble coefficients of the 6- 
gluon amplitude. Since this is a previously calculated amplitude [82], this calculation 
allowed a consistency check on the amplitude and by extension the canonical basis 
itself beyond those imposed by the structure of the amplitude or the IR behaviour 
of the \  pole, since the bubble coefficients could be explicitly numerically compared 
to the previous result for the \  contribution at the kinematic point specified in that 
paper.
The triangle and box coefficients were briefly discussed, and the method was
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then applied to the split-helicity case of the 7-gluon NMHV scalar loop, in order 
to illustrate the ease by which the 6-point results might be extended to extract the 
previously-unknown cut-constructible parts of the 7-gluon NMHV amplitude.
6.2 O utlook
There are a number of ways in which the Canonical Basis approach presented here 
could be extended or improved. In Chapter 3 a canonical basis of double cut in­
tegrals was constructed, sufficient to compute all double cuts for all-gluon one-loop 
amplitudes up to seven point with an Af — 1 chiral multiplet or a massless complex 
scalar circulating in the loop. However, although the canonical forms provide a cor­
rect analytic solution to their respective cut integrals as indicated by the various tests 
tha t were performed upon both the canonical forms themselves and upon the integral 
coefficients they were used to solve, the canonical forms themselves are not unique 
solutions to the cut integrals. In particular it is likely they are not the most optimal 
forms in which the solution to the integrals could be expressed. This is particularly 
true of the canonical forms for cut integrals with linear or quadratic I dependence, 
due to the large numbers of independent parameters present in such canonical forms 
and thus the complicated expressions which arise as a result.
It is often the case tha t structures appearing in loop integral coefficients are 
interrelated via the Schouten identity. Schouten identities appear abundantly in 
coefficients of loop amplitudes with many external particles and often allow a pair 
or series of terms to be rewritten as a single term. This property is particularly 
true of the linear and quadratic G-function canonical forms presented in Chapter 3, 
where it is clear one could improve upon the existing canonical forms by contracting 
terms together using the Schouten identity. For example one can easily simplify the 
canonical form Gi'x,
r 0 ; x ( A n C  P  F O  P )  P 2 [ E A ]  [ E ^ B )  { D E )  { C E )
~ --------[ E \ P \ E ) * ( E \ Q P \ E ) --------
P 2 [ A E ]  (E B ) « D \ [ Q , P ] \ E ) ( C E )  +  ( C \ [ Q , P ] \ E )  ( D E ) )  
2 [ E \ P \ E ) ( E \ Q P \ E ) 2 
[ A \ P [ P , Q } \ B ) ( ( D \ [ Q , P ] \ E ) ( C \ [ Q , P ] \ E )  +  A 3 ( D E )  ( C E ) )  
4 A 3 ( E \ Q P \ E ) 2 
[ A \ P \ B ) ( ( C \ [ Q , P } \ E )  (D E ) +  ( D \ [ Q , P } \ E )  ( C  E ) )
(6 .2 .1)
A { E \ Q P \ E ) 2
Another area in which the existing canonical basis could be improved upon is
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in the consideration of spurious poles. These are poles which appear in a cut at 
a  particular point in momentum space, but which do not correspond to a physical 
factorization of the amplitude. Since the pole is unphysical, any appearance in a 
term  in the cut must be cancelled by the same pole appearing in another term in the 
amplitude. This cancellation provides a useful check upon evaluated amplitudes.
One type of spurious pole are Gram determinants, where two non-null momenta 
P  and Q appearing in a double cut appear in the structure (P.Q)2 — P 2Q2. For 
an appropriate choice of the momenta this factor appearing in a denominator can 
become singular when the amplitude itself is not singular. A particular type of Gram 
determinant dependence, namely dependence upon non-integer powers of the Gram 
determinants, has been systematically eliminated from all canonical forms appearing 
in Chapter 3, since it introduces an unphysical irrational part into the necessarily 
rational integral coefficients. However, other types of spurious singularities, such as 
integer powers of Gram determinants, and coplanar singularities, remain present in 
the final integral coefficients. It would be interesting to investigate whether one could 
systematically eliminate such necessarily unphysical terms from the canonical forms 
themselves.
The canonical basis approach is particularly amenable to such progressive opti­
misation. This is due to the inherent modularity of the method; the cut integrands 
in Chapters 4 and 5 are reduced to expressions composed purely of canonical forms, 
without reference being made to  the particular solution those canonical forms have. 
It is thus a simple m atter to substitute any given canonical form with an improved 
expression, gaining a significant simplification in the final expression of the amplitude 
without necessitating any new derivation of the individual cuts.
Another key advantage of the canonical basis approach is the ease with which it 
can be repeatedly applied to any cut integral with a structure appearing in the canon­
ical basis. This was seen in Chapters 4 and 5; although the derivation of all necessary 
0(1°), O(I1) and G(l2) canonical forms in Chapter 3 took considerable work, once 
the basis was solved it was relatively simple to quickly solve many cut integrals in the
7-gluon M  =  1 loop and the 6-gluon complex scalar loop by identifying large numbers 
of cuts with a relatively small number of canonical forms. It is likely th a t this inherent 
reusability of the canonical basis could be applied to solve some or all of the cuts of 
other amplitudes. An obvious extension would be the 7-gluon scalar loop; in Chapter 
5 it was demonstrated tha t with all elements of the canonical basis required for the 
6-gluon case in place, one can straightforwardly evaluate the bubble coefficients of the
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simplest helicity configuration of the 7-gluon case, the configu­
ration, using the same canonical forms, and indeed in some cases simple extensions 
of the same cuts found at 6-point. It would be straightforward to repeat this process 
to solve the bubble coefficients of the remaining configurations.
The particular canonical basis presented here is specific to the 4-dimensional mass- 
less case, in which one can apply the power of the Spinor Helicity formalism. Two 
of the most relevant possible extensions of the method would result in the formalism 
no longer being valid, namely a consideration of amplitudes containing massive par­
ticles, and an extension to considering Unitarity cuts in D-dimensions, in order to 
allow the rational terms in the amplitude to be evaluated by Unitarity. In these cases 
obviously the particular canonical basis presented in Chapter 3 would no longer be 
applicable. It would be interesting however to consider whether the general canoni­
cal basis approach might still be worthwhile, namely of trying to identify all unique 
/-dependent structures which could arise from the cut integrand, and solve them in 
general in order to obtain significant time savings in avoiding evaluating separately 
large numbers of cuts with the same / dependence. An obstacle to such an approach, 
however, may be present if the utility of the Spinor Helicity formalism is the ultimate 
reason why so many cuts in the examples considered in this thesis can be solved 
with such a relatively small basis. The fact tha t the Spinor Helicity formalism both 
severely restricts the number of possible /-dependent structures which can appear in 
the integrand, and allows for large classes of canonical forms to be written in terms 
of simpler forms (such as the way in which a canonical form of the type G™ can 
be trivially written as a sum of G™ functions), may hint tha t this may be the case, 
and tha t a massive or D-dimensional canonical basis might need to be substantially 
larger, thus limiting its attractiveness.
6.3 L im itations
Although the canonical basis approach presented in this thesis has many desirable fea­
tures, it nonetheless also possesses some im portant limitations. Firstly and perhaps 
most importantly, since it is fundamentally a 4-dimensional Unitarity technique, it 
shares the drawback of all such approaches tha t one cannot obtain from 4-dimensional 
Unitarity cuts those parts of the amplitude which do not contain logarithmic parts 
in 4-dimensions. As discussed in chapter 4, for supersymmetric theories this is not 
a problem; in such theories the cancellations between supermultiplet particle types
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cause any contributions below the level of scalar bubble integrals to cancel; as such 
the entire amplitude is cut-constructible. This property does not hold true for non- 
supersymmetric loop amplitudes, in which Passarino-Veltman reduction necessarily 
gives rise to terms in which all loop propagators have been cancelled, eliminating the 
loop integral and leaving only a rational term. A 4-dimensional Unitarity computa­
tion of such an amplitude can therefore only ever give a partial solution, and must 
be combined with some other method being used to compute the rational pieces in 
order to compute the full loop amplitude.
Another limitation is tha t the method presented here has thus far only been 
used to compute amplitudes analytically. While analytical closed expressions for 
amplitudes in general have a degree of utility, particularly due to their utility in 
being used as an input for further calculations, there is a trend towards implementing 
Unitarity techniques in the form of an automated numerical package, to facilitate their 
use in phenomenological calculations such as those contained in the Les Houches 
wishlist. Given the existence of a number of such well-developed automated packages 
[50, 29, 47], the most sensible way to automate the canonical basis would likely be to 
modify one of these packages to include it.
The difficulty lies in the stage of constructing the canonical basis itself. As demon­
strated in Chapter 3, this is a difficult problem to devise a general approach to, as it 
is often best to select the method by which to compute the canonical form depending 
on the specific form itself. Similarly optimising the canonical form once a working 
expression has been found is a difficult process to automate, given tha t doing so is 
often a case of manually identifying Schouten identity simplifications or cancellations 
between spurious poles. As such the most practical way to autom ate the procedure 
would likely be in the stage of reducing individual cuts to canonical forms and then 
inserting the previously-constructed canonical forms.
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A ppendix A  
Integral Basis
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As discussed in Chapter 2, an arbitrary n-point loop amplitudes in massless QCD 
can be represented as a sum of rational coefficients multiplying standard, known, 
scalar bubble, triangle and box loop integrals, plus some pure rational part i?,
i(n) = e ®<44) + E ciJi3) + E e*42)+n ■ (A1)
i j  k
The form of these scalar basis integrals has been known for some time [85]. The 
usual convention is to group the integrals themselves into different classes depending 
on how many corners of the integral have “massive” external momenta, i.e. have 
more than one external particle, thus having a total momentum for the corner which 
is off-shell. For the box integrals, one obtains one-mass, two-mass, three-mass and 
four-mass boxes, of which only the first three appear for n < 7. It is conventional 
to subdivide the two-mass case into two-mass “hard” and “easy” depending upon 
whether or not the massive corners are adjacent,
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Figure A.l: The different types of scalar box
The scalar integral itself is given by
h  =  e J  (27r)4_2e i 2Q _ K l y ( i _ K l  _ K 2) 2(1 +  k ^2  ■ (A-2)
The solutions to the four mass boxes are given in terms of the non-zero K f  and the 
invariants S  and T, where
S = { K 1 + K 2) 2, T = ( K 2 +  K 3) 2 . (A .3)
The convention is to define the scalar box function F  where
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F ( K u K 2, K a ,  K t )  =  -  2V 5i*g J4 ,rr
r(l + e)r2(l -e)
r r  =■ T(1 -  2c)
S'ij = — — (A* + • • • + K j- i )2, Su = 0 .
In this case we obtain
U m =  - 2 rr --— , I i me — — 2rr
f p l m  p 2  m e
= - 2rr 5T ’ ^  = - 2rrS T ^ P | .
p 2 m h  p 3 r
Ifnh =  - 2rr— / | m =  — 2rr -
5 T  ’ 4 1 ST -  A 2 A 2 ’
W ith these conventions the box functions are given to O(e0) by [85]
F lm =  -  ^ [ ( S ) ~ e +  ( —T ) ~ € -  { - K l ) - * }
T. K L  r .  „  K l .  1 , 2/ S \  7T2+  Li2( 1 ---- — ) +  Li2( 1 --— ) +  -  In (—) +  —  ,
1 + 1 ,n2(S }
1
A3™ =  -  ^ [ ( - 5 ) - £ +  ( - T ) - £ -  ( - A 2) -  -  ( - A 2) -  -  ( - A 2) - ]
1 ( - F 2) - ( - F 2) -  1 ( - A 2) - £( - A 2) - £ +  l ln2(^
(A.4)
(A.5)
is 2 if 2 Tf2 i c
+Li2(l -  ) -  Li2(l -  ^ A )  +  -  ln2( | ) ,
* r/ 1 /  r r \ - e  ( Tf2 \ — c /■ Zf2.\ — t \  (A - 6 )
2e2 ( - T ) - £ 2e2 ( - S ) " £ 2
7^2 7^ 2 7^ 2 Tf  2
+Li2(l -  - ^ )  +  Li2(l  -  +  Lia(l -  - | ^ ) .
A similar subdivision and labeling applies to the triangle integrals, which may be 
one-mass, two-mass or three-mass. The integrals themselves are given by
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where the Sj are defined as
Si =
I f  2 J f ^  i f 2
j  a 2 a 3 
y/^3
+  K %
- i f ?  -  K \  +  i f f
Z^2 I ts2 iy-2
«a = ------1 ^ 3  3 _ (A-g)
V^3
_ ^ 2
5.3 =
y/^3
An im portant observation was made by Britto, Buchbinder, Cachazo and Feng [37] 
regarding the pole structure of the 1- and 2-mass triangle integrals. One can note that 
both functions contain only (—K )~ e functions multiplying ^  poles. As discussed in 
chapters 4 and 5, the IR behaviour of loop amplitudes have a very specific structure 
in Yang-Mills theories, specifically [84]
a M =  i  c h ir a l  _ c r  ..t r e e  
a ir ~~7  ’
^ [o] _ c r ^ t r e e  A^ ‘9 ^
A l R ~ 3 e A  ’
which implies tha t any ^  singularities must cancel from the full amplitude. Specifi­
cally, since the only other source of ^  poles are the box functions, it is necessary that 
the coefficients of the 1- and 2-mass triangles must cancel against them, and thus one 
can include their contribution without explicitly calculating them by absorbing them 
into the definition of the box functions, defining a set of truncated box functions T
The full loop amplitude can now be expressed in the form
^1-loop =  aiF  +  b*m4 m'j + J 2  ck l2 + R ,  (A.11)
and the coefficients of the I \ m and / f m do not need to be calculated. In this expression 
the coefficients of the T l, a?  are related to the a / by
„lm     ^ „lm „2me    ^ „2me
T  ~  ~  9T' 1 ’ T  ~  ~  ST — K 2K 2 ’S  S K 2 K t  (A j 2 )
,2mh _ „2mh n3m   ^3mt i - r  — —T  -  -  S T _ K 2K 2“I ■
The bubble integrals are not subdivided by massive corners since on-shell bubble 
integrals do not contribute in massless theories. The relevant bubble integral is thus 
given by
I 2( P )  =  I  +  2 - l n  ( - P 2) .  (A .13)
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A ppendix B  
Seven-point Tree
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We have
A : 4 ( S l ,S2, 3 - , 4 - , 5 + ,6 + , 7 + ) =  T * + T f b +  T f  +  T f ,  (B . l)
w i t h
t a  [5|P345|2)[5|P345|1)2 / [5|P345| l ) \ 2/t
la (6 7) (71) (12) [3 4] [4 5] [3|P345|6)*345 M 5 |f t45|2) )  ’
^  (6 |P7iP 23|4)([2|P67|1) (64) -  [2|5|4) (1 6 ) )2 „ /([2|J»e7| l )  (64) -  [2|5|4> ( 1 6 ) ) ^±11 — . .             “ — X
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2 (3 5 )4 2 ’
rpA [7|P456|4)4 b
3 [7|P456|5)4 3
w i t h
(B.2)
B  : A ( » , , »2, 3 - ,  4+, 5 - ,  6+, 7+ ) =  T f a +  T f b +  T f c +  T f  +  T f  +  T f  , (B.3)
t b  = ____________ [4|P234|5)2 p 4 l 2 (5 I ) 2____________  /  [24] ( 5 1 ) ^
la (56W67W71W231 f34l^[2lPo^l5H 4lPo^m  M4IP,^I5W ’
rpB _
1  16  “
)  ( )  (71) [23] [ ]£234[2|P234|5)[4 | 234|1) V[ | 234| ).
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t b  = ________________ <67i [2 |P67i l l ) 2 (3 5 )4_________________ , - [ 2 | P 671 | i U 2fc
lc (6 7W7lW34W45H2IP7il6H2lP!i«l5yilPR7PiKl3Us4s \  t m  )  ’) ( 1) (34) (4 5) [2|P7116>[2)^34515>(1 |^67P45| )t3 5 V 67i
2 = [1 2] (3 4) (4 5) (5 6) [2|P712|6)[7|P7i 2|3)f712 ' V [17].
t b  — [2 7]2 [1 7] (3 5)4 /  [2 7]\2fcU  --------------------------  x  ^ J ,
b _  (1 3) (23) [7[P!2315) w
3
B _
4 ( 1 2 ) ( 2 3 ) ( 3 4 ) ( 5 6 ) [ 7 |P 56|4)[5|P567| l ) i567556 " V(23).
x _ _ ,  r r  l t o r ,
3 “ (12) (23) (4 5) (56) [7|P123|3)[7|P123|4 ) ( l |P 23P 45|6 ) i i23t456 X V<23>/
mB  — (1 3)2 (2 3)2 (5 6)2 [6 7]3 , / ( 1 3 ) \ ™
 -------------------    ■ — -  —  X l / 23W ‘
(B.4)
C  : A ( S l , s 2, 3 - ,  4+, 5+ 6- ,  7+) =  T g  +  Tgb +  T g  +  T f  +  T g  +  T f  , (B.5)
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F -  [2 3]2 [3|P7116)2 (4 6 )4 (1 6) /  -  [2 3] (6 1) \  2*T r _ __________________________________________L - - J  r r  M l X - - /  v -  - /  / -  K  J j  \6 -L ; y
16 (67)(71)[2|P7]|6)[23](45)(56)[3|P45|6)(6|P71P23|4)(1|P23P45|6) v [3|P71|6) J
t f  = ______________ (6 2)2 ( 1 6 )2 [3 5]4______________ /  (6 1) \  2/1
lc (6 7W 7lW l2W 3 4l[4 5 l[5 lP^ l2H 3lJP ^ d 6 U ^  W6 2W ’) (7 1) (1 2) [3 ] [ ] [ | 34512>[3| 345|6>i345 V ( ). 
4
f _  (4 6) c
J- O   yl 1 O J
(3 6)
1 =  (1 2) (2 3) (4 5) (56) [7|P123|3)[7|P123|4)(1 |P23P45|6) W 456 " V[7|P123|2). 
rpF _  (1 4 )2+2,1 (2 4 )2- 2/l^ c
(4 6 )4 [7|Pi2311)2[7|Pi23|2)2 / [7|P123|1) \ 2h
M I i m I W ’
( 1 3 )  ( 2  3 ) '
(B.10)
( B . l l )
(B.12)
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A ppendix C
Solutions o f Quadruple C uts
159
In the generalised Unitarity method, the quadruple cuts each define a unique box 
integral coefficient [78]. In the framework of 4-dimensional Unitarity, these cuts take 
a particularly simple form since the four momentum constraints serve to  eliminate 
all four orders of loop integration and thus “freeze” the integral, leaving the problem 
purely one of algebraically solving the resulting momentum constraints to obtain the 
(semi) unique solution for the loop momenta.
The quadruple cuts divide into five main categories, depending upon how many of 
the corners consist of a single external particle, known as a “massless” corner due to 
the fact tha t for massless particles, the momentum for the corner obeys the constraint 
k2 — 0, which has a major effect on the resulting solution. The other case is a corner 
with more than one external particle, known as a “massive” corner as in this case 
i f 2 / 0 .
The five cases are thus referred to as the four-mass box, the three-mass box, two 
possible two-mass configurations known as the “hard” and “easy” configurations, and 
the one-mass box.
4-mass box
K.
" 7
K 2- J -
r
■ W i
3-mass box
K-2 ~=>?
^ K 4 K 2^
ki ki
2-mass hard box 
K 3
r
2-mass easy box 1-mass box
r * 3
k4 ki
K ,
kd
Figure C.l: The 5 basic classes of quadruple cut
In principle, one could conceive of a valid “no-mass” box; however, this cut would 
only appear in the very specific case of the four-point loop. As with the double 
and triple cuts, we can only consider helicity configurations which result in valid 
amplitudes at all four corners. Thus, for example in a scalar loop, the case with an 
amplitude A tree( k ^ ,k £ , k , l j )  a t any corner is trivially zero since this is a vanishing 
tree amplitude. In addition, we can exploit the properties of Generalized Unitarity 
to gain additional constraints: Since a valid quad cut must be obtainable by cutting 
an additional leg on valid triple cut, which must in turn be obtainable by cutting 
an additional leg on a valid double cut, we can additionally conclude th a t diagrams
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in which the four individual corners are non-zero, but the “sub-total” amplitude 
obtained by considering two or three adjacent corners together is vanishing, are also 
zero.
We can use these conditions both to determine which momentum channels yield 
valid quad cuts, and to determine the possible helicities of the loop particles. Note 
tha t in some cases there is some ambiguity; for example, for the boxes appearing in 
a gluon loop, there are typically two valid choices for the internal helicities. These 
represent the two possible solutions for the loop momentum, and thus the full cut is 
given by the sum of the two cases, since the loop integral must reduce to leave only 
these two points in momentum space satisfying the constraints.
The two types of quad cuts we are interested in however are those with a Af  =  1 
chiral multiplet loop, and the complex scalar loop. In this first case this means tha t 
the only possible quad cuts are those in which we obtain a valid solution for both 
helicity choices of a gluino circulating, and for a complex scalar, such tha t we have 
a full multiplet circulating. We can then exploit the same cancellation within the 
multiplet that appears in the double and triple cuts to reduce the overall power of 
the cut in I. Meanwhile, the scalar loop quad cuts involve only those cuts which yield 
a valid solution for a scalar circulating in the loop.
We can now consider how to obtain the loop momentum solutions for the various 
cases required.
C .l 1-m ass box
For the scalar loop, we have the configuration
Figure C.2: General 1-mass box, (— I— ) configuration 
The key is to apply the constraints on the four loop momenta given by the cutting,
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specifically If — 0 for all four sides, and apply momentum conservation. We can begin 
by solving for fa, using the property fe — /i +  The constraint =  0 then yields 
(/i +  k\)2 — l\ + 2fa.k\ +  kf  =  0, which in turn gives (fa k\) [ki fa] =  0, since ki is a 
massless corner. This implies tha t either A  ^ oc A*^ , or oc A*^ .
We note tha t the solution [ki fa] — 0 would result in the k\ corner amplitude being 
zero, since it is an MHV amplitude and thus contains the numerator factor [ki li]2.
The only nontrivial solution thus occurs if we make the choice (fa ki) = 0, and thus
obtain Xli =  auA^. Applying the same principle at the other three massless corners, 
we can solve for six of the eight momentum spinors,
A/, =  Afcx, Azx =  zXk4 ,
X i2 X k i , A z2 w X 1^21 (fAl)
Az3 =  /?3 Afc2) Az4 =  P^Xk! ■
The remaining two loop momentum spinors can be solved using momentum conser­
vation. We can solve A/3 using
h —fa + fa2 ,
Az3Az3 = w X k 1Xk2 +  Afc2Afc2 , (C.2)
= ( w X k 1 +  Afe2)Afc2 .
We thus obtain A*3 = (wX^  +  A^). A similar analysis of fa and fa yields the spinor 
Az4 =  (zXkx — Ajt4). All tha t remains is to determine the constant coefficients 2 and 
w, which again can be done using momentum conservation,
fa —fa + 1^ + 2^ ,
Ij  =0 =  (1 2) [21] +  *[4 |Pi2|1>, 
=  [2 1] [4 2] ,
,  = _ M
[4 2] ’
(C.3)
Similarly for w,
h = h - h - h >
0 =  <14) [4 1] +  w [2 4] <14) , ( a 4 )
[41 ]
W  = 7  r .
[4 2]
Note tha t with these solutions the spinors Aj3 and A/4 can be written in a form in 
which their on-shell nature is more explicit,
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X - M i  + 1
[2 4] 2 5
[14] Afcj +  [2 4] Xk2 
[2 4]
(C.5)
Pi2|4]
[2 4] •
We therefore have a full solution for the loop momenta for this box,
A/, =  A/Cl, =
A/2 =  Afc,, A/2
A/3 - Pl2|4l - [24] ’ A/3 A k2 1
Ai4 =
Pl4|2]
- ~[24p
KII
(C.6)
Note tha t the equivalent flipped-helicity case,
k i
k i
Figure C.3: General 1-mass box, (-1 b) configuration
can be solved by simply conjugating the above momentum solutions, due to the 
symmetry between the diagrams; since this result is independent of the structure 
of the Kz corner, these two momentum solutions apply to all 1-mass boxes we will 
encounter.
C.2 2-m ass “hard” box
We consider first the configuration in figure C.4, where we label the upper propagator 
as Ip to denote its special status due to being adjacent to two massive corners. As in 
the 1-mass case we can exploit the massless corners to solve loop momentum spinors 
in terms of the external momenta. This yields four of the eight spinors,
Aii Afci, Aix z A/c4 , ^  ^
A12 — a 2 Afc15 Aj4 =  /?4 A^4 .
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Figure C.4: General 2-mass hard box
One can next solve for z  using the property jP — /i -I- f*, where P  = hi +  i f 2 =  
—k± — i f 3 ,
l2p  =  0 = P 2 +  z[4 |P |l) ,
p 2 ( C . 8)
[4|P|1> •
This leaves only the spinors Aip and Aip to be solved, since as with the 1-mass the 
spinors A*4 and Ai2 can be solved by momentum conservation. To try to separate 
the positive and negative chirality on-shell spinors for lP we contract lP in the form 
lP = l\ + P  with some reference spinors Aa and \p,
[P\lP \a) =[p\P\a) -
P 2 [PA] (1 a)
[4|P|1> ’
[ /? |P |q)[4 |Pll)-[/? lPPl4](la)  
[41P11) 
[/3|P|l)[4|P|a)
( C . 9 )
[41P11) ’
where the last line is obtained by applying the Schouten identity. We can thus identify 
the on-shell spinors as Aip = j^ y y  and Aip =  jP| 1). This thus gives us the complete 
solution to the box,
A/i = Afcj,
A i2 =  A t , ,
A*4 =
[4 |P 1)
k 3p
WP\
^1 _ [4|P|1) 4^ 5
\ -  \4\PK2
A l 2 — [4 |P |1 ) ’
A|P =  P | l ) ,
(C.10)
iy A;4 =  A^  •
As with the 1-mass box, the flipped helicity case for the massless legs can be solved 
by simply conjugating the above solution.
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C .3 2-m ass “easy” box
In this case we have the general structure
K ?
k i
Figure C.5: The general 2-mass easy box
We can use the massless corners to fix four of the spinors,
A/, = a i A f c 4 , A/2 =  a 2\ k 2i 
A/, =  £*4Afc4 , A / =  a 3\ k 2.
(C . l l )
Next we note tha t we can express the proportionality coefficients in the above in 
terms of the unknown spinors, e.g.
h =h + H i ,
0 = K *  +  a ^ K ^ ) , (C.12)
=
[ h \ K \  |4) ‘
As with the hard case, one can try  to infer from this the spinors for l2 by contracting 
with some reference spinors and A
* i2 (A 4) [ Q B ]
(C.13)
[B\h\A) =[B\KM) ~ [Q\KM)
[5 |A '1|4 ) [Q |X1|A)
From this one can solve for l2,
A In -^ 2 ) (24) ■
(C.14)
One can thus obtain the full solution for the box coefficient,
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hi = ^4> ^1 = >
Az2 =  Afc2 , A i2 =
Az3 =Afc2, ^3 =
K3 
(2 4) •
(C.15)
A/4 =  Ajt4 , A/4 =
C .4 3-m ass box
In principle one can obtain 4-mass boxes from cuts, however the smallest number of 
external particles which gives rise to such cuts is 8; hence, the most difficult class of 
box to appear in a 7-point calculation is the 3-mass box (at 6-point, even these do 
not appear, and in this case the 2-mass boxes and 1-mass box solve the complete set 
of box coefficients).
Figure C.6: 3-mass box with MHV corner
The same tricks we used to solve the 2-mass easy box can be reapplied here. We 
use the massless corner to fix A  ^ and A/4, and use momentum conservation on the K 2 
and K 4 corners to fix the constant coefficient,
Ki
*u =1
[l|^2|h> 
I 'A*, .
Afc, ,
( C . 1 6 )
[1| k 4\uy
Next we can apply momentum conservation on these corners again to try  to isolate 
the A spinors,
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h = h - W *  + fi<), 
o =(k 3 + k 4)2 -2 K%[1\(K3 + K 4)\l4)[ l \ K 4\ h )
= ( K 3 +  k 4)2 [ \ \ k 4 \ u)  -  K 2[ l \ ( K 3 +  K 4) \ U ) , (C-17)
= [ \ \ K 4{ K 3 +  K a) { K 3 +  K i ) \ U )  -  [ 1 \ K 4K 4 ( K 3 +  K 4) \ u ) ,
= [ 1 \ K 4K 3 ( K 3 +  K 4)\ l4) ,
allowing us to obtain
( K 3 +  K 4 ) K 3K 4 \1]
W 3R 4\1}  ’ ( .
[ 1 \ K2K 3 ( K 2 +  K 3) K J
AZl [ 1 \ K 3K 2 \1] ■
To solve the sides with two adjacent massive corners (l2 and l3), we use the same 
technique as used to solve the 2-mass hard box; we contract the momentum with 
arbitrary spinors a  and /?, and use the Schouten identity to isolate the on-shell 
spinors,
\ p i \  [ 1 \ K 2K 3( K 2 +  K 3) \a)[p\l3\a)=[P\(K2 + K 3)\a)~ [1\K3K2\1]
\P\K2 + K3\a)[l\K3K2\l] -  [P1] [1\K2K3(K2 + K 3)\a) 
[1\K3K2\1]
[P\K3K 2\1][1\K2 + K 3 \cx)
(C.19)
[ 1 \ K 3K 2 \1]
We thus identify the spinors,
Ai3 =  [ 1 \ ( K 2 +  K 3) ,
r _  K 3K 2 \\\  (C.20)
h [llA-s^ll] '
The derivation for l2 is identical, and we obtain the full solution,
, \1\K2K3(K2+K3) I
Ah — [1\K2K3\1] ’ ~  Akn
^  =  [ l |(A - 3  +  i f 4 ) ,  K  =
A,, =  l l \ ( K 2 +  K 3), A,, =
3 (K3+K4)K3K4\1] I   \
A l 4 -  [ 1 | K 3 ^ 4 | 1 ]  ’ A *4  “  ■
As before, the solution for the case with k\ of positive helicity can be trivially obtained 
by conjugating this solution.
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